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CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE
T h e TCDLA Federal Short Course
held in DalIas in Septernberwas a ronsing success. The topics were well
chosen, the speakers and materials
wereexellent. h3any peo le have contacted me personally to te 1me what an
excellent job I did. I feel a little guilty
about that.
1 need to set the record srraight for
the entire membedp. Ron Coranson,
the program dimor, is the man who
~
needs the credit. R Q petsonally
selected the topics and speakus. Using
his staff, he contacted them originally
and even made follow-ups. He used
our excellent staff to cmtinue contact
with the speakers and to insure everything with the hotel went smoothly as
w l l as with the publisher. It was Ron
who came up with the idea to have a
long continuous break. He realized we
were in a secluded area w h e we
~ did
not have toworry about peopleattendin8 other meetings and coming over
and using our break bar. It WaS a great
idea to have cokes and coffee available
all day long because "youwiU take your
breakswheneveryou wantto anyway."
That little idea eliminated telephone
problems dufing the normal break session.
Ron kept coming up with one neat
idea after another to make the seminar
a s u c c e ~ This
.
seminar, under Ron's
diectim, waswell nmby ourstaff,well
coordinated inattentlee's needs as well
as making money for the association.
Because of Roil's effods, it appears
TGDLA wvillfmish the 1989budget year
in the black. OriginaUy, the budget was
passed with almost a thirty thousand
dollar ($30,000.00> short fall. ARer the
State course, we needed one last push
to be able to make the revenue to bring
us into the black. Ron did that.
At the same time the seminar was
going on in Dallss, Bob Hinron and his
firm, Bufleson, Pate and Gibson, also
made an excellent gesture in behalf of
'I'CDLA. They sponsored a cocktail
party for the judles who were having
their Judicial conference in Dallas and
prospective members for TCDLA. Keith
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Jagmin, membership chairman for that
area, wmked on the new pmspects as
well as the judges. Bob and his C m
primarity took care of the judges. Bob
and Claudia Hinton came up with the
idea to have the wives prepare their
favorite hors d'oeuvre's for the cocktail
party. Everyone in the fm did this as
well as the Dallas and Fott Worth
TCDLA directors' wiues. All of the
judges remarked about how good the
sandwiches, dips, cheeseballs and
sweets were I even heard several
remarks that they would like the name
of the caterer. The party for the judges
and prospective members was a truly
nice affaii TCDLA owes Bob Hinton,
hisfirm,theirwives and theTCDLAFort
W h and Dallas directom and their
wives a big "thank you" for all of their
help in making the association look
good.
Speaking of new and old members
brings something else to mind. In talking m members acrms the state, I am
amazedhowmany believe that there is
a hierafchy in TGDLA and members
have no say in what occurs. Nothing
r the truth.
could be f ~ h efmm
~ o s geneml
t
members believe that
board meetings are for Ba4&D MEMBERS OAEY Cemphasis added). Let me
correct that misconception now.
General members are welcome to attend our board meetings m hear how
their organization is being run. We are
always glad to see general members at
any board meeting and not jwt the annual meeting. Good ideas come from
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Terrence McDonald, Director 15th Annual Advanced Criminal Law Course

I

T h i s past July the State Bar of Tex as
sponsored the Fifteenth Annual A.dvanced Criminal Law Course, and once
again the challenge to direct this cout se
was given to one of TCDLA's members,
TecrenceMcDonald. Terry is a g~aduz
te
of the University of Notre Dame and St

Classified Ads
ClassiffedAdvertisfig MUST:

1

Be typed
Be worded as it should appear.
Include the number of consecutlve issues n is to appear.
Be prepad. (Make checks payable to AFI Publicat~ons.)
Be received by the 15th of the
month precedmg date of publication.

1

Classified ads are $15.00 for the f ~ s t
25 words and 50 for every word over
25 Advert~smgcopy should be submitted to AFI Publications., 1015
- S.

Mays, Suite 201, Round Rock, Texas
78664. TelX512) 244-1771.
Acceptance of classified advertismg
for publication in the VOICE for the
Defe~tsedoes not unply approval or
endorsement of any product, selvice,
or representation by e~tllerthe 1 7 0 1 ~ ~
for theDefenseor the TCDLA.
No refunds on mnceiled ads.
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC
DEFENDER for the Western District
of Texas, stationed in San Antonio.
See 18 U.S.C. S 3W6A. Bilingual in
Spanish and federal criminal trial
experience preferred. Letter of intelest, resume and Standard Form
171to Lucren B. Campbell, Federal
Public Defender, 727 E. Durango
Blvd., B-207, San Antonio, Texas
78206.

Ma~y'sLaw School and has devoted his
time and talent to the improvement of
the criminal justice system. He is not
only a Board CertifiedCriminal Defense
Lawver. but also is a former Chief
~ e p & y ' f o rthe Bcxar County District
Attorney's Ofice. Despite a vely active
trial practice, he has also found time to
b e an adjunct professor of C~iminal
Law. Criminal Procedure. and Trial AdVOC&
at st. Mary's ~ a Schoo~.
w
Terrywaswellprepared to be Course
D i ~ c t oby
r virtue of the fact that he has
been an author and speaker at every
Advanced Criminal Law Course since
1977. At the initial Planning Committee
meeting, Terry set forth three goals for
this year's course. First, to rotate topics
among the experienced speakeis;
second, to inject the course with new
speakers and topics; and finally, to
bring a balance to the course by adding
more prosecutors.
In comparing 1988 and 1989, it is
evident that all three goals were
achieved.At this year'scourse only nine
speakers from 1988spoke on the same
topic. Additionally, there were twenty
new speakers who did not participate
in 1988, and Teny and the planning
committee added twelve new topics.
The number of prosecutors on the
Eaculty was doubled from four to eight.
These improvements, and the assistance of Leslie Ann Myers and the State
Bar Staff, made the 1989 course a great
success.
Next year the tradition of excellence
e assured of being continued by the
selection of Jack Strickland as Course
Di~cctor.See you in F o ~Worth.
t

Security Measures at the
United States Courthouse
in Dallas: An Update.
After Frank Jackson (Dallas) wrote
Jnited States District Judges Barefoot
ianders and Robert Porter concerning

the security measures at the local
United States Cou~thouse,emphasizing
the disparity between s e a ~ c h i n g
criminal defense attorneys and ushering assistant United States attorneys
through the secnrity devices without a
svnilar search, die United States District
Judges held a special meeting to address the problem raised.
Judge Sanders recently advised us
that the United States Marshal's office
wdl begin conducting the screening of
all parties on an equal basis. In other
words, rather than optmg for some system to exempt counsel for the Government and counsel for the Defendant
from being scrutinized, every individual entering the 13th and 15th
floo~s
will he required togo through the
security devices. I understand that
several federal prosecutors are already
irritated. Perhaps if we are all annoyed,
the best comp~,omise
has beenreached.
Actually, I think that my wife put it best
when she said that in her opinion the
rudge really does not care whether it
was a crazy defense attorney or a crazy
prosecutor who shot the gun o r
wielded the knife; the real point is that
he Judge was exposed to the potential
'or harm. Egos really have no place in
he discussion
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BANK
FRAUD
UNDER
FIRREA:
THE
NEW
RULES

by
Charles IK Blau and
Kimberly Colby Harris
I. Introduction

w h e n President Bush siened into
law the Financial Institutions Reform.
Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989;
(the "Act") on Aug~ust9,1989, it marked
the culmination of an eight month effort
to produce a bill which would overhaul
savings and loan regulation and provide funding to close insolvent thrifts.
The Act is intended to make laws
tougher on both financial institutions
and the officers, directors and employees who comprise them, by setting
stiffer capital and accounting rules, and
increasing criminal and civil money
penalties for certain crimes against
NOVEMBER 1989
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financial institutions. From a litigation
standpoint, the most potentially explosive measures included in the Act
are those which expand, enhance and
clarify the enforcement powers of
regulato~yagencies.

civil and criminal forfeiture of the
property of those convicted of financial
institution related offenses, allows
grand jwy information to be disclosed
to the Justice Department for use in
imposing civil penalties, and disallows
customer notification of grand july subpoenas in many instances.
The primary purpose of this alticle is
to evaluate the new rules and the likely
impact that Title M will have on fraud
prosecutions in Texas in the near f t ture. A further purpose is to point out
the instances in which the Act may also
impact constitutional law.

A. Creation of Resolution
Trust Corporation
The "Act" wiU provide $50 billion to
help resolve hundreds of insolvent
savings and loans. It establishes a new
agency, the Resolution Trust Corporation (the "Corporati~n"),~
to I-esolve
cases involving FSLIC insured institttions. The duties ofthe Corporation are
U. Federal Enforcement Picture
to carry out a program to manage and
resolve all cases involving financial inA. Current Condition of
stitutions which held accounts insured
Thrift Industry
by the X
' LIC before the passage of the
At present, 25% of the thrift industry
Act, and for which a consenrator or
has GAAP capital of less than 3%, and,
receiver has been or will be a p p ~ i n t e d . ~
as a group, they posteda loss in 1988of
$15.8 billion.' The United States
B. Insurance of Financial
General Accounting Office has esInstitutions
timated that the cost of resolving the
The Act also hikes bank and thrift
thrift indust~y'sproblems will be sornedeposit insurance premiums. It gives
where in the $100 billion range. Thrifts
the FDIC the duty of insuring the
under the supelvision of the Federal
deposits of savings and loans as well as
Home Loan Bank of Dallas registered
banks. The insurance funds will be
GhhP capital of negative $4.4 billion at
maintained separately in a renamed acthe close of 1988, and 135 of the 399
count.'
FSLIC insut-edthriftsin the Dallas region
were i n s ~ l v e n t Thus
.~
far the 1989
C. Federal Home Loan
Texas picture holds promise of being
Bank Board Abolished
even bleaker than 1988. Between
Another significant change is the
Janua~y1 and August 21, 1989, 104
abolition of the Federal Home Loan
savings 2nd loans have been closed
Board.' The Act replaces it with the
down, as opposed to a total of 113 in
Officeof Thrift Supelvision,which is to
1988.9
be headed by a single administrator
who will report to the Treasu~yDepartB. Dallas Task Force -Federal
ment. This administrator will be resLaw Enforcement Response
ponsible for the examination and
A Dallas Task Force was formed on
supen4sion ofall savings and loans and
August 3, 1987, and is acting under the
wiU have all the powels which were
direction of the criminal division of the
vested in the Federal Home Loan Bank
Depa~tmentof Justice in Washington,
Board.
D.C. It is jointly staffed by attorneys
from the criminal division, attorneys
D. FIRREA Enforcement
from the Dallas US. Attorney's Office,
Changes
attorneys from the tax division of the
Department of Justice, and attorneys
Perhaps the most pervasive changes
from the Federal Home Loan Bank
are those that come under the enforreBoard. It is presently thought to have
ment provisions of the Am6 They are
the strength of approximately 80 perexpected to have a significant impact
sons, including 14 attorneys, 30 FBI
on fraud litigation in Texas within the
agents and 16 IRS or Revenue agents.
next three to five years. The majority of
TO the present time approximately 15
these changes come in the at-eas that
criminal informations have been filed
increase civil and criminal penalties
by the task force, each charging single
and extend statutes of limitation for
individuals pursuant to plea agreemost offenses involving financial inments negotiated by Dallas Task Force
stitutions. In addition, the Act mandates
anorneys.l0Thus far none of the major
I-ewards for informants, provides for
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sions of $5656 and 657 mirror those of
$215 discussed above.

targets of the Dallas Task Force has
been convicted. The Justice Department, howver, is expected to receive
$75 million a year over the next three
years to fund investigarions and prosecutions under the Aa. Though it is
premature tospeculateonhow many OF
the projected 230 new agents will be
assigned to Texas, it is expected that at
least a member will be. The U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Texasis
slated to receive 12 new Assistant
United States Attorney positions, and
the C.S. Attorney For the Southern Disrrict of Texas expects to receive 15 attorney positions.
C, Review of Bank Fraud
statutes

T o undersand the changes that the
.act will effect on the prosecution of
bank fraud. it is necessary to briefly
recap the common "bank related"
statutes. who they target, and how they
nwk.
1. Bank Bribery Title 18 U.S.C. g 215
Section 215 of the Federal Criminal
Code1' is particularly appkable to alleged violations in bank and swings
and loan prosecutionsbecause it covets
bribe takers as well as bribe givers
within the financial institution setting.
The current code section became effective in 1386 and covets, but is not
limited to, offiers, directors, employees, agents, or attorneys of a federally
chartered or federally insured financid
institution. Formally, under the penalty
pmisions of the section, giving or accepting anything of value under $100

amounted to a misdemeanor the punishment for which was a fme of not
more than $1,000, nor imprisonmmr
for more thkn one year, or both. The
promise of or acceptance of value
greater than $100 was punished as a
felony with an attachment of a fme of
not more than $5,000 or three times the
value of the bribe (whichever is less),
or imprisonment of not more than five
years, or both.
2. Embazlement and
MisapplicaUon of Eunds Title 18 U.S.C. Qg 656 and 657
The enforcement provisions which
govern the theft, embezzlement or
misapplication of funds by officers or
employees of a fmancial institution are
found in $656 and $657 of the Federal
Crhninal Code.lz Prosecutions under
either ofthese hvo p i s i o n s generally
relate to either insider abuses or insider
assisted abuses. They involve abuse of
demand deposit accounts, overdrafts,
loans, and kickbacks. Section 656 a p
plies to federally insured banks while
$657applies to federally insured thrifts
and credit unions. The penalty provi-

3. False Entries Title 18 U.S.C. @ 1005 ahd 1006
Othercommonly used "bankdated"
statutes are $1005 and 41006.'3 These
statutes are identical to the aforementioned misapplicafion and embezzlement statutes except that acts
prosecured under $1005 and $1006 involve false entries. They apply o d y to
insidem and those acting in concert
with them. Federally insured banks are
prosecuted under 51005 while thrifts
and credit unions are prosecuted under
51006. Plior to the Act, the penalty
provisians of $1005and $1006provided
for a fine not to exceed $10,000 or imprlsonment not to exceed five years, or
both.

4. False Statements Tide 18 U.S.C. §lo01
Section 1601 works in oonjinction
with $$I005 and 1006 in that it covers
false entries generally, and fraudulent
statements or representations specifically." Defendants under $lWl nxust
have acted knowingly and willfully to
cover up a material fact that is related to
any matter within the jurisdiction of a
department or agency of the United
States. Prior to the Act, the penalty
provisions of $1001 included a fine of
not more than $103000orimprisonment
not to exceed five yeas, or both.

-

5. Mail Fraud and Wlre Fraud
Title 18 U.S.C. g$1341and 1343
Sections 1341 and 1343 a v e r mail
f w d and wire fraud respectively. The
elements of eachcrime involve fortning
a scheme or artifie Nith the intent to
defraud and to use the mails or wiresin
furtheranceof the scheme." It does not
have to be shown that the defendant's
scheme was successful or that victims
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sufferedlossesl6 Prior to the Aa, penalties for violation of either statute included a fine of not more than $1,00C
or imprisonmentfor not more than five
years, or both.

6. Bank Fraud Title 18 US.C. $1344
S e c t i o n 1344 is the bankfraudstatute.
This section has only been in existence
since October of 1984 and was enacted
to allow protectionof federally created,
controlled, or insured financial institutions.17 Prior to the enactment of $1344
the federal interest in fmncial institutions could only be vindicated if the
fraudulent activity constituted some
crime under another bank stat~te,'~
most notably mail fraud or wire fraud.
Section 1344 filled a long standing gap
by allowing recou~seagainst a person
who knowingly executes or attempts to
executea scheme to defraud a federally
chartered or insured financial institution.17The broad jurisdictional basis of
$1344 complements the expansive
statutory language.Jurisdiction isbased
on the federal banking system alone.
No use of mail or wires is necessary.
The legislature history indicates that the
StatUte may even have extra territorial
effect, reaching bogus or "shell" offshore banks that are used to perpetrate
frauds on domesticbanksMThe statute
also containsno monetarydiv~dingline
between felonies and misdemeanors. It
is always a felony which, prior to the
Act, resulted in a fine of not more than
$10,000 or imprisonment of not more
than five years or both.
Having br~eflyrecapped those commonly used enforcement statutes, the
focus now shifts to the ~teiurules and
the impact they will have on the penalty
provis~onsof each of those statutes.

D. New Federal Dollars
to Enforce FIRREA
Perhaps the most tellingindicationof
this Administration's commitment to
cleaning up the savings and loan industry can be found in the expanded
enforcement powers mandated by the
Act. In order to carry out the new congressional policy, the Act authorizes
$65 million for each of fiscal years 1990
through 1992 for the purposes of investigationsandprosecutions, and $10 millim for each of the same fiscal years for
the purpose of conducting civil proceedings involving financial instituNOVEMBER 1989
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tions to which the Act applies.*' The Act
alsoprovides additional appropriations
for judicial support and mandates that
the federal court system shall receive
$10 million for each of the f ~ c ayears
l
1990 through 1992 tocarryout itsduties
under the Act."The language also indicates that Congress intends to keep a
close watch over the expenditure of
authorized funds in thatthe Act requires
theAttorney General to report annually
to Congress on the use of the funds."

E. Title M of ELRREA-The
Heart of Enforcement Authority
Title M outlines the enforcement
authority and criminal enhancements
under the Act.
1. Expanded Deiinitions

of Afected Persons
Initially, it should be noted that the
Act has increased, by definition, the
numberofpersons whom it affects.The
reach of all bank related regulatory
agencies" has been expanded to cover
any "institution aniliated pa~ty"of any
"depositoly instituti~n."~~
This expansive language supplants the more
limited reach of the "banking related!'
climes to only specifically named persons associated with "banks."
2. Statute of Limitations

in Banking Crimes
Extended to Ten Years
One of the most heavy handed
x.ovisions of the Act increases the
statuteof limitationsforbankingrelated

plied to bar dismissal of petitioner's indictment. When the alleged offense ocC U I T the
~ ~ applicable statute provided
for a three year limitation period. Subsequent to the commission of the offense, but prior to the running of the
!.unitation period, the state legislature
amended the statute to extend the
statute of limitation an additional seven
years. Two years after the o,;lginal
limitation period would have barred
prosectdion, petitioner was indicted
Finding against petitioner's ex post
faao and due process arguments, the
coua said that the extension of an unexpired statute of limitation does not
make criminal what was previously acceptable, nor does it increase the
punishment or deprive an accused of
defenses which existed at the time the
act was comn~ilted,therefore the ex
post facto and due process challenges
cannot survive. The court went on to
sayrhatsuch challengescanbemetand
foreclosed by looking to principles of
statutory construction. What thelegislature actually saysis the best evidence of
11s intent and will." The applicable
provision of the Act clearly states that
"the amendments made by this subsection shall apply to an offense committed befo~ethe effective date of the
section, if the statute of limitations applicable to that offense under thischap
er had not run as of such date."-MGiven
h e principle of statutory construction
~lreadydiscussed, coupled with the
Holla~zdreasoning, the amendment
:ontains a clear expression of legisla-

n e mostpotentially explo5 re measures included in the
Act are those which expan4 enhance and cla$y the
enforcementpowem of reg ulatory agencies.
3ffensesfrom five years to ten years and
xovides that this ten year statute of
imitation shall apply to all offenses
,ommitted before the passage of the
' i ~ t , ~ ~ a s l as
o nthefive
g
yearstatute had
lot already expired."
While a fiist glance at such a provi,ion might raise concerns of constituionality, recent judicial language
ndicates that such extended statutes of
imitation do not violate a defendantS
onstitutional rights under either Art. I
)rthe 14th Amendment to the Constitiion.= This was issued in Holland u.
Xsirict Corrrc Douglas, Colornclo, et
rl., supra as to whether an amended
tatute of l~m~tation
was properly ap-

tive intent which, if recent precedent is
followed, will probably not be dis~upted.
Fuither support can be found in
another lecent Supreme Court ruling
where the Court determined that legislatures may enact reasonable procedural requirements for triggering the
right to an adjudication in the form of
statutesof limitation without the federal
court interjecting its presumptions to
construe them."

3. Expanded Civil Money
Penalties for Misconduct in a
Financial Institution
The Act ~ncludesseveral amendments enacted to expand and increase

VOICE

civil money penalties. It creates three
tien of civil penalties based on the
seriousness of the misconduct." At the
fmt tier a party or fmancial instihltion
which violates any law or regulation or
any order or condition pertaining to t l ~ e
Federal Deposit Insurance Act forfeits
and pays a civil penalty of not more
than $5,000 for each day during which
the violation continues. The second tier
addresses those parties which conunit
any of the above violations of regulations, olders, or conditions, and do so
while recklessly engaging &an unsafe
or unsound practice in conducting the
affairs of an insur'ed depository institution. The second tier also covers the
breach of any fiduciaty duty which becomes pan of a pattern of misconduct
or causes or is likely to cause more than
minimum loss to the depository institution. In this instance, the wrongdoer
shall forfeit and pay a civil penalty of
not more than $25,000 for each day
duringwhich such violatton, practice or
breach continues. The third tier provides for the most severe penalties. It
addresses those persons who knowingly commit any of the above discussed
violations, engage in unsafe or unsound practice in conductingthe affairs
of the depository institution and knowingly and recklessly cause substantial
loss to the depository institution o r a
substmtial gain or benefit for themselves by reason of the violation or practice. In this rnstance, the maximum
daily anlount of the civil penalty which
may be assessed can reach $1,000,000
per day in the ease of any person other
than an insured depository institution
and in the case of any insured depository institution can reach anamount not
to exceed thelesserof$1,000,000 or 1%
of the total assets of such institution.

4.Whistleblower Reward
Authority
The Act also indicates Congress's intent to encourage the giving ofiiformation to auditors. The Act amends the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act by providingthatan appropriate federalbanking agency, with the concurrenceof the
Attomey General, can reward a person
who provides original information
which leads to the recovery of a criminal fine, restitution, or civil penalty or
fo~feiture
under the banking statutes or
under one of the applicable criminal
provisions."
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5. Right to PinancialPrivacy
Amended for Bank Related Crimes
The Act also amends the Right
To Financial Privacy Act of 1978
C"RFPA''X3' The RITA is a general restriction upon government access
which piohibits any agency or department of the United States from ohtaining "customer account" information Or
records flom a financial institution unless aceess is permitted by anexception
provision. The Act inincreases the nurnber of such pmvrsions. It expands the
list of financial regulators exempted
from the WPA to include agencies that
supervise the activities of financial institution holding companies and their
subsidiaries. Secondly, it adds exceptions to the RlTA that make it clear that
any information regarding conservatorship or receivership of failed institutions can b e provided to Federal
Deposit Insurance Agencies by banking agencies or law enforcement
authorities. Thirdly, it adds an exception prohibiting a financial institution
from notitying any person that a grand
jury has subpoenaed a custon~er's
records in connection with certain
banking crimes or related criminal
provisions. Finally, the Act includes the
SEC as one of the agencies which may
share infomation under the RFPn.35

6. Justice Department
Authorized to Bring Civil Actions
to Recover Civil Penalffes

under alistatutes. In the case of "banking related statutes such as bribery,
theft, embezzlement, misapplication,
and false entries or transactions, the
maximum term of imprisonment has
increased from 5 to 20 years and the
maximum fine from $5,000 to
$1,000,000." In the case of "non bankmg statutes such as wnr: and marl
fraud, the Act increases criminal penalties for convictions only if the violation
affected a financial institution. If such is
the case, the F i e amount and imprisonment terms are identical to those Of the
above discussed "banking related offenses.'$
8. Obstruction of Justice

Statute Amended
The Act also amends and expands
provisions relating to the obstructionof
investigations, by making it an offense
for persons related to a financial institution to knowingly notify directly, or indirectly, any other ~ e i i o nabout the
existence or contenrs of a subpoena for
records of that financial institution, or
information that has been furnished to
the gmnd jury in response to that subpoena. An element of this offense is that
it must be done with the intent to
obstruct a judicial proceeding. The persbnfound guilty of such an offense may
be fined or imprisoned for not more
than 5 years, or both.*

9. Criminal and Civil Porfeiture

A
n additional tool provided to the
Attomey General hy the Act antho~izes

for Bank Related Offenses
The Act also provides for civil and
criminal forfeiture in connection with
him to b~ngcivilactionsto recover civil
banking related offenses." In the case
penalties against persons who violate
of a civil forfeiture4*the offender must
any provisions of the banking statutes
reimburse the F e d e d financial instituor the applicable criminal provisions.
tion regulatory agency for any payGenerally, the amount of the civil
ments to claimants or creditors of the
penalty shal1notexceed$l,OW,O~,exinstimuon and must reimburse the incept in a case of a continuing violation
surance fund of the Agency for any
which may not exceed the lesser of
losses suffered by the fund. In addition,
$1,000,000 per day or $5,000,000 in
the offender must pay restitution as to
total.%
the value of any real or personal property, which constitutes or is derived
7. Increase in BankRelated
from proceeds traceable to a violation
Criminal Penalties
of a banking offense." Further, the offender must reimburse for any expenIn addition to the provisions which
ses that the Federal financial institution
provide for civil penalties, the Act
amends the criminal penalties for c ~ r - or regulatow agency suffered as a result
of the offense. As to uiminal forfeilain fiancial institutron offenses. Crimthe offender shall be ordered to
inal penalties for "banking related
forFeitto the United Statesany property
offense$' have generally been inconstituting or derived from the procreased. It should be noted, however,
ceeds that the person obtained directly
that criminal penalties were not inor indirectly as a result of
creased for all violations occulring
NOVEMBER 1989
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F. GrandJury Secrecy Changes
The most pewasive change probably
occurs in the area of grand jury secrecy.
The Act adds a new provision authorizing disclosure of celtain matters occurring before the g r a d ju~yto a Justice
Depaltnient attorney for use in irnposing a civil penalty without a court
~ r d e r . ' The
~ Act fi~rtherprovides that,
upon a cou~torder, such matters may
also he disclosed to personnel of a
Federal Bank Regulato~yAgency for
certain purposes, or to a Justice Department attorney to whom new matters
hdve been disclosed. Though limited to
use in civil penalty enforcement, these
disclosures will work a substantial
change on procedural rules relating to
discove~y." Congress also appears to
legislatively overn~lethe two leading
cases on disclosure of grand jury
n~aterials."~
Rule 6(e) provides generally that
proceedings of a grand jury are secl-et
with very limited exceptions49 a n d
those exceptions apply to assistance to
government attorneys in their duty to
enforce federal criminal law. In Sells,
the Court found that disclosure ofgrand
jury infonnation to government attorneys for use in civilsuit is permissible
by coun o d e r upon a showing by the
government of a particularized need,
that need being "in connection with a
judicial proceeding." Wc~gqof
addressed
the question of whether an IRS investigation into an individual's civil tax
liability while that individual is being
investigated on criminal charges is considered "in connection with a judicial
proceeding." The Court determined
that it was 1101,and therefore would not
come under a Rule 6(e) exception.
Therefore, the FIRREA Act's provision
that a court order may be obtained
authorizing disclosure to a government
attorney for the purpose of pursuing
civil forfeiture holds the potential for
much litigation where parallel civil and
criniinalin~.estigationsaretaking place.
G. Sentencing Guidelines for

Bankers and Banking
Organizations
Finally, the Act mandates that the
United States Sentencing Commission
is to proniulgate guidelines, or amend
existing guidelines, to provide for a
substantial period of incarceration for a
violation or conspiracy to violate any
code section associated with "banking
elated crimes, or substantially jeopNOVEMBER 1989
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ardizing the safety and soundness of a
fedelallyinsured financial institution.%
Yet to be considered by Congress are
the proposed sentencing guidelines
that apply to otganimtions convicted
of crimes. Proposed Chapter 851contains provisions relating to punishment
for both private fraud and government
fraud. Currently, the private fraud pro-
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tigations. It is an open question as to
whether this will result in more effective prosecutions, but it is sure that the
government win have more time to investigate such crimes.
Prison time exposure on most banking related offenses has been raised to
10 years. Given the inflexibility of the
Sentencing Commission guidelines in

Traditionalgrand jury- secrecy in the banking area
has been turned on it. hel
"

vision includes offenses involvingfraud
or deceit in which the victims are pitvate parties. It includes frauds against
consumers, businesses or investors, as
well a s certain offenses involving commercial bribery kick-backs of commercial infringements perpetrated on
indwiduals or the public at large by
organizations such as financial institutions."
Government fraud includes offenses
involving fraud or deceit in connection
with government programs or procurement activities where the victim is an
agency of the United States government, or a state or local government.
This category is to ~ncludefraud, false
claims and other similarly deceptive
practices, unlawful diversion of government program benefits or burdens,
and related offenses involving bribery
or corruption of government employees. The banking related crimes encompassed by this offense sentencing
provision include those also available
under the private fraud offense23 The
Commission last held public hearings
on organizational sanctions in November of 1988 when discussion drafts
were solicited. There has been no furtherindication of when finalconsideration of these proposed Chapter 8
provisions are to be considered.

Summary and Conclusions
C o n g r e s s , needing to focus the
blame for the Savingsand Loan disaster
somewhere other than upon itself, has
passed a bill which will drastically
change the way this financial industry
ism. AS part of the Congressional fault
deflection effort, major changes have

been made in both thecriminaland civil
enforcement effort. Extending the
statute of limitations to ten years will
significantly alter the way the government might proceed in financial inves-

the white collar crime alea, it is clear
that individuals who are convicted of
these types of offenses will go to prison
for longer periods. The criminal penalty
provisions w h i c h range u p t o
$1,000,000 are overkill and will have no
significant deterrent value. The civil
penalty proviswns enacted in this legislation will have significantimpact, if the
government is able to enforce them.
Traditional grand jury secrecy in the
banking area has been turned on its
head by allowing criminal evidence
gathered in a grand juty investigationto
be turned over to civil lawyers for civil
penalty enforcement. The Right to
Financial Privacy has been s~gnifrcantly
altered by the gland jury notice exception. The exception, which forbids
notice to the customer of the existence
of a gtmd jury subpoena in the banking
crime area makes the exception larger
than the urivacv rule. The creation of a
separate obstruction of justice statute
for revealing the existence of a banking
crime grand jury subpoena will have a
major chilling effect on individual
privacy rights.
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For the Febr~mry1936 iswe of the
Voice, Mr. Steue Slcnztzer aufhoredan

scene that w c ~ cevidence of the lack of
disorientation. This approach of cross-

hfanslnargbrer Casm."This a~frclecum
extrendy loell received m d sir&
sequetm'y nmde part of the American
Bar Association DIWdlafza~a~
conseqtlefzt1J:the Voice req~resteclthat Stew
up& thearlicleamlfoau exclmiuely
O N cross-mamination ofpolice offers
in inoolunlary ma~zslatighrercases.

usually numerous potential fact witnesses available at the scene of an
automobile accident.

B. Factors of Intoxication

I n the next order of cms-examination, pin the police officer down as to
thefuctotshe relied
upon to conclude
intoxication. He
will have alreadv
listed some factors
in his reportsuchas
slurred speech,
bloodshot eves.
,
staggering and/or
stumbling; but ask
him to list those factors and quote the
facton in front of
the ,
iurv.
,. clearlv
leaving the impression thlt you want
to make sure that
you have every factor listed and that
the police officer
has been given
every opportunity
to list as many factors as h e relied
upon. Next, establish this t o be
"mutine lepo~ting" In every DWI case
that has ever been prosecuted, the
policc officer has never said that the
accused did not have slurred speech,
that he was not staggering, and/or that
he did not have bloodshot eyes. The
jury need. to be aware that this is, in
fact, "routine reporting" and the police
officer simply checks through the list.
Conclude this area of inquiry by &sking: "Are we certam, officer, that there
are no other factors that you relied
upon to formulate your opinion of intoxication?" It is at this juncture that you
should ask the policeofficerwhetheror
not the accused was "disoriented,"
especially if you know that you have
defense witnesses prepaled to testify
that the accused didceltain thingsat the

officer;consequently,first establish that
a police officer 1s tlained to perform

"

C. Duties and ResponsibUities

of the Police Ofncer
In the DWI cdse which does not involve an automobile accident, the
police officer is normally in a position
to direct his full attention to the accused
at the scene; however, this is generally
not the case in the Involuntary
Manslaughter case. Oppoltunities in

in the administration of first aid, in accident investigation, and in criminal investigation, s h e he ultimately arrests
the accused. The jury needs to understand that all of these respective expertise were being called upon at the very
same time and thus, the officer's judgment was impaired andlor distracted.
Establish through the police officer,
theprioriityofperformanceof hisduties
and responsibilities at the scene. He
will probably testify that his top priority
was to assist in life saving operations or
first aid at the scene.
His next priority
was to utilize his
training and skills in
crowd-control and
acc~dentinvestigatton;
. ' and, finally, he
was beine called
upon to investigate
a crime. At this juncture, exploit the fact
that
officers
know just enough
law to be dangerous
and ask, if &ring
the course of his administering first aid
to the accused, had
h e given the Mirand a warning or
whether or not a
criminal investigation had focused
on the accused at
that time. The police
officer will be p a tured in a defensive mode to not understand what this "tricky"lawyer is u p to
and it has been my experience that he
wlll xry "No, the focus of the criminal
investigation had not yet begun because his priority was to administer fint
aid." Continue, step by step, into the
police officer's activities at the scene
which would include crowd control
and themarshallingof other fie depanmentor ambulance personnel. Keeping
in mind the rime of his activities and
realiring that the longer the police
officer's other responsibilities distracted him from the accused, the less
reliable IS his opinion. If, during the
period of time that the police officer
was distracted because of his other
duties and responsibilities, you have

CROSS-EXAMINATION
-- - --

.
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cmssexatnination exist because of distractionsencompassedwlthin the other
duties and rcsponsibilities of the police

-

I
I
I

I

other witnesses who observed the accused doing ce~tainthinm at the scene
inconsistent with disori&tatmn, it becomes important to inquire as to
whether the police officer saw the accused doing these acts that you deem to
be consistent with sobriety. Later, your
argument will b e that the police
officer's opinion was impaired because
he did not have the same information
available to him that the jurors have and
that if the police officer had known tlwt
the accused was, for example, attempting to administer fimtaid tdinjured persons or was helping to control the
crowd, or doing any number of things
inconsistent with disorientation, then
the police officer's opinion might have
been different. Remembering that this
jury is sophisticated, from your good
voir dire, to understand that "opinion
evidenceisonly asgoodas the facts that
the opinion 1s founded upon," and
secondly, that "when the facts change,
the opinion is subject to change."
T h i s stage of crossexamination is
very time consuming, very tedious and
extremely critical. It is at this stage that
you determine where all the respective
vehicles at the scene were situated, the
lighring conditions at the scene, the opportunity that the police officer had to
observe the accused and under what
circumstances. Your objective being, in
the process, to establish that the police
officer's opinion was, in fact, impaired
and not worthy of '$izdoixemeizt"because of his numerous duties and

obsenle the accused and formulate an
opinion of intoxication versus sobriety.
Point out that he chose not to interview
any of these potential witnesses nor
bring them to court
When additional police officeis are
called to testify, trace, with the same
degtre of detail, their involvement and
activity. Inquire as to their personal
knowledge and observations of the
other police officerb activities in hopes
of showing inconsistenciesin the comparison of testimony. I have experienced on many occasions in
Involuntary Manslaughter cases that
only the arresting officer is the "opinion
witness" and the other officers were
involved in other duties at the scene.
Further, police officers seem to take
pride in the fact that they do not have
to seek second opinions or coilsultwith
supervisorsin exercising their option to
alrest a citizen. Consequently, it needs
to be pointed out that it was the police
officer's judgment, and his judgment
alone, that caused this arlest to occur.
Sequentially, the opportunity exists to
point out in argument that this trial is a
test ofthe police officer's judgment, that
he has a stake in the lawsuit, and that
his opinion is suspect.
D. ImpalredJudgment
Through this detail process, information will come out that will determine
under what circunlstances or conditions the p o k e officer formed his
opinion. If there were red lights from
emergencyvehicles,ifthe police officer

Pin thepolice oficel-down as to the factors he
relied ubon to conclude intoxication.
responsihdities at the scene.
At this point, require the police officer to make estimates of the number
of other people at the scene, people in
the crowd, paran~edicswho arrived at
the scene, fire department personnel,
and anyone else at tlre scene. If you are
aware that none of these people are
listed as prosecution witnesses, then
inquire as to whether or not he was
trained in criminal investigation and
whether it is not part and partial to a
criminal investigation to list the names
of witnesses who may have knowledge
of the offense and point out that all of
these people were at the scene and had
the same opportunities as he did to

had to shine a flashlight inthe accused's
face, or if the lighting conditions were
dependent upon either emergency
flood lights or vehicle lights, then these
ale the conditions under which the
police officer formulated his opinion
and arguably his judgment to arrest the
accused was "impaired."
E. Trauma Factors Versus
Intoxication Factors
In an Involuntary Manslaughtercase,
after establishing the confusion at the
scene, the number of people present,
and/or the duties and responsibilities of
the police officer other than determiningwhether the accused is intoxicated,

the officer needs to be questioned concerning any medical training he may
have received that would enable him to
distinguish between the impairment of
bodily functions from intoxication versus injury or trauma. The police officer
is going to testify that he is not a doctor
and youare postured to make the argument that the officer is effectively "playing doctor" at the scene and you are In
a position to examine the "clinical surroundings" in tvhih he was "playing
cloctor."
E. The Crlminal Investigation

In the process of detailimg the police
officer's activity, eventually he will be
one on one with the accused and will
be "investigating a crime." Inquire with
the same degree of detail as to whatwas
said to the accused and everything that
transpired in the process. Rely on the
fact that he has previously listed allthe
factors of intoxication. For example,
point out that the officer did not include, as a factor of intoxication, that
the accused was unable to retrieve his
wallet when asked to do so or that he
was unable to distinguish his drivei's
license fmm other itemsin his walle. In
fact, the accused's 'pwe inotor sktNs"
were such that he was able to do these
things. He did not hand the police officer his American Express card or the
police officer would have listed "confusion in finding license" as a factor he
relied upon to conclude intoxication. At
this juncture, interject the buzz word
"fine motorskills."This is a term that the
jury should be familiar with from your
voir dire examination.
Next, go through, in as much detail
NOVEMBER 1989
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as poss~ble,the activities that the police
officer required of the accused and posture it in such a fashion that everything
the accused was saying or doing was,
tosome extent, atest. Point out that had
h e failed the test, the police officer
would have listed that activity as a factor that heutilized to conclude intoxication. For example, when the accused
was asked to get out of the car, he ~wst
not huw stumbled or the police offker
would have listed "the stumble" as a
factor of intoxication. Since he had no
problem in retrieving his driver's
license and wallet, he passed the "fine
motor skills" test. Interject another buzz
word of 'kquilibrizrnz" and inquire of
the police officer if he had the accused
perform field tests with relation to the
equilibrium of the accused to detetmine intoxication. If he required more
than one field test, which is often the
case, I submit thls as evidence of a
*close call" or "indecision" on the part
of the police officer. If he required only
one test, then that is "insufficient testing." If he required multiple testing,
then that is evidence of "indecision."
Finally, re-exmine the factors previously listed and force the police officer to be honest about whether any
individual factor, or aU of the factors,
could be the result of the accident. For
example, every person with red eyes is
not intoxicated. Certaintypesof alcohol
emote a stronger odor than others, i.e.,
beer versus vodka. Blows to the head
as a result of the accident can certainly
cause one to stagger. The police officer
will either admit this to be the case or
his evasiveness on the obviousness of
these questions can be used in argiiment to show his bias.
G. Rubher Stamp T e s t h o n y
It is often the case, pa~licularlyin a
matter involving Involuntary Manslaughter,that the arresting officer is not
the same as the transporting officer.
Under these circumstanceg it is unlikely that the transportingofficer's opinion
in court will be inconsistent wlth his
colleague and fellow police officer's
opinion that the accused was "intoxicated." The jury needs to have the
proper perspective of the transporting
officer's testimony being in support of
his fellow police officer and not an independent opinion. The arresting officer gets uedit for the arrest and it was
his judgment that caused the arrest. The
NOVEMBER 1989
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amst was consummated prior to the
transporting officer taking the accused
to the station The transporting officer
becomes a "n~bber
stamp" witness.
H. Jack of Other Investigation
Of all the areas of cross-examination
inquiry herein listed, it is the area of
"lack of other investigation" that I
believe makes the totality of the investigation and subsequent prosecution
most offensive and vulnerable.
Unlike misdemeanor DWI cases, an
Involuntary Manslaughter case is a
homicide involving the prospect of a
felony conviction and the jury needs to
be aware without violating any rules of
evidence that it is a serious charge
which carnies penitentiary time with a
conviction. With that being the setting,

versus "reporting officers" would, in
other felony cases, go interview these
witnesses. The reporting officer would
simply get the names of material witnesses for CID and CID would go interview them. In thii instance, neither was
done. Establish that it is not the police
omcer's decision, but that it is simply
the policy of the police department to
prosecute and investigate a felony case
at this standard.
I. V i h Taping ofThe Accused

It has becomecommoninmany jurisdictions to utilize the process of video
taping the accused at the station uper
his arrest. In many instances, this
process is more helpful to the defense
than to the prosecution if the jury has
the processin the right perspective. The
-

Tbepolice offZcer is a trained witness a ~ has
d been
taught how to answer questions.
the arresting officer needs to be questioned concerning his training as a
"repo~tinzgoflcer" as opposed to a
"crinzinul irzuestigator. "The fact is that
the Involuntary Manslaughter case is
unique to felony prosecntion in that it
is investigatedsimilarto a misdemeanor
D W case and is ~zotturnedover to the
Crtminal Investigation Division (CID)
of the Police Department for further
investigation. The jury needs to be
aware that in normal felony prosecution, the "reporting officer'' turns the
case overto CID forfuahergatheringof
facts and evidence to support the
serious consequences of a felony conviction. Cross-examination should
reflect an air of indignance at this fact
and the jury should be indignant by the
end of the trial.
Where the prosecution has pointed
out in voir dire that they "only have to
call one witness," this gets to the heart
of the "sufficiencyof evidence" point as
stated above in the voir die and for
Final argument. Every other felony
prosecution is turned over to CID except Involuntary Manslaughter cases.
Point out through aggressive crossexamination that there were witnesses
available to be intervfewed who had
opportnnities to observe the accused
and form opinions as to his intoxication. Thus, these are "material witnesses" and "trained investigators"

jury needs to be aware that the video
taping w s done after the accused was
arrested and in most instances, conducted by someone other than the ar~estingofficer. Since it is done after
anest, its only purpose is to creute
evidence harmful to the accused. If
there is exculpatory evidence within
the video, then the jury can "form its
own opinion" from what was observed
on the tape rather than e ~ ? d o ~the
se
opinion ofthe police officer. The police
officer's opinion was formulated at the
scene under what I submit, were less
reliable circumstances or conditions
than seen on the video. Make the jury
aware that ew~ysbglethingthatoccurs
during the video taping is a test and
their observations of the accused and
his speech patterns, his ability to
respond accurately t o the police
officer's request, a n d o r his ability to
stand in the tape box outlined on the
floor, are examples of the lesring
pmess encompassed within the video
taping process. If in fact, the police
off~cerrequests the accused to hand
himhis driver's license during the video
tapmg and the accused is able to stand
erect without stepping out of the box,
retrieve his wallet from hi pocket, distinguish his American Express card
fmm his dtiver's license, and successfully hand it to the police officer, then
he has made a grade of A+. If h e had
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made a G,then the prosecutor would
have pointed that out durmg his case in
chief. This is proof that the accused's
" h e motor skills" were not impaired
and is evidence of sobriety. If the accused does not step out of the white
taped box, point out that he was being
tested as to his "equilibrium," and that
was the purpose for making him stand
in an erect, stationary position for that
length of tinre. Time this procedure
with the jury and point out that if he did
not step out of the box then, under the
"equilibrium test," he made an A+.
These are examples of pointing out
each and every thing that tmnspired in
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have been arrested. Since the accused
and the passenger had probably been
drinking an equivalent amount of alcohol, at the same time and under the
same circumstances with the accused,
the cross-examination approach to the
police officer is to fust inquire of the
officer as to his understanding of his
oath to uphold the law and how he
must discharge his duty to arrest any
person who is violating the law. This
would include the full range of crimes
from the category of trafficviolationsall
the way to murder cases and he wiU
have to concede that it is his duty and
responsibility to arrest eveiy person he

investigation and prosecution.
B. Endorsement or
Rubber Stamp Opinion

P o i n t out that the prosecution's case
in primary substance is to ask the jury
to simply "n~bberstamp" or "endorse"
the opinion of police offcers. You wiU
have woven, from theoutsetof the trial,
the fact that police officers are "interested \vitnessesmand be able to point
out that the more prudent and responsible way for the jury to make this very
difficult decision of determining the
fate of a person's 'fe, is to conduct their
o m test, Tiy to impart to the jury that
they should be insulted by the fact that
there was so much evidence available
a e j uy sets the standard in the com~nunityand
to assist the jury in conducting their
makes the determination of whether or not our
"own test" and it was the defense who
citizens are going to be criminalized.
brought that evidence to them and the
prosecution merely asked them to rubber stamp the opinion of an interested
believes is in violation of the law. He
the video taping process as beinga test
witness. In an Involuntary Manchose nor to arrest the passenger, conto be used against the accused if he had
slaughter case that I tried, wherein the
sequently, he concluded and formed
not made such high marks inconsistent
police officer was too absorbed in his
the opinion that this person (or perwith the oMicer's opmion of intoxicaother dutiesad responsibilitiesto have
sons) was not in violation of the laws
tion.
observed the accused walk out to the
concerning public intoxication or the
middle of the highway and pick up a
officer would have arrested the pasI n conclusion, the video process oftireand carry it appfoxinlately30 yards
senger in order to discharge his duty
fers the jury the opportunity to conduct
and put it on top of his truck, I was able
and responsibility. The l n c k o ~ e a m s f to demonstrate, in front ofthe jury, how
their own test rather than simply enOF the passenger becomes evidence of
dorsing the opinion of an interested
that fact could be utilized to conduct
the accused's lack of intoxication.
witness. If theaccused passes the 'kqttitheir "own test." It demonstrated that
lib~$tmztest"as stated above, and pasthe accused was in fact, oriented and
ses the '31~
motor skills tat"as stated
W,Plnal Argument
not disoriented, in that he located his
above, you are a long way home in your
tire and realized he needed to get it out
efforts to achieve an acquittal for your
of the mad. Witnesses had testified that
It all comes together in final argw
client.
he was able to reach down and pick up
ment. Your opportunity toexpress your
the tire and carry it back, which I mainindignance at the standard of investigatamed, mas a better test of his equition and prosecution; and your utilizaJ. Trained Witness
librium than any test conducted during
tion of all of the buzz words that are
The police officeris a trained witness
the video tapingpmcess, hecauseof the
spclledoutabove,
such
as,
"frailty"
with
in that h e has testified many tunes, and
weight of the tire and the requirement
regards to opinions, "interested"versus
has been taught how to dress, how to
that he had to bend over and pick the
"uninterested" witnesses, "impaired
answer questions, and generally how to
tire up and thus, shift his equilibrium
judgment," "fine motor skills," "equiact in cou~t.The jury should have the
without
stumbling or falling. The point
librium"
tests,
and
many
more,
can
now
benefit of this knowledge in order to
being,
give
the jury facts, information,
be
put
in
the
right
perspective
in
the
have the police officer's testimony in
and circumstances at the scene, where
minds of the jury.
the proper perspective.
they can conduct their own test, rather
The following are some thoughts of
than nlbber stamp the opinion of the
how to conduct final argument after
K. Passengers with the Accused
police offcer.
utilizing the cross-examination apIt is commonlythe case that there w~ll
proach of the police officer as outlined
be a passenger who is allowed to drive
above:
C. Evidence Which Should
the accused's vehicle home after the
Have Been Presented
arrest or is simply not arrested and
In m
y years of plagiarizing the good
A. Jury Standard
charged with public intoxication or any
work of many competent lawyers, I
The jury sets the standard in the comother offense.The opportunity then exhave learned to begin an argument
munity and makes the determination of
ists, if this passenger has spent the day
notebook at the outset of the trial and
whether or not our citizens are going to
or evening with the accused, to point
to start a section on what they did not
be criminalized; and thus, their whole
out to the jury that the passenger was
bring and should have, which includes
lives are affected with this standard of
not in violation of any law or he would
NOVEMBER 1989
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evidence as well as witnesses. This information is encompassed in your argument under the "sufficiency" of
evidence discussed during voir dire examination and should be pointed out in
argument.
There has never been a case that the
argument cannot be made that the
prosecution should have presented
other witnesses and evidence. The opportunity herein exists to challenge the
standard of prosecution and point out
to the jury that there is room for doubt
simply because the prosecution has
failed to remove the doubt with sufficient credible evidence and consequently there is "room for doubt."

D. Video Tape
As pointed out above, the video tape

is a test that was conducted undermore
reliable circumstances than the conditions which existed beside the road at
the time of arrest. If in fact, the video
tape in your good judgment and
opinion, is a helpfnl piece of defensive
evidence, then go through and utilize a
starting and stopping process
throughout the showing of the video,
pointing out the respective grades of
the accused as pointed out above.
E. Uninterested Witness
In your cross-examination of the
police officer, wherein there was inquiry as to the numbers of people at the
scene within specific categories, chart
and list those people as potential witnesses that did not have ;stake in the
outcome of the case and were
uninterested so that the jury can conclude that they should have been
brought as witnesses.
F. Summary Argument
In summary, your final argument, as
it relates to the police officer and the
prosecutorial and investigative effort,
will necessarily be one that encompasses a n infringement of constihltional
rights. Align the jury and the accused to
the extent that all this citizen asks of
them is that he be provided his constitutional rights no different from any other
citizen. In that respect, the police investigation as developed during crossexamination by the prosecution, has
fallen sholi and not come up to the
necessary standard that they, as jurors,
demand for their community; consequently, it is the jury's duty in ad-
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vestigation and prosecution of Involuntary Manslaughter cases. I am bothered
by the fact that this arrogance is
spawned by their knowledge that in
most instances, the police officer witness will not be put in the "p~oper
perspective" during the course of the
trial; consequently, the police officer's
credibility will remain unshaken. It is
only the criminal defense bar that can
cause the police officerto investigate to
a higher standard and the prosecution
to prosecute to a higher standanl. This
can only be accomplished by revealing
thl-ough good and thorough crossexamination their current substandard
investigation and prosecution. Thus, if

ministering the law to provide the ac-,
c u e d with his constitutional rights and
thus "acquit the accused."

VII. Author's Notes
P r i o r to writing this paper and giving
speeches accordingly, the thought did
cross my mind that by solidiiing my
thoughts into somewhat of a road map
for cross-examining police officers in
Involunta~yManslaughter cases, prosecutors were going to be able to hammer
me over the head by my own revelations of nly trial tactics. Be that as it may,
I decided that if prosecutors and police

Yourlfinal argument will necessady be one that
encompasses an infi'ingernent of constitzitiona~rights.
officers were doing their jobs to the
standard that I submit should be required before a citizen is criminalized,
then none of the areas pointed out
above \vould be available in crossexamining police officers. The police
officer would not be a vt~lnerablewitness as I submit, he is now under the
current investigation and prosecution
standards. I am personally offended at
the arrogance of prosecutors and investigating authorities concerning the in-

1

I have given prosecuto~-sammunition
with which to "hammer" me in the future, as pointed out above, then I am
comforted in that fact if my suggestions
have assisted any of my colleagues in
the criminal defense bar, and I am further comfomd if any of my suggestions
can force the investigating agencies and
prosecuting authorities to a higher
standard. If that happens, then this
whole effo~twill have been worthwhile.
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VlU. REPLY TO
OPPONENT'S PDR.
[Rule 201(h) Taken verbatim
from Kerry FitzGerald, supra.
Due wiMn 30 days from filing
of PDR. See sample reply
in appendix]
A. File a complete response. Do not
acquiesce to the Petition for Discretionaiy Review.

B. Challenge the "character of reasons"
relied upon, as not complyingwith rule
200(c).
C. Challenge the "ground forreview" as
improperly expanding upon the point
of error presented to the Court of Appeals. For example, was a State Constitutional Claim briefed or discussed by
either party in the Court of Appeals or
was it a basis upon which the Cowt of
Appeals arrived at its decision in the
case? JONES u. STATE,
S.W.2d
(Tex.Cr.App. No. 233-86, del.
November 25, 19871, at footnote 5.
D. Challenge the "ground for review,"
as improperly presenting in a Petltion
for Discretiona~yReview a contention
not actually decided by the Court of
Appeals. TALLANTu.STAE, 742 S.W.2d
292 (Tex.Cr.App. 1987). Tex.Const. Article V Section 5 limits the Court of
Criminal Appeals "discretiona~yappellate power to review of a 'decrsion of a
Court of Appeals in a crimiinal case as
provided by law."' See Rule 202(a)
Tex.R.App.Pro. JPFERSON v. SINE,
S . W . 2 d -(Tex.Cr.App.
No. 32785, del. May 11, 1988) (dissenting
opinion on State's Petition for Discretionary Review by Judge Duncan,
joined by Judges Clinton, Teague and
Campbell-wherein Judge Duncan observed that for the first time before the
Court of Criminal Appeals did the State
claim the Speedy Trial Act was unconstitutional under II.IETHELL u. STAZ,
739 S.W.2d 246 CTex.Cr.App. 1987)).
E. Be aware:Judge Duncan has taken a
position opposing the Court Crinlinal
Appeals' review of a Court of Appeals
judgment regarding the suficiency of
the evidence: "We should only review
those Coua of Appeals decisions that
e~roneouslyimpact the criminal law of
this State." MARTIN v. STATE,
S . W . 2 d
Uex.Cr.App. No.
89684, del. May 18, 1988)) (concurring
opinion on State's and Appellant's Petitions for Discretionaly Review);
BEAlWSLEl' v. STA'fB, 738 S.W.2d 681
(Tex.Cr.App. 1988)(Duncan, J., concurring and dissenting opinion).
E The Court of Appeals decision
should be affirmed as the Court of Appeals properly held that:
1. The "claimed" trial a r m does not
constitute error or reveisible errm
2. The "error" was waived at trial/on
appeal.
3. The "error" is harmless elm.
G. Shepardize all cases ielied upon
For opposing authority.

M.STATE'S LIMITED RIGHT
OF APPEAL
(Taken verbatim from Kerry
FitzGerald, supra)
A. Article V, Section 26 of the Texas
Constitution provides:
"Section 26. The State is entitled to
appeal in criminal cases, as authorized
by gene~allaw."
B. Aticle 44.01, C.C.P. provides
"Art. 44.01. API'1(N. B Y STAIE. (a)
The state is entitled to appeal an order
of a court in a criminal case if the ordel:
(1) dismisses an indictment,information, or complaint or any portion of
an indictment, information or complaint;
(2)arrests or modifies a judgment;
(3) grants a new trial;
(4) sustains a claim of former jeopardy; or
(5) grants a motion to suppress
evidence, a confession, or an admission, if jeopardy has not attached in
the case and if the prosecuting attwney certifies to the trial court that the
appeal is not taken forthe purpose of
delay and that the evidence, confession or admission is of siihstantial
impo~tancein the case.
(b) The state is entitled to appeal a
sentence in a case on the ground
that the sentence is illegal.
(c) The state is entitled to appeal a
d i n g on a question of law if the
defendant is convicted in the case
and appeals the judgment.
(d) The prosecuting attorney may
not make an appeal under Subsection (a) or (b) of this article later
than the 15th day after the date on
which the order, illling, or sentence to be appealed is entered by
the coui't.
(e) The state is entitled to a stay in
the proceedings pending the disposition of an appeal under Subsection (a) or 6)
of this alticte.
(0 The court of appeals shall give
precedence in its docket to an appeal filed under Subsection (a) or
(b) of this article. The state shall
pay all costs of appeal under Subsection (a) or (b) of this article
other than the cost of attorney's
fees for the defendant.
(g) The Rules of Post Trial and Appellate Procedure In Criminal
Cases apply to a petition by the
state to the Court of C~immnalAppeals for review of a decision of a
court of appeals in a c ~ h n ~ ncase.
al
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(h) In this afllele, 'prosecuting
attorney' means the county attorney, district attorney, or criminal
district attorney who has the
primaqvesponsibility of p m s a ~ t ing cases in the court hearing the
case, and dms not include an assistant prwecuting attorney.
SECTION 2. (a) The change in law
made by this Act applies only to
the appeal of an order, a ruling of
law, or a sentence if the order,
tuling, or sentence is entered by a
court on or after the efFective date
of this Act.
(b) The appeal of an order, ruling
of law, or sentence entered before
the effective date of this Act is
covered by the law in effect when
the order, mh'ng, or sentence was
entered, and the formerlaw is continued in effect far this purpose.
SECTION 3. This Act takes effect on the
adoption ofthe amendnleot to the
Texas Constitution proposed by
70th LegislaJ . R . No.-,
ture, Regular Session, @87. If that
amendmentisnot approvedby the
voters, this Act has n o effect.
SECTION 4. The importance of this
leg~slation
and the crowded condition of the calendars in both
houses create an emergency and
an imperativepnbkicnecessitythat
the constitutional rule requiring
bills to be read on three several
days in each house be suspended,
and this nile is herebysiispended."

X,COMMON AREAS INVOLVED
IN APPEAL OF CRIMINAL
CASES (Not intended
to be exhaustive)
A. Accomplice testimony
AADRSON,717-622
MARLO, 720-496
BOOZE& 717-608
l3. Application paragraph in Court's
charge
COBARLmBI.0; 675-749
C. Arcesr. Search Pt Seizure
1. ~rt.'14.04CCP
HONEI'CLTI'I: 499-663
MVDALL, 656487
2. Standing CHAEA. 729-725

3. Pmit of ~oisonoksTree
.!BAKE, 598-842
4. Gaad Faith Exception
US. V. LL??N,46%US 897
d.WOODARD, 668337
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Art.38.23 CCP
5. Warrant affulavit, probable cause,
totality of circumstances
IU. V. GA7B, 462 US 213
EISENWAWZ, 754-159
6. False statemem in warrant
affidavit
FRANKS V.W ,438 US 154
BAMSEY; 576-920
7. Stop and frisk
PLA.V.ROYER. 75 Led.M 229
MARSH, 684-676
COIWRS, 754456
8. Warrantless searches, consent exigent circumstances
AIALDOIVADD, 528-234
HOOPER. 5561-941

-

DICKEY; 716-499

STODDRRa. 475-744
9. \Vamntlessearch incident to custodial arrest
A! E V.BELT04 453 US 454
Ilx)fiUS. 572-507
10. Search or amst of non-occupant
SIEAGALD K U.S., 451 US 204
ALIFC 627.166
LIPPERT, 712-669
11. Pretext
LINNm 664-672
BLACK, 739-240
12. Roadblock
MIBKS, 692-504
13. Inventory seairhcs
S.D. V. OPPBWAN 49 led.2d 1000
STEPHEN, 677-42
14. Plain view
ARIZ. V. HICKS, 94 Led.2d 347
IVlBE 729-737
15. Container searches
ARK. SAhDER&61 Led.2d 235
ARAJ, 592-603
16. Inevitable discovery

NIX V. !.EVlS., 81 Led:Zd 377
17. Search of vehicle incident to stop
and frisk
MICH 1'. LOIVG 77 LedZd 1003
18, Probable causein general
IIfIVCEI"K AH& 437 US 385
SEW&x 611-434
CASSM, 719-585
WHALIr'l: 686950
19. Electronic airveillance
US. V.KARO, 82 Led.2d 530
.
D. Capital murder
1. Ggenesal
LOWENFIELD K PHBZPS 108 S.ct.
546
FRANKLIN B. LRVAUGH, 43 CRL
3120
SATIERWHI'B K
43 CRL 3047
JOHI\KON V.MISS, 43 CRL 3080
LMNCSTON, 542-655
A ~ I 626-758
;

EDRINGS'V. om, 455 US 109
EMWCND K FLA, 458 US 752
FURMAN V: GA,33 LED.^^ 346
GODHEY V. GA,, 446 US 420
PALAFOX, 608-177
2. jury selection
W
G
-HT
?
! W!ZTZ 83 Led.2d
841
CARTER, 717-60
RUSSELL, 720-484
DAWS V. GA,, 429 US 122
E. Charge of the court, erroi
AMANZA. 686157
P. Comment on defendant's failureto
testify
BIRD, 527-891
MI'WS, 573-19
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G. Comment on defendant's postarrest silence
CONWAX 625-35
SANCXEZ, 707-575
H. Comment on evidence by trial
cou It
MARLOK 537-8
E 1 K 551-375
DANIEL, 648-354
I. Confessions
EDIVARDS V:ARE, 68 Led.2d 378
BRIDm 742-379
SE@ 709-662
BUSH; 697-397
C O W 643-947
BELL, 724-780
F A m , 611-630
DUNCAN, 639-314
J. Confrontation
LONG, 742-3302
Af.Lm>
700-924
K. Corporate criminal liability
VAUGHN6 SONS.,773-805
L. Deadlv weanon Findings
PO.& 6931391
M. Defensive charge, entitlement
C A W , 4488-480
SLEDGC 507-726
N. Discovery
GRANGER, 683387
0.Discretionary Review
ANGEL 740-727
T A L A 742-292
~
DEGRATE, 712-755
P. Due process
tWNSH0: 25 Led.2d 368
MULLANY I.! WILBUR, 44 Led.2d
508
SIMPSON V. US., 55 Led.2d 70
FRANCIS V: FRANKUN, 85 Led.2d
344
PRESNAL V.GA., 58 Led.2d 207
MILLS, 722-411
G O W 634-681
Q. Effective assistance of counsel
STRICKLAND V.IVASH., 466 US 688
D u r n 607-507
R. Enhancement
SEWEL, 742-393
WSDOM. 708-840

-

I

L I T W 726-26
S. ExcIusion of defense evidence
CHAMBERS V MISS., 410 US 284
SBLLERS, 5488-915
SPENC%%, 503-557
EASTERLING, 710-569
T. Ex oost facto considerations
C ~ I N645-265
,
B O W , 707-107
U. Extraneous offenses
ABREC;
486-97
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SMIITI, 646-452
C Z B a 661-731
BOVIWBLI., 719-164
V. Habeas corpus, postconviction
RAlLWELL, 717-33

CAMPBELL, 456-918
STAArFIEZD, 718.734
JJ. Prosecutorial misconduct
LOVE. 533-6

~ S B 6?6-130
X
W. Harmless error

LOSADA, 721-305
S T B . 749-826
KK. Relevancy
PLANE, 692487
LL. Reversal for punishment phase
error. 44.29(b)
SEWELL, 742-393
MM. Self-defense
ITIOMPSON, 659649
SANDERS, 632-346
Db33PSEY266-875
YOUNG, 530120
DYSON 672460

ERW, 729-709
PHELPS, 594-434
X. Hypnotically enhanced testimony
ZANJ 758-233
Y. Identification

H O L L O W A525-165
~
2. Impeachment

CRAlG, 59491
AA. Indictment and information, sufficiency
ADAMS, 707-900
BB. Jeopardy and collateral estoppel
BREEDLOVE, 470-880
MYERS, 628-365
BLOCKBURGER, 284 US 299
SILlrAS, 632-598
CROSBI: 703-683

CC. Jury argument
ALEIANDRO. 4933-30
'&D, 598-286
DD. Law of the case doctrine
WARE, 7366-700
EE. Lesser included offenses
DAY, 532-302
FE Motion for new tiial
1. newlv discovered evidence
HOM,
585-681
CARLISLE, 549-698
2. denial of continuance
BENOK 561-1110
3. jury misconduct
SNEELI, 670-262
RAMIREZ, 587-144
MLNKOE, 6377-75
GG. Opinion testimony
HOPKINS, 480.212
HH. Parties
RASMUSSEN, 608-205
-

[I. Probation revocations
LYNCH, 263-158
IWLCOX, 477-900
FORa,488-793

NN.sufficiency of evidence
1. in general
JACKSON V: VA., 61 Led.2d 560
CARLSEN, 654-444
FOSEl, 639-691
2. affirmative defense
VAN GUILDER, 709-178
3. dmg possession
HUMASON, 728-363
REYES, 575-38
00. Unconstitutional statute, effect of
IEFFERSOlq 751-502
lrut see
ROSE. 752-529
PP. Variance behveen pleading and
~r00f
BURRELL, 526-799
MOORE 531-140

QQ. Venue, change of
HENLEI: 576-66
BELL. 582-800
E C K 623-359
~ ~
PHILLIPS, 701-875
RR. Voir dire
1. intelligent use of peremptories
SAfIITI, 513-823
2. Batson healing
KEETON. 724-58
HENRI: jz7-732
3. limitation on defense
POWELL, 631.169
4. in general
GRAHAM,566-941
ITIOIMAS, 658-175
GARDNER, 7330-675

Note: l7~efbllotuingexceipt @ A p e d
L. Scmikzn was fnknifrom The Trial
Masteis, Pwntice-Ha# (1984).
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SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS
REPORT
Editor: Catherine Greene

Burnett

James WYLE, III, No. 69,295 -Capital Murder Conviction Reversed and Remanded -Opinion by Judge
Miller; Judges M c C o r d c k , Duncan and Berchelmann
Concur w i t h Note; September 20,1989.
VOIR DIRE -ERROR TO DENY CHALLENGE FOR
CAUSE TO VENIREMAN WHO IS 'WITNESS" TO CASE:
This opinion deals with two kinds of "witness" to a criminal case.
The venireman (X) in this case fit both categories. One kind of witness is a witness such as X, who testifies at a pre-trial hearing. The
other type of "witness" is someone who has personal knowledge of
the facts of the case.
FACIS: X testified at D's motion for change of venue -X was
the owner ofthe only funeral home in this \Vest Texas county, and
his company handled the Funeral services for the victim of this capital crime; D elicited testimony from X at the venue hearing about
the size of W\Vs funeral.
During X's voir dire, D established X had been witness at venue
hearing and promptly challenged him for cause. T/c overruled challenge. D questioned Xfurther and learned the following: X had
bccn called by the sheriff's ofice to the scene of the offense, being
told therc had been a shooting and death, and that since he was the
funeral director, it was his duty to remove the body. X remained at
the scene for several hours during which he saw WW's body and
physical evidence (such a s blood) on the floor. Because he knew
everybody investigating the incident, X talked to law enforcement
officers "in passing'' about the case. Defense counsel also elicited
that X had been hired by UW's family to handle the funeral, that he
knew GrW and his brother "just on a business basis." Xtestified he
believed he could be a fair juror. D was forced to use a peremptory
challenge onX.
Interestingly enough, during State's case in chief, X was called to
testify- that h e took C/\V's body from gas station to hneral home
and then transported body to El Paso to ME'S office. X also testified
he did not embalm the body and could not remember who
rcmoved U W s clothing.
This case provided TCKs first opportunity to construe art.
35.16(a)(6), V.A.C.C.P. That statute provides that either defense or
prosecution may challenge prospective juror for cause if that person
is a wirnesrin the case. The issue to be resolved in this appeal was
what is a "witness." TCA provides at least two definitions of "witness," both of which apply here.
TCA rejected State's argument that statute does not apply to
someone who is a witness in the pre-trial change of venue hearing.
A unanimous court on this issue recognized the problem that would
be presented by limiting art. 35.16 only to witnesses called during
trial on the merits- the problem: during voir dire, a party often
does not know if a specific person will be needed as a witness
during trial. Also, if one party to the lawsuit fails to volunteer
during jury selection that a prospective juror is a potential witness
for trial o n the merits, then his opponent has no basis on which to
formdate a challenge for cause. The party who remains silent
could later call the witness during trial- and this would be the first
time it became apparent that opposing counsel would have a
proper basis to challenge the prospective juror (who is now a witness) lor cause. Such a result would render art. 35.16 meaningless
and ineffective.
Similarly, an undivided court would not read the statute sonar-
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uwly as to define "witness" only to a person who testifies at any
7hase oftrial. Instead. the court e x ~ a n d e dthe definition of "witless" to include anyone "soclosely connected" to the "offense or
iubsequent investigation" as to be a witness to the crime and its inciients. In other word., "witness" includes anyone who has personal
mowledge of the facts ofthe case.
Applying either of these tests to the facts hcrc, t/c erred. X was
,resent at the scene of the capital n~urderoffense shortly ailer it was
:omrnitted; h e performed a somewhat limitcd role helping law ellorcement officers; he handled the victim's funcrai; and hc was acpainted with victim and fanlily members. Standing alone, those
acts should have put t/c on notice X was a "witness in the case"
~ n supported
d
D's challenge for cause. Completely apart from t h a ~ ,
i was a "de facto" w i t n e , ~in the case because of his previous role
estifying at the pre-trial hearing on U s motion for change 01 venue.
CAUIION: TCA does not adopt a bright line rule. I t lclt open
the possibility that a venireman may not be subject to a valid
challenge for cause just because one of thc parties calls him
to the witness stand during a pre-trial hearing. Although TCA
lelt the door open, it declined to give an advisory opinion
about the type of situation that might cause this possibility.
TCA cautioned that its holding should not be construed to mean
each and every timea person is called to the stand a s a witness in a
)re-trial hearing as well a s a prospectivc juror in the trial that that
rrson should be automatically excluded lor cause." Tile test still
emains whether t/c abused its discretion -this always will involve
:onsideration of the facts and circumstances involved in each case.
However, TCA was critical of State's argument that therc might
r "pretextr'summoning of pre-trial witnesses. At least in the [acts
fthis case, TCA Found the argument "especially ludicrous" because
[ultimately testified as State's witness during case in chief.
CONCURRINGJCDGE(1hree judges): Bccause of the potential
or re-trial, majority discussed "other pertinent points" which might
eoccur. Three judges concurred with a note that thcy would not
>in the dicta regarding D's remaining points. NOTE: Judge'l'eaguc
lid not participate, s o the split on the remaining points of error is 5-
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Murder Convicell; Judges
Clinton and Teague Concur in Result; September 20,

/
I

SIXRt:ll AND SEIZtlRE --REUTIONSIIIP UEIWEI!N INVENTORY AND PIAlN VIEW:
This case presents a n interesting question of what evidence can
be seized during a lawful inventoy search- how does an inventory search relate to the plain view doctrine?
FACIS Ds' conviction for capital murder was based entirely on
circumstantial evidence. The charge sprang from the robbery/murdcr of an assistant managerata conveniencestore. Duringan inventorv search of D's car. c a k e oficcrs tIkovereda snent .22
cal~be;shell casing. The'&ing was introduced into evkence at
trial. and PUI flrearms examiner testified it was fired from the same
weapon that had fired three other spent shells found on the Rwr of
the murder scene. An informant gave police a w e a p a he got from
D; it was the same weapon that fired the shell found in the inventory
On appeal, D conceded that the inventory search of his vehicle
was valid. The only issue on appeal was whether the shell casing
could properly be seized under the "plain view" doctrine since it
was not, 'in and of itself, evidence of any criminalactivity." Resolntton of this issue depended o n whether police ofiicers had snffrctent
probable cause to believe the shell casing wasanYinstrumentalityof
a crime!' TCA found that they did.
LEGAL BrlCKGROUND. Before the plain view exception to the
warrant requirement can be used, three conditions must exisc: (1)
the police must have a right to be where they are when they discover the item in auestiont (2) this discoverv of the evidence must
bc inadvertent; anb Q it &st be "irnmedtafelyapparentn to the
police that they have evidence before them -that the item is an in4tmmentality &a crime. Coolidge u. h%cuHamyhire, 403 U.S. 443
(1971).
in applyrng this three-part test, only the third prong was at issue
-the question of the "immediately apparent" nature of the shell
casing as evidence. The fiat two prongs are nor relevant in this
case because the inventory search of the automobile was lawful thus offtcers had a right to be in the car at the time the casing was
discovered. Also, the discovery of the casing was inadvertent because it was found during the course of the inventory. For example,
officers did not know in advance the location OF the shell casing,
nor did they have an Intent to seize it
Concerning the thtrd prong (the instrumentality question), TCA
upheld the seizure. X,a n investigator with the D.A.3 office, was
present when the inventory was conducted. He knew a small
caliber weapon had been used ~nthe commission of [he robhery/murder. He also knew that the automobile's owner was a
suspect in the robbery/murder. These facts gave suffictent probable
cause for X to believe shell casing was evidence relating to the oonvenience s o r e murder. Owing to X s knowledge aboutthe ongoing
~nvestigation,it was "immediately apparentUthat shell casing was
evidence of a crime. For this reason, seizure of the shell casing was
proper.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -POLICE INFORMANT CONDUCTED "PRIVATEPARTYm'SEARCH, SO NO FOURTH
AMENDMENT PRO'IECTION:

D challenged admission of a .22 caliber weapon seized during a
search by a private citizen who was working as an unpaid confidenttal informant at the time. Thequestion to be resolved was whether
Y (the confidential informant) was acting as a government agent
when he entered n's property and took posxssion of the gun. RelyIng ro a large extent on federal court decis~ons,TCA concluded that
under thc fads this was merely a private parly action.
Y t e s t ~ k dduring
,
pre-trial motion to suppress hearing, that h e
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had been working as a n nnpaidconfidential informant, arranging
drug transactions involving D. In early Aprd 1987, Y told deputy
sheriff D had .22 caliber weapon that had been used in an armed
robbery and some murders The deputy sher~ffresponded that if Y
ever obtained the wcapon, he would lake to see it 1 h e two had no
further conversations about the weapon. A month and s half later,
D gave Y the weapon so that Y could help him murder two people
Once Y go1 the weapon, he turrred it w e r to law enforcement ofli
cials. During the hearing, Y testified hc was never told by law enforcement ofncers how ro get the weaponand was not compensated
for retrieving it.
A wrongful search or seizure that is conducted by a prwateparty
does not violate the Fourth Amendment. 'i hat means that for
federal constitutional p u r p e s , the question that has to be
answered is whether Y was acting as an "instrument" oragent of the
State at the time he got the gun from D.
TG4 relled on Pifth C~rcuitcase of U.S v. Basan, 807 F.2d 1200
(1986). There federal UA adopted two factors to be cons~dered1n
determining if citizen is acting as agent (1) whcthcr government
knew of, and acquiesced in, the Intrusive conduct, and (2) whether
party performing the search intended to asslst law enforcement efforb or was acting to further his own ends
TCA str-ed that Ys' status as a mlice informant dld nor, by 11
self, convert his private action into State action for search and .
seizure purposes. Basedon the facts, TCA concluded this was merely a private party action. Among the relevant facts were that (1) officers olTered no form of compensation t o Y,(2) olrcers did not
initiate the idea that Y should obtain the weaaon.,and (3) officers
lacked specific knowledge that Y intended to search. Because
sekure ofthe weapon was the result of a private party search, there
is no relevance to the issue of whether Y's seizure of the gun (by
enterine D's home) was otherwise oroaer. TCA amears
to rive
.
weight to fact that Ys' involvement with law enforcement officers
concerned drug iraflicking in the area (rather than an investigation
of this crime), and it was Y who first approached the police wtth Information D had the weapon used in a robbery/murder
CO&UEhT
In resolvtng thts point of error, TCA rehcs almost
exclusivelv on federal courts of a~rreals'decis~ons.The issue
ss framed purely in terms o f a federal con$titutionai violation
Hence, no mention 1s made of Art 1, Sec. 9, of the Texas Constitution.

.

. .

w
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Ex p a n e Eladio CRISPEN, No. 70,755 -Writ Relief
Denied- Opinion by Judge Mffler; Judges hfcCormick,
Campbell and Duncan Concur in Resulti Concurring
Opinion by Judge Clinton; Dissenting Opinion by
-Iudae Teame: Sentember 20,1989.
HABEAS CORPUS -UNOBJECTED-TO LONG ERROR
MAY NOT BE RAISED FOR FIRST TIME ON COLLATERAL.
ArnACK:
D was convicted by a jury of aggravated sexual assault and sen-

-

-

-

tenced to hfe imprisonment. His conviction was aflirrned in an unpublished opinion delivered more than a year before TCA's opinion
in hzg,742 2W.2d 302 (TCA 1987), which held child videotape
statute (Art. 38.071. Sec. 2, V.A.C.C.P.) unconstitutional as violating
both due procecs and confrontation rights under federal and stateconstitutions. D did not chailense
. constitulronaiity of videotape
salute on direct appeal.
Only in this Art. 11.07 writ did D first complain that showing the
jury a pre-trial videotaped mterview of CW and a social worker violated his right of confrontat~on
The issue before TCA was sob& whether "Longerror" can be
raised by writ when D failed to object to admission of the videotape
at trial on the ground that his confrontation right wzs violated
COMMrflF Because TCA held D waived any error by faillng
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to object, it did not address the merits of D's claim. This
opinion then does not resolve the open question of whether
"Longerror" can be raised on a writ of habeas corpus. This
"cognizabilitf issue has gone both ways o n other recent issues of constitutional dimension. For example, an unconstitu
tional jury charge o n parole law is not cognizable in a
post-conviction writ, hut exclusion of prospective jurors in
violation of the federal Constitution is.
1lI:lD: Claim not cogni;?ahlc. 'I'CA adhcrcs to its cantempOrdneOllS ohjcction rule. 'I'hat rule provides that appellate courll
won't consder any error which could have been called to the attention of the trial court at a ttme when the error ide either have
been avoided or corrected. An exception to this rule applies to
novel canstitutional claims Howwer, TCA did not find that Long
error was such a novel constitutional claim.
TCA stated its decision in Long did not create a new claim - it
merely determined that the statute improperly placed harriers on
D's established constitutional rights Even though the precise defect
in Art. 38.071, Sec. 2, had not bceu addressed by TCA at the time of
D's trial, the rights affected by that statute were well atahlished.
Thus, TCA would not "excuse" D's fa~lure
to ohject.
NOD3 This is a plurality opinion.
CONCVRRING QPINIONOudge Clinton): This opinion
presentsa scholarly review of the scope of pas-conviction attacks under Art. 11.07 and the constitutional theories behind
them.
DISSENI'ING OPINIONOudge Teague): This opinion prescnts
a "what's good for the goose is good for the gander" argument. JudgeTeague points to March decision of TCA in
Casarw, holding that an unconstitutional statute cannotprovide the framework for any right or relief. From this, he argues that TCA at least "implicitly" has recognized that the
const~tutionalityof a statute can be collaterally attacked for
the first time on appeal. If D here is "poured o u r because he
did not object in Vc, why wasn't D in Cusarergiven the same
treatment?

E x parte Randy TAYLOR, No. 70,788 -Orlglnal Writ
Relief Granted -Opinion b y Judge Mlllec Judge White
Concurs in Result; Concurring Opinion byJudge
Campbell; Dissenting Opinion b y Judge Berchelmann,
Joined byJudges McCormick and Davis; September 20,
1989.
CONTEMPT-AlTORNEY -UNRESPONSIVE ANSWER
OF WITNESS DOES NOT SUPPORT FINDING OF CONTEMPT:
F A C E D is defense attorney who was adjudged guilty of contempi: punishment was assessed at 12 hours in countv iail and $500
fine: T
-a
granted D's writ During trial of B (where &as defense

lawyer), a key issue became credibility of C, a State's witnw. Chad
allegedly made a deal with the State in return for testimony against
6. Defense counsel tried to explore this area with police officer X,
who was testifying. T/c ruled it would allow testimony about the
deal, but that D would not be allowed to explore any specific offenses C may have cornmined According to TCA, several pages of trial
transcript were devoted to D's expressing confusion with order of
t/c and attempts by Vj to clarify. X testified he talked to C about the
According to X,C
origln of some tapes that C had in h ~ possession.
s
was reluctant to talk about the tapes, which ledX t~ think [hey
might have been obtained illegally. That statement by Xprompted
the following exchange:
AT'ORNEY: Did you confront IC1 with the method of illegally
obtaining those tapes that you thought had occurred,
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OFFICER: Yes, I did.
ATI0RNEY:'What was that?
OFFICER: O.K., I . . the tapes were allegedly obtained
through a robbery.
D was found guilty of contempt of court for violat~ngordc~
about specific acts committed by C.
HELD Unresponsive answer by police officer to D's questlon
was insuflicient to support a finding of contempt TCA holds lbat a
oartv will not be reswnsible "for the unreswnsive answers or
gratuitous remarks of his wituwes."
In addition, TCA was unwilling to hold D responsible for contempt merely by asking aquestion that mu1d"just as wcll" have
been answered in a number of ways that would not havc v~olated
order of Vc. Important in this area is fael that witness 00 was an
"exoerienced wlice officer witness" who was oresent on the smnd
&

,

,.

offence o f robkry, was inadwiscihlc. Just Lx.ausc policc olliw!
witness clrctcdu, Rive details ihnt wcrc not calltd lor l l y t l ~ qta!c!
tion and which vioked Uj's order is not the basis upon whichto
levy' contempt aminst trial counsel.
C O h l G t Is'lCA settiny, up a cliflcrcnt st;m~lai<l
for policc
oflicrr wit~~crscs?
Can this casc succcssfuliv 1% cited it1 ihr f u
ture when law enforcement officer witness "goes overboard"
and voluntecrs i r i i~nrcsponsivcanswer to i).r\.'s quwlion an answcr [hat oiaccs cvidcncc ofliccr should know is inaclmissible before jury? In that cam, as here, it would no1 be the
prosecutor's "fault" that the answcr was given by someone
who should know better. However, possibly there a dilferent
result would be reached since the form of the complamt
would not be a contempt action agatnst the prosecutor hut
rather a challenge o n direct appeal, attacking the fairness of
the trial itself.
NOTE This is a plurality opinion.

Roy Ehdn GARDNER, No. 497-86 -O n D's PDR -Per
Curlam Opinioni Judge Miller Concurs i n Result;
ludges M d o r m i c k a n d Duncan Consent; Dissenting
Opinion byJudge Clinton; September 27,1989.
UAaffirmed at 711 S.W.2d 278.

4PPELIATE PROCEDURE -NO PRECEDENTIAL VALUE
WHEN PDR DISMISSED AS "IMPROVIDENTLY
GRANTED" EVEN WHEN TCA ORIGINALLY ISSUES
OPINION ON CASE:
Once again, TCA stresses that its decsion to d~smissa PDR as
'improvidently granted" lends no precedcntial value. Once a
nonth, it seems, the Court delivers a published opmion with t h s
nessage. What makes this case unique' Hcre, TCA had issued an
rpinion on original submission. On D's motion for rehearing, the
rriginal opinion was withdrawn, and the petition dismissed. As always, TCAcautions, "The bench and bar of this state should not asu n e that our action in thb case lends any authority to the opinion
rf the Court of Appeals."
DlSENflNG OPlNlON(Judge Clinton) This dissent criuc~zes
TCA for bypassing timely opportunity to discuss the roles of
an intermediate appellate court and a discretionary reviewing
court. Noting that C/A "may well have erred" in its appiication of an important rule of evidence, .ludxe
- Clinton decries
the missed opportunity to examincthe issue on wh~chPDR
was granted He views the decision to dismiss D's PDR as.
once again, turning "the const~tutioualand statutory scheme
for appeal and review on its head "

.,
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Willie GOPF, No. 428.87 -On D's PDR -Opinion b y
Judge Campbell; Judges McCormick, Clinton, White
and Berchelmann Concur in Result; September 27,
1989.
UA afFirmedat 727 S.W.Zd W3.
CONl'ROLLED SUBSTANCES -ADULTERANTS AND
DILWANTS -lNSUPIIUENT EVIDENCX TO SHOW
AGGRAVATED AMOUNT:
I;IICIS: Acting on a tip from a confidential informant, police got
>

?

a warrant and searched D's mobile home. Ten yards from the home
they found a padlocked building. Insideofficers found a large assortment of equipment and chemials that were described as "comprising a drug manufacturing laboratory." The strong, distinct odor
commonly associated with methamphetamine arcduction was also
present. Inside the mobile home oificers fonnd a chemical
catalogue, a folder containing information about making methampheamine. several chemical beakers. and a set df kevs fiuine the
badlock on the budding where the laboratory was & m i n e 2 U A
found this evidence sufficient to s u ~ w rat fmdine that D manufactured more than 400 grams of met&mphetamin<including adulterants and diiutants.
On appeal, D challenged sufficiency of the evidence on two
theories: (1) the lack of direct evidence that methamphetamine had
been manufactured and (2) the amount of the drug that had been
made. He was successful only on the second challenge.
Among the assortment of equipmentand chemicals found in the
out budding were 4.1)pounds of a material that consisted of 15.2
grams of methamphetamine -with the remainder composed of
ether m d acetone. A chemisttest~fiedthat the 15.2 %ramsof
methamphetamine that had been recovered had be& completed
through the manufacturing p r a s s The drug was found
suspended in ether and acetone; this suspension is a p r o c w in
whrch the drug 1s "cleaned up" end impurities removed.
TCA concluded that since methamphetamine recovered from the
lalt was in the last skgcs of production (rcrnov~iof impurities), t t ~
jury's finding that 15.2 ):rams had bccn manufactured on i t ~ a
premises was supprte>. Evidence was sufficient to show D
manufactured methamphetamine.
However, the evidence was insufficient to show production of
an amount of 400 grams or more, including any adulterants and
diiutants. The amount was a necessary element to make the o e n s e
an aggravated offense Here the record was void of evidence to
show D had enough chemicals on hand to produce 400 grams or
more. TCA held that the presence of ether and acetone in the jar
did not constitute "adulterants" or "dilutantsnas those terms are
used in the Controlled Substances M.

Charles JOHNSON, No. 1193-87 -On State's PDR Opinion by Judge Miller;Judge Clinton Concur$ in
Resultr Concurring and Dissenting Opinion byJudge
Teaguej September 27,1989.
JURY VERDICT -NO INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN VERDICT AT GUILT AND SPECIAL ISSUE QUESTION:
D was charged by indictment with aggravated sexual assault and
convicted by jury on plea of not guilty. Indictment alleged the following language concerning the "aggravated" element - "In the
course of the same criminal episode the Defendant used and exhibited a deadly weapon, namely, a firearm. . . ." At the guilt-innocence stage of trtai, r/c gave jury a special issue asking if D used
or exhibited a deadly weapon during 'commission of the offense."
Although jury found D guilty ofaggravated sexual assault, it also
found that D did notuse adeadly weapon.
UA reversed, finding that jury's verdict ofgu~ltyas charged in
the indictment and its negative response to the deadly weapon issue

D E F E N S E

were in "obvious conflict." Although 6/A did not find that this conRia was enough to render the evidence insufficient, U A condudcd
the conflictinganswers raised the question of whether jury believed
D used a deadiy Weapon. For this reason, U A remanded for new
trial. TCA rejecls that approach and affirms conviction.
Evidence at trial showed D brandished a gun and ordered CW lo
get into his taxicab. D then drove away with CW <gun in hand) and
made stom at several aoartment com~lexes.At the final comnlex.
. .
the act of forccd sexual intercourse occurred. CW did not see thc
run durinr tllc sexudl attack ilself. She eventually esrawd from t l ~ c
&xicab at; traffic light.
TCA stressed that "verdicts" are to be Liberally construed Under
a liberal construction of the verdict, the verdict bf guilt-innocence
and a response t o the special issue about a deadly weapon were no1
iurv
necessafilv in conflict. TCA found that ,
,could rationaliv determine D exhibited a deadly weapon during the course of the
criminal conduct (i.e.. durine the "criminal enisode") but that he did
not exhibit the deidl; weapon during the &a1 phisial assault itself (Le., during the "commission of the offense"). Majority concludes that under "this reasonable explanation^ the jurfs verdict
and its answer to the special issue were not in conflict. The general
rule to begarnered here is that v e r d m receive a liberal construction rather than a strict construction. If a finding of the iury can be
"'reasonably ascertained" from whatever sourceLthen a veidict
should be heldvatid.
CONCURRINGANDDISSEMZNGOPZNION(fudgeTeague).
Judge Teague notes that since aggravated sexual assault is
one of the enumerated offenses for parole eligibility, the special issue about a deadly weapon should never have been
submitted here. It was a non sequitur. Thus. the special issue
and the jury3 answer to it could be safely disregarded as a perflnous. This was the alternative argument advanced by
the prosecution on appeal.
ludae Teawe makes an interestin* observation. Because
jurors are not permitted under RUGW b ) of the Rules of
Evidence to exnlain whv,thevvofed
as thev
,
,did.,"we will
never know the real reasons" for the seemingly inconsistent
answers.

-

-

Bruce Edwin CALLINS, No. 69,023 -Capital Murder
Conviction Aftirmed, on Court's Motion for Rehearing
-Opfnion by Judge McCormick;Judges Clinton and
Duncan Concur i n Result;Judge Teague Dissents, Judge
CampbellDissents with Notea Concurring Opinion b y
Judge Miller; September 27,1989.
Original opinion delivered July 2, 1986.

MISJOINDER- PROPER DISPOSITION IS REFORMATION OF SENTENCE:
On original subm~ssion,TCA reversed D's conviction based on
misjoinder of the offenses of capital murder and two convictions for
aggravated robbery, D's capital murder indictment pined two
separate offenses of aggravated robbery; D was found guilty of all
three offenses ISSUE: Is reversal the proper remedy, or can the
capital murder conviction and death sentence survive despite the
fact that three misjoined counts were submitted to the jury in the
original trial? HELD: TCA reforms judgment to delete two aggravated robbery convictions.
PROCEDURALN026 Even though D was convicted of three
offenses alleged in the same indictment, his three appeals
went to dtfferent coults. The capital murder conviction and
death penalty were appealed directly to TCA. Two aggravated robbery convictions were appealed t o WA. 680
S.W.2d 680, reversed at 726 S.W.2d 555.
Art. 44.24@), V.A C.C P., autharizesTCA to reform judgments.
Despite this authorization, there are certain times when a judgment
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cannot be reformed. For example, if a jury enters a general verdict
of guilty on a multiple count indictment and assesses only one
punishment, a reviewing court could not reform if it was unclear
whether punishment was assessed for one or all of the offenses.
That possibility is not a problem here. Because of the death penalty
assessed and two life sentences also assessed.. it is wssible to tell
from the verdict that the jury assessed different punishments for
each of the three sewrate counts. That enabled TCA to choose one
of the offenses to afiirm because there was no danger D would be
punished for more than one offense.
The question then became which offense to pick. TCA acknowledges several tests are utilized to determine which of two or more
improperly joined offenses are vacated when a judgment is
reformed. These include: (1) sustaining conviction in which the
jury returns the first guilty verdict and vacating the others; (2) sustaining the conviction that is entered first on the judgment; (3) sustaining the conviction of the case with the lowest cause number.
the judgment indicates the jury first found D guilty of capital murder. Also.. ~robabilitvof confusion durine
" ~unishment~ h a s e
was minimal -jury separately considered death penalty special issues and then the possible penalties for aggravated robbery. lastly,
the punishment assessed for capital murder was after unequivoal
findings on the special issues by the iuw. For these reasons. TCA
reformed judgment to delete c&victionfor two aggravated robbery
offenses. The capital murder conviction and death mnaltv were affirmed.
CONCURRING OPINIONuudge Miller): The concurrence disagrees with the majority's method for determining which conviction should survive. Judge Miller suggests a new test: the
appellate court should amrm the most serious offense (as
determined by the sentence and other relevant factors) and
dismiss the other convictions. According to the concurrine
"
opinion, this proposed rule has four benefits: (1) it is applicable to all cases where there is misjoinder; (2) it does not
attempt to make arbitrary distinctions based on which allenation in an indictment or conviction in a judgment came first
(when in realitv
. thev, usuallv come at about the same time):.
(3) it assumes the State would have elected the most serious
offense if it had been forced to choose; and (4) it is the most
consistent with the mnal code ohiective of insurine nublic
safety through the deterrent influence of punishment.

.

ere

.

-

.
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JURY PANEL -CONTAMINATION-FAILURE TO
SHOW HARM:
During voir dire, a member of the panel said that another
had referred to D as a "nigger" and speculated
prospective juror
about how he could afford to pay for the lawyers asslgned to the
case. From these remarks, D presented a "contamination theory" argument, urging that t/c should have granted a motion for mistrial or
motion to quash the jury panel.
Relying on a 1947 case, TCA concluded that D did not show
harm after his motion to discharge the jury panel was denied. In
order to meet this showing of harm, D would have to establish at
least three factors: (1) demonstrate that another panel member
heard Xs
' remarks, (2) if they did hear the remarks, they were influenced to D's prejudice, and (3) show another panel member was
forced o n D as a juror when he had a similar opinion
None of these factors was met in this case. Additionallv. t/c
eave
- "
D an extra peremptory challenge because D had used one to exclude X before t/c learned of his racial prejudice.

(a

,.

..***
VERDICT FORMS -NO ERROR IN FAILURE TO PROVIDE FORM FOR "NOT GUILTY"VERDICT FOR EACH
OFFENSE SUBMI'ITED:
D complained t/c committed revers~bleerror because verdict
forms a t guiit-innocence stage oftrial did not include a "not g u i l v
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finding for each of the lisied offenses. D objected at the trial level.
~e;dict forms submitted to jury at guilt-ikcence phase included a form for conviction for capital murder, murder, aaaravated
robbery, aggravated robbery, and, iastly, a "not-guilty of&;of thc
Foregoingoffenses." The jury charge, in applying the law to the
facts, in three paragraphs instructed the jury that if it did not believc
the State's evidence, or if it had a reasonable doubt, it would acquit
D of each of the specific offenses alleged.
Because D objected,TCA evaluated his claim under thc "some
error" test of Alrnanza, 686 S.W.2d 157. Majority concluded there
was no reversible error here. TCA relied on fact that iuw charge
- explicitly set out guiltyhot guilty alternatives available forkach
charae. When considered as a whole, the substantive charge
- at
guilt-innocence, combined with the verdict forms, gave jury opporunity to consider all legal possibilities in rendering its verdict. This
diminated the possibility the jury here would consider the verdict
Forms to be a comment on the weight of the evidence by Vc.

DEATH PENALTY -1WTIGATION OF PUNISHMENT:
TCA found D was not entitled here to an additional instruction to
h e jury about mitigating evidence. The only "mitigating" factor
.aised by D and supported with a cite to the record was that he told
>themat the scene of the crime, "Y'all can take care of him," refer.ing to the victim as D left the scene. TCA found this offhand
-emark did nothing to lessen the damage D caused. D did not pernit others to take anv more action than would normally have ocxrred in the wake of the shooting.
COMMINZ What makes this discussion imwrtant is TCA3
recognition of the Pemy majority. There S/Ct reasoned that
the Texas system did not preclude, in a particular casc, giving
special instructions which would give effect to mitigating
evidence that fell outside the scope ofthe spccial verdict
questions. In fact, TCA majority here directly states in support of that propositimr: "This court has resolutely dcclared
that a defendant in any capital murder case is free to ask the
jury to consider whatever evidence of mitigating circumstances the defense can bring before it." That language, coupled
with the reasoning in P e n 9 would support a special requested charge on mitigation in an appropriate case. A s
noted byJustice O'Connor in her concurring opinion in
Franklin, possible relevant evidence outside the scope of the
Texas special issues might include evidence of voluntary service, kindness to others, or religious devotion -all things
that could demonstrate positive character traits that might
mitigate against the death penalty.

'UNISHMENT -NO
IEIUUNG:

ERROR IN "TRIFURCATED"

D claimed error because, during punishment, t/c submitted two
~ggclvatedrobbery counts to the jury in the same trial in which a
zpital murder case was submitted. D's theory was that these acions created a trifurcated trial structure which had a "severely
,rejudicial" effect on D's trial -the theory being that havinial
eady assessed life imprisonment in the robbery case, the jury
vouid want the "murder charge to be stronger.." D was unable to
ite any relevant case law for this .
proposition.
TCA rejects it.
.
In rejecting, majority noted that during the punishment hearing
,n the two noncapital cases, t/c ordered D.A. to comply with the
tarrow rules of evidence of Art. 37.07, V.A.C.C.P. A second punishnent hearine" was then held on the canital murder charee.
" Onlv
luring that second hearing was State permitted to introduce tesimony about unadjudiated, extraneous offenses under the broader
,revisions of Art. 37.071. This procedure assured D the jury would
lot consider any inadmissible evidence when fixing
-.punishment for
he aggravated robberies. Perhaps more importantly, no evidence
dduced during the first punishment phase (on the aggravated rohery) would have been inadmissibleif there had been a single trial
8n capital murder. For these reasons, TCA concluded that had there
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been any error in the procedure, it was harmless.

IMPEACHMENT-DEFERRED ADTUDICATION:
"
D comolained of error in Vc's refusal to imoeach State's witness
ltw Iusk 01 X s prolxui<mwystalus <,fdefcrrcd x+<licati<m
'I'(:A concluded 1) failed to lay tlle necessary predlcatc to invoke his
right to confrontation. Here D did not make i n y showing that X testified against him as a result of bias, motive, or ill will that emanated
from X's status of deferred adjudication.
CONCURRING OPINION(Judge Miller): Concurs in the result
reached on this point on a theory of harmless error.
(X)

Clifton Eugene BELYEU, No. 69,654 -Capital Murder
Conviction Affirmed -Opinion by Judge Miller; Judge
Teague Dissents; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton;
September 27,1989.
JURY INSTRUCIION -CAPITAL MURDER -FAILURE
TO GlVE REQUESTED ANTI-PARTIES CHARGE AT
PUNISHMENT WAS NOT ERROR:
D was convicted of capital murder, and the death penalty assessed. Evidence at euilt-innocence was circumstantial. At nuill
pbase, L/c applied la& of partics to facts. D now argues tlc erred by
failing
.,to tell the iurv at ounishment that the law of oarties is notao~ A i d ~ iu
k !2 c:+tal n~urdcrtrizl. 'IYX r'~jt!cls !hi\ : q w ! ~ ! n I<HItwo
l
I I K ~XL,, ('2) 1 1 x 1
~:rwods:(1)'lX'~finds no t : m x m r d u s ~ under
h e r e k e n error, it was harmless.
D based his argument on TCA's footnote in Green, 682 S.W.2d
271, which said:
"Upon request by capital murder defendant or the State, the
jury is to be instructed at the punishment phase that only the
conduct of the defendant can be considered at the punishment phase, and that the instructions pertaining to the law of
parties given at the guilt stage cannot k considered . . ."
Later, in M a r p e t ; 725 S.W.2d 217 (1987), X A paraphrased
Green and said, ifrequezfed, a prophylactic charge should be given
the jury instructing it to limit consideration of punishment evidence
to conduct which was shown to have been committed bv D.
' I G~ \~ hrld
,
30
S.ll~~:qw~
l g , that ubscnr ol~jcxramor n : q w s ~such
"a!ll~-l,:irtit%c l ~ ~ r jis
: cnot rrwircd bv (;,LO& .\'~hok.754 S.V1.2d
185. with this background, Ghy wasn't D entitled to a.chargc here,
when he obiected to its exclusion?
TCA found anti-parties charge was not necessary under the facts,
and thus there was n o error. Maiority
based its decision on the fact
.
that the charge at guilt was so specific when applying the law of partics to the facts (application paragraph), there was "no danger" jury
was misled in determining its punishment answers.
Despite the fact majority found no error, it continues to pay lip
service to the idea it is a "preferred praclice" to give an anti-parties
charge upon request. Majority declined invitation to create a
"blanket rule" that every time a charge on the law of parties is given
at guilt, an anti-parties charge mustbe given if asked for at punishment.
DISSEN~INGOPINIONOudgeClinton): Stating he could not
join in such "legerdemain," Judge Clinton says the Finding of
no error here "begs the question." it is at odds with a case-bycase approach, the test the majority purports to use. This is
true hccause as long as an instruction is given on the law of
parties at guilt, and the first special issue of punishment is
propcrly submitted, it appears an anti-parties charge will be
redundant.
LEGALBACKGROUND: Remember, a non-triggerman (a codefendant who does not actually do the shooting, stabbing,
bludgeoning, etc.) can still engage in conduct that causes the
death of the deceased by acting deliberately. As S/Cr noted in
Yyson u. A r h m a , 107 S.Ct. 1676 (19871, "major participation"

, . .
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in the felony committed can be sufficient. TCA has previously
upheld such challenges to the sufficiency of "deliberate"
evidence.
Not content to find that failure to ~ i v the
e anti-parties charge was
not
then concludes that hadthere been error. it was
~
- crror.
~~~-~
~ maioritv
, ~~,
harmless. Majority revisits iU. decision this summer in Ha>?xi(So.
69.366: Tune 28., 1989)
. .. about how to conduct T.R.A.P. 8i!bj(2i
analysis of harm. Under this rule, reviewing court's first focus is tr,
isolate the error and its effects. 'She second focus involves a de~crmination about "whether a rational trier of h a would havc reached
a different result without the error and ~ t effects,
s
whether the crror
impacted on other evidence at trial positively or negatively, ctc" In
making that analysis, it is "not determinative that there is overwhelming evidence of appellant's guilt or that we believe the trier of
fact reached the correct verdict." Instead, the court's focus is on the
effect or impact of the error on the jury.
Iiowever, before a Rule 81(b) analysis can be undertaken in the
area of a jury charge challenge, there is a threshold question whether to use Rule 81(b) or Almanra, 686 S.W.2d 157. To answcr
this auestion. a reviewine
" court must decide whether the error imolicateirights fiowing from the United States Constitution. I f the right
at ouestion is not one that flows from the U.S. Constitution, thcn Aim n r a harm analysis is used.
In this case, TCA applied Almanra analysis. Looking at the entire record, Court concluded D did not meet the "some harm" test.
Majority found the following facts significant: charge of Vc was
proper, punishment phase was framed only in tcrms of D's conduct;
pen .
packet, blood splatiurv
, note at ounishment asked to review D's .
ter testimony, and the autopsy report -all of which indicate jury
was focusing on D's personal history in involvement in comnlission
ofthe crime; during final arguments D.A. did not ask jury to consider co-D's conduct or co-D's deliberateness when answering
nunishment issue: and D's lawver was able to araue to the .iuw. that
even though they convicted D under a law of partles, that law was
not involved in the nunishment nhase. From all these circumslances, majority concluded D did not suffer "some actual harm" from
omission of anti-oarties charee at ounishment.
DISSENTI~0 ~ 1 ~ 1 0 ~ ( J uClinton):
d~e
Initially, the dissenh
IdasLs the "graruilom dicta." ]ud)y: ( : l i n , l ~ j ~fc& tI1k1 I>y ICXUS
in,:- <XI .iury. atxumcnt,
lhc nujotity
c
denynl: 111,:
.
. i s ~ n <n):aio
utility of an anti-parties charge at all.

.~~~

..

.
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COMMENI) What validity is there in majority's view that jury
argument is a factor worth considering. Roulinely inTexas trials, juries are told that what the attorneys say in argument is
not the law -the law comes from the court. llowvcver, on
appeal, it seems this rule is turned on its head.

Ernest Orville BALDREE, No. 69,741 a n d 69,742 -Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed -Opinion b y Judge
Teague; Judges Clinton, Miller and Duncan Concur in
Result; September 27,1989.
ORAL CONFESSION -STATEMENT ADMISSIBLE BECAUSE IT LED TO INSTRUMENTALITY OF CRIME:
D challenged ruling of t/c finding that his oral confession of guilt
was admissible. TCA rejected challenge. FACrS: Six days after D's
arrest, he sent word to deputy sheriffs that he wanted to talk to
them. At that time D did not have a lawyer (a lawyer was not a p
pointed, in fact, until after D gave this oral confession). Peace officers "Mirandized" D and told him that if his attorney were present,
"he would not want you to talk to us, would not let you." D
responded, "I don't give a damn about what an attorney says. I
want to tell you what happened." D thcn told the two officers that
he had murdered both victims, taken the stuff he took from them to
the Dallas area, and disposed of it by delivering it lo X. Specifically,
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D said he murdered the victims with a .22 caliber rifle which he had
given to X. One of the officers testified that a .22 caliber rifle was
later recovered from X's residence and that it matched the descrip
t ~ o nof the rifle D told the officers he used in the killine. Nothine in
the record indicates that at the time D told the deputyiheriffs hheY
had given the rifle to X, any police official knew 01its whereabouts,
police had previously questioned X.
TCA found oral statement admissible. D's statement to two officcrs led to recovery of .22 caliber rifle from X- no evidence indiofficers who were involved in the case u p to that
cates any. rmlice
.
point in time knew of rifle's whereabouts. This fact caused D's enrimoral confession to be admissible. An oral confession is admissible in its entirety if only one of its assertions (such as the finding of
secreted or stolen property, or instrumentality of an offense) is unknown to the police at the time the accused makes his confession
and is then found to be true and to conduce to establish the
accused's euilt.
cOhfrn D also challenged the admissibility of his confession on the theorv that his waiver of counsel was ineffective
since a lawyer wasn't appointed until the day alter the confes
sion. Under the facts of the case, TCA had no problem noting
that it was D who initiated further conversation with law enforcement officers, after those same officers had cut off questloning when D said he wanted a lawyer. \Vhat is interesting
about this case, however, is comment of the court: "\ye, of
course, are bound by the record in this cause in deciding the
issue, and thus d o not have the luxury of speculating, as counsel does, o n what might have happened had appellant been
appointed counsel after he was &e.sted and
to the time
he initiated contact with [the officers1 . . ." Is the Court hinting
here that a different result might be reached had an attorney
been appointed?

-

*****
E x p a t e Samuel WALKER, Jr., No. 70,710 -Writ Relief
Granted -Opinion by Judge Duncan; September 27,
1989.

IMPACTED ON PUNISHMENT, WAS NOT WASONABLY
EFFECTIVE":
This was a collateral attack on an aggravated robbery conviction;
punishment was assessed at 45 years. TICconducted hearing and
recommended relief be granted on a claim of ineffective assistancc
for errors at guill-innoce&e and at punishment phases of trial. TCA
granted relief lor errors occurring at punishment stage.
LEGALBACKGROUND. Remember, Texas uses two different
standards in gauging a claim of inelfective assistancc of counsel. The proper test for gauging adequacy of a laruycr's representation at guilt-innocence is Strickland, 446 US. 668 (1984).
Stricklandalso applies to the puntshment stage of a capital
murder case. However, in a non-capital case, effective assistance of counsel atpunishmentis controlled by Erparte
Cmz, 739 S.\V.Zd 53 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987). Cmzhcld that
the second prong of ~frick(and(noreasonable probability
result of trial would have been different) does not aonlv
, to
punishment stage of non-capital trial. Instead, the correct test
at punishment is the "reasonably elfective assistance of counsel" judged by a totality of the representation.
D's attorney was his maternal cousin. Following D's arrest, attorney azrced to undertake limited representation at trial. State's
evidence at trial was that D was one of three robbers of a Burger
King. D was arrested nearby a short time later. He was positively
identified as one of the armed robbers. During trial, D's lawyer did
many things that were not "reasonably effective." For example, she

..
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did nothing to prevent admission of prior conviction; her cross-examination broueht out hearsavevidence about D's involvement in
the crime; she solicited information about extraneous offenses involvine at least two other robbery victims; and she failed to take
steps & prevent another aggrava&d robbery conviction (only eight
days older) from being admissible into evidence because she did
not file a timely notice of appeal. TCA granted relief alter looking at
the entire record. At the time jury assessed D's punishment, jurors
possessed information that D was responsible for at least three
other aggravated robberies.
This case presents a good example of why, even though reliel is
only granted for ineffective assistance of counsel at the punishment
staee.
" , a reviewine court has to examine the entire record - including pre-trial representation, guilt-innocence, and punishment.
COIMMRhT Althoueh
grant 01 relief,
" not neccrsary for its uniledTCA acknowledges some of the difficulties in applying
Sfricklundto specific facts. Noting that this application is "at
best Droblematical." unanimous court admits, "It is impossible to determine with ironclad certainty whether the result
'would have been' different if counsel's ~erformanccwere
'reasonably effective.'" Because the cmphasis of Stricklandis
on what "would have been," it "requircs us to play a spcculative game with a retrospective focus."
Since the unitcd coufl recognizes these defects in dayto-day
application of Strickland, will it bc too much For thc bench
and bar ofTexas to hope that TCA will come to regard St>?&
landas the constitutional minimum test for claims of inelfective assistance? iMembers of the court have recently been
making strong arguments that this is precisely the tact TCA
should take.

-

-

MichaelDewane STEARhTS v. CLINTON, No. 70,848 Mandamus Relief Conditionally Granted -Opinion by
Judge Davis; September 27,1989.
hiANDAMUS -TRIAL JUDGE LACKS INHERENT POiWR
TO REMOVE ATTORNEY BECAUSE, IN HIS SUBJECTIVE
OPINION, ATIQRNEY WAS INCOMPETENT:
The facts here are somewhat involved: basically, t/c removed
court-appointed counsel in a capital murder case because he was
angered when trial counsel interviewed State's witness in violation
olibcal D.A. "rule." FACE.: D is one of four o - D s charged with
canital murder. I1 is one of State's key witnesses. Althouah H was
nri);lnally placed in prolwivr r u a d y , she w:gs I:dw ic:ic3wd :4nd
lor at lcxst a w r ~ d o timc
f
li\cd WIIIB It, the asiswnt &!ri<:I :dtur
ney responsible lor pre-trial issues. T/c appointed X to represent D;
this apmintment
occurred more than a year and a half before the
..
events leading to the mandamus action; co-counsel was appointed
some months later.
The "apparent policy" of local D.A.3 office is that defense attorney needs permission from D.A. before he can interview a witness.
X tried to comply with this policy, writing a letter to It asking lor
cwperation in arranging an interview with H. R did not respond;
D.A?S office t w k n o s t e h to arrange inkrview.
X later received phone call from H -who posed as someone
else -asking for advice on how she could find out if there were
my pending charges against her. Because X recognized the caller
1s H, he told her and her roommate he could not represent N in any
manner and advised her to get
- a lawyer. In a subsequent phone
conversation, H agreed to talk to X. X arrived at 7:15 p.m. at H's
zpartment, accompanied by another attorney from his office and
.&oother people who were to function as witnesses to the taperecorded questioning. H's roommate (A) was present throughout
:he interview. Alter H had responded to many questions about the
case, she called R. Following this conversation with the assistant
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D.A ,Hsaidshe would not continue the intenirew untll Rarrrved.
Meanwhile, 11called the police and reported there was a civil disturbance in vroxress at A and H's avartment. When R arrived at the
apartment (ifterthe police), she aAounced to X and hLs colleagues,
"Genllemcn. this interview is over."
Obviously X was unable tocomplete hi interviewwith H. He
then filed a motion to depose t I under Art. 39.02. V.A.C C.P. T/c ordc:red hearing on this motion. In addition to contesting the motion,
a dilf~.reotdistrict attorncv 0 madr oralinotiori to t~nveX
removed from case o n theory that Xcould potentially be a witness
since he interviewed H.
Over objections of X and D, Wc granted D.A:soral motion. In
doing so, Vc made comments such as the following: ".. .It concernsme ereatlvwhen
attornevs who know better. would take it
,
upon themselves to g o out at &at trme of night and talk to a witness, and leave themselves wide open to- ." The following day,
Vc appointed a new lawyer to represent D, stating that it was
.iudxe's
- opinion X "was not comoetent to continue on this. and that
he so antagonized the district atiorney's office that h e cans; get any
cooxration from them in anv. sham?.
. -form or fashion."
ill3ll Wr~trclicfconditionally granled. TICmay not arbitrarily
ICIIIOVC an attorney over the objections of both dcfcdant and his
counsel. Merely &cause Vc ha; the power to appoint counsel to
represent indigent defendants does not carry with it the concomitant power to remouecounsel a1 the judge'sdiscretionary whtm.
TCA recognizes that D A.'s local W e " is "tenuous and in actualtv is a leclal
" nullhv." Trial counsel would be ineNective if he
faded to interview relevant witnesses. Similarly, $"merely talking"
with a witness was suftkient to produce attorney disqualification on
a theory there was a possibility of claim of misconduct could be
iodaed, "then ail investiaators. vrosecutoa. and defense lawers
wil~invariablybe subje; to behg removed. That simply andunderstandably isnot the law."
To be entitlcd to mandamus relief, D must establish. (1) the act
sought to be compelled IS purely ministerial, as versus discretionary
or judicial in nature; and (2) no other adequate remedy at law is
available. TCA concludes D meets both tests. In this case, no one
suggestedVc wasactmg pursuant10 any statutory authority. Add,Lionally, although an appeal was a pssible remedy, it was not an
"ademate" remedv. Usine the avoellate vrocess to correct the n m b
lem here would be too burdensome and would serve to aggravate
the harm D had already suffered.
COMMENT. What IS the impact of this decision on cases
where D wants to retain a particular lawyer and there is a
claim by the State of conflict of interests? TCA, in dicta, recog
n m s that one of its prior decisions In tbis area may be of
"questionable validity" because of decision by S/U last year
in Wheat, 108 S.U. 1692. In Ex~arfeFWean.
- .625 S.W.2d
731, TCA concluded mandamu;relief was proper when capital murder D, who originally had appointed attorney, retained
a different lawyer. and Vc disclualified retained counsel from
rcpresentmg D because attorney had a connict of interest
which D exoresslv waived In Wheat S/U rerected D's armment that he had effectively waived the conflict of interes
issue and so was entitled t i the attorney of his choice. TCA
reconciles Wheatwith Prsiean
bv Fiidine that "a oresumntwn
*
exisb that a defendant is entitled to counsel of his choice, and
a trial coun cannot infrrnge upon one's constitutional right to
counsel unless there is an actual or serious potential for conflict." Regardless of that dicta, Wheatis not a problem here.
Once X and co-counsel were appointed by Vc, they became
D's attorneys. The fact that they were appointed rather than
retained is irrelevant. Because Wc did not have the inherent
power to validly remove appointed counsel, doing so "patently violated the realtor's right to counsel."

- .'
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Benjamin B O W , No. 69,743-Capital Murder Conviction Reversed and Remanded -Opinion by Judge Dullcan;Judges McCormick, White and Berchelmann
Dlssent; Judge Teague Dissents with Note3 October 4,

1989.
DETENTION AND SEARCH -IN ABSENCE OF PROBABLE CAUSE FOR ARREST, POLICE CANNOT USE
GRAND JURY ATIACHMENT TO HOLD AN ARREST
SUSPECT:
D was placed under arrest pursuant to a grand jury material witness attachment. TCA Found this action to be a pretext and subterfuge "intentionally employed to c~rcumvcnt"the'4th Amendment.
F A m : On October 15. CW's naked badv was found bv a passing truck driver outside of krnarillo. The da; before, CW Lad been
taken to a rest stop outsrde Fort Worth by some family members to
see if she could hltch a ride with a trucker to Amarillo. Family members watched as CW approached D and entered his tractwtrailer.
Although family memGrs were unable to record the license tag
number of the truck, they were able to provide a complete description. After W s badv was found and her familv notified, familv
members gave this description to police, who were able to learn D's
ultimate destination. This information did not "coalesce" until October 17.
By that date, police lacked sufficient probable cause to conduct
an inventory search or to procure an arrest warrant for D. IIowever,
relvina on Art 20.11 and 24.15. V.A.C C.P.. Dolice amuired issuance
of graKd jury material wmess &tachment oh Ocroher'l7, issued to
D. Knowing D would be arrivinr! in Drboll, a teletvlle was sen1with
insuuctionsio arrest D and secuye truck until ~maiiilopolice could
arrive.
Early in the cvening of October 17, D was arrested pursuant to
the grand jury attachment. Ile wasarrested, incarcerated and held
for the Amarillo officers, truck was secured and held nearby.
Amarillo oNicers arrived the following morning. They conducted
interview with D, which lasted 30-40 mmutes. Before this interview,
D executed form indicat~nr!he had boen aiven hrs full Miranda
warnings. Pollowing the interview, D w& arraigned before a local
J,P. on material witness attachment. A $50,000 bond was set. Once
returned t o the local jail, D was again "Mirandized." Meanwhile, D
executed consent to search form for the truck.
D challenged his arrest on the material witness attachment as a
-pretext arrest'' in order to get his permission to search the truck.
State denied a claim of pretext on the theory that it legitimately o b
tained a s u b w n a and attachment under Art. 20.10 and 20.11,
V.A.C.C.P. TCArejects State's claim that it complied with requirements of Code for three reasons: (1) Art. 24.15 is restricted to "any
witness who resides in the county"; D was not a resident, (2) under
Art. 24.15, before attachment For resident witness can issue, D.A.
must file sworn application setting out his good reason belicf that
witness is about to move from county, this requirement was not
complied with either; and Q Art 25.15 does not authorize issuing
magistrate to set a bond to Insure witness appearance; magistrate's
only remedy is toimpase fine if witness fails or refuses to obey subpoena. Although Art, 20.11 authorizes issuance of a subpoena or attachment for out-of-countv witness. here the attachment faded to
meet statutory requirement that time and place of grand jury apoearance must be scecified. In fact, it wasuncontroverted that no
grand jury was in session at the time.
An attachment for a witnessis not authorized until the witness
fails to obey a pmperly s e w e d s u b p n a . Thisis a prerequisite for
both resident and out-of-county witnesses.
TCA characterizes as "rather incredible" State's argument that
when it requested attachment for D, he was not "really a suspect."
State's theory was that because D was last person to see CW alive.
grand jury would want his testimony. The argument breaks down,
however, because no subpoena was ever requested or issued. A
claim that D was not a suspect when the mater~alwitness attach-
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ment was issued "strained credulity.' Here, Amarillo special crime
unit dispatched a complete task force (investigative team) to Diboll
Despite the factTCA found State claim to be a pretext, majority
does not characterize the Sme's actions here as a "pretext arrest" in
the traditional sense. Classically, a pretext arrest involves arresting a
suspect for a trivial offense with the intent to extract a confession or
condud a search when no probable cause exists for the a r r d .
Ruling that D's arrest was illegal and unlawful because it lacked
probable cause, TCA noted that any other holding would create "the
unrestricted right to arrest and detain anyone solely upon the clam
that he is a material witness."
C
O TCA notes
~ the "pretext
~
arrestndoctrine is still a vjable rule under current Texas law. In 1987, Fifth Circuit
rejected this approach, rationalizing that subjective intent and
motive of arresting officer is irrelevant as long asofficer does
no more than he is objectively authorized and legally permitted to do. 64UITON. The key Texascase on pretext arrest
is Black, 437 S.W.2d 240 (1987). Bkckgathers some of its
support from prior Fifth Circuit cases. Is TCA cautioning the
demise ofthe "pretext arrest" docuine, or merely warning
Texas practitioners to rely on additional authority7
Having found D's arrest illegal, question remained whether connection between that illegal arrest and D's consent to search the tractor had been "sufficiently attenuated" from the primarytaint. Under
the facts, TCAconcluded State did not meet its burden of proof and
reversed
IMMTABLEDISCOVERY- COMhfEAT State also attempted
to avoid reversal by reliance on inevitable discovery doctrine
TCA notes that motivation behind this "excepion" is that the
evidence in question would have been discovered by the
police using an independent source, through legal channels,
without connection to the primary taint. TCAstates its agreementwith Fifth Circuit rule in Unitedstates u. Cbeny, 759
F.2d 11%(1985). In C b q , Fifth Circuit set out three prerequisites prosecution is required to demonstrate to rely on this
doctrine. Unanimous court agrees in footnote that this "or
similar criteria" can be utilized to determine whether inevitable discovery rule is appropriate. However, under the
facts here, the exception was inapplicable. Here, the claimed
"independent source" was merely "an appellate afterthought "

***,.

David Edward HIGBIJ3, No. 194-87-On D's PDROpinion by Judge Millerr Concurring and Dissenting
Opinion by Judge Davls, Joined by Judge McCormick;
Concurring Opinion by Judge Campbell, Jolned by
Judges White and Berchelmann; October 11,1989.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE-DWI ROADBLOCKS STRUCK
DOWN AS PER SE UNCONSl'ITUTIONAL:
In a plurality opinion, TCA declares DWI roadblocks to be per se
unconstitutional. Although all judges of TCA agreed that this
roadblock was unconstitutional, five judges of the Court would not
reach the issue of whether all DWI roadbiocksare barred by the
4th Amendment.
PACIS Shmly before bar closing time, a roadblwk was set u p
in an area near some bars to check for drivers' licenses. Most of the
omcers conducting the roadblock were members ofthe DWI task
force. Only cars driving away from the area of the bars were subject
t o the roadblock. Every car was subjected to a stop, and motorists
were only allowed to proceed after (1) they prcduceda valid
driver's license and O the questioning officer had no suspicion the
driver was intoxicated. The officer testifying at the suppression
hearing had no knowledge that any citations were issued for drivmg
without a license during the roadblock. C/h reversed, finding D's
D W conviction was a result of evidence ascertained at an illegal
stop. TCA upholds that decision. State omers numerous theories for
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upholding the validity ofthe madblock, all of which were rejected:
(1) ReYiauability, The State's first theory was that WA had improperly substituted itself as the fact finder. Cenlral to State's
claim was its position that the p u r p e of a roadblock is solely a question of fact and is not reviewable by appellate court.
state analogized purpose of roadblock to other fact questions
such as identity and intent. TC4 did not agree.
This is an issue of first impression. TCA notes that any discussion of roadblock's purpose "necessarilyimplicates the 4th
Amendment. . due to the fact that a roadblock constitutes a
seiwre." When t/e reviews legality of search and seizure, it
necessarily mud determine reasonableness. A finding that a
particular seizure or search is reasonable is a conclusion of
law, and hence reviewable on appeal. Reviewing court must
i w k to "totality of circumstances"to determine whether there
is probable cause or reasonable suspicion for omcers to conduct a particular search or seizure. Determination of
roadblock's purpose is a mlxed question of law and fact and
thus subject to review.
(2) Dehurare u. Prowe. In Proure, 440 US. 648 09791, there
is didum that even though randomstops of motorists are unconstitutional, perhaps a possible alternative would be questioning of all oncoming traffic a t a roadblock-type stop. This
dicta appeared in one "seemingly innocuous sentence" -almostas "a throwaway phrase." TCA notes that the constitutionalityofsobr~etycheckpoints has never been
addressed by S/Ct.
(3) Indiuidual ngbn implicated: Seizure of presumably innocent citizens offendsat least three individual rights- the
right to be let alone, the right to privacy, and the right to
travel. Citizens of the United States and this state, as members of a free society, can expect that "when thcy enter their
vehicles to travel from one point to another that they will not
be subjected to a detention and questioning without some
manifestation of wrongdoing o n their part."
(4) Tewy u. Ohio. In T q 392 US. 1(1968), S/Q recognizes
omcers are pern~inedto conduct brief stops for investigatory
purposes with less prwf than required for an arrest, providcd
the o f k e r can later demonstrate more than a mere "hunch."
TCAreasons that DWI roadblock is m direct conflict w ~ t h
Teny'srequirement of specific~ty.To hold otherwise is to acknowledge officers are permitted to conduct "a wholesale invertigation of individuals on the presumption that in all the
motorists detained at the DWI roadblock, there is at least one
who has committed, at a minimum, the offense of driving
while intoxicated."
(5) Suspicion!zssearch andseizureexceptions: S/Ct has
recognized at least six areas (possible except~ons)where
suspicionless searches are permitted. The most common
area is the admin~strativeinspection. This type of warrantless, suspicionless search has been upheld because of a long
history of judicial and public acceptance, the lack of effective
alternative means to enlorce an objective, and the fact that
the inspections are not personal or aimed at the discovery of
criminal evidence. Examples of such searches include searches daigned to enforce health and safety codes.
A second example of suspicionless search and seizures concerns permanent border checkpoints aimed at stemming the
flow of undocumented workers. Once again, S/Q requires a
balancing of the individual's rights with the governmental intrusiveness sought to be protected. Reviewing courts engage
in a balancing test to determine if the government's interest
outweighs the individual right. For permanent fixed
roadblocks, S/Ct found that stopping everyone and briefly
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questioning them to ascertain citizenship was a "minimal intrusion" o n the motorists' interests. Additionallv.
,.the need for
this type of specific law enforcement technique was
demonstrated o n the record
A third type of suspicionless search has been roadblocks for
the purpose of checking driver's license and vehicle registration. This kind of search meets the balancing
- test because it
is the only viable law enforcement tool available there are
n o outwardlv visible manifestations that a mrticular driver is
in violation of a driver's license or re~istrationstatute. Equally important, this investigation is noijntended to deted evidence of a crime but to enforce administrative regulations.
In all of these warrantless searches, S / U is engagmg in a
balancing test- a cost-benefit analvsis. To aualifv. as
"reasonable," a suspicionless search or seizure must meet a
three-tiered analysis: (1) the long history of judicial and
public acceptance; (2) the only effective means of establishing a societal purpose; and (3) a goal other than detecting
criminal activity. TCA concludes that none of the balancing
tests issatisfied here. Specifically. there is no evidence that
DWi roadblocks have history df judicial and public a c c e p
lance - thev have been the subiect of reoeated debate about
their constitutionality, they are usedsparingly, and they have
only been used for ten years Similarly, a DWl roadblock is
not the onlv effective means of aecomplishinn
- the societal
purpose -of getting intoxicated motorists off the road.
There are "clearlv alternatives to curbine the carnaee of the intoxicated driver." These alternatives, that are in fact working,
include using special DWI task force where extra police aresent out to Dalrolroads susxcted of beine- subiect
to travel by
,
intoxicated drivers Specialized law enforcement personnel
are tralned to watch for outwardly visible articulahle factsfacts that would indicate an intoxicated driver, such as inwnsistent speeds, inability tostay in a lane, disregard of traffic
signals and signs, and driving at night without lights. Additionally, an increase in publ~cawareness of the problem of alcohol-&ted accidents-and deaths has caused changc in
the ~nblic'sformerlv
, ~ermissiveauitude toward intoxicated
drivers. TCA points to grass roots movements of organizations such as MADD and other victim groups in zdd~tionto
public service advertising in the media and heightened awareness by drink in^ establishments themselves. As society's interest and attenzon have been heightened, criminal penalties
lor DWl in Texas have correswndinnlv increased. Perhaps
most significantly,TCA finds ;here isnoeuidencethat a Dk4
roadblofk will be effective in curblng the frequency of drivmg while intox<cated.
Lastly, DWi roadblocks fail the balancing test because they
are aimed at detecting criminal activity.
In applying the balancing test t o the specific facts of this case,
TCA concludes, "For all intents and purposes, this particular
roadblock was specificallyset u p toapprehend motorists who
were driving while intoxicated" and was not a driver's license
c h e c k p n t . According, TCA holds 4th Amendment requires
at kmt a reasonable suspicmn in order to stop and detain indwiduals for investtgatorypurposes The stop here was not
admmistratwe. It was desiened
to be merelv, "oreem~tive"In
"
nature and was based only on inarticulahle facts. HELD This
particular roadblock violated D's 4th Amendment rights.
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Alonw Rayna LOPEZ, Jr. -On D's PDR -Opinion by
Judge Campbell;Judge Teague Concurs;Judges McCormick, Davis and White Dissent; October 11,1989.
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U A Affirmed at 731 S.W 2d 682.

VOIR DLRE -ERRONEOUS DEFINITION OF INTOXICATION WAS HARMLESS ERROR:
FACi3. During voir dire, D.A. and t/c gave jury the "per se"
definition of intoxication found in the DWl statute. Unfortunately,
D was on trial for involuntary manslaughter under Sec. 1905, P.C.
At the time of trial, Sec. 19.05 contained its own definition of intoxication.
LEGISLATlVELIPDAlE. Sec. 19.05 has since been amended.
It now includes the DWI definition of intoxication
FACIS; D's car s w c k a truck and stranded motonst. The truck's
d m r , who had stopped to render aid to the stranded motor~st,testified at D's trial that the collision of D's car with his truck turned the
truckupside down and briefly caused h m to lose consciousness.
When he recovered consciousness, he found the stranded motorist
lying in the grass, his head on the gravel, and D in D's car, sprawled
across the front seat. The witness said D's car "smelled llke a
brewery" although he did not see liquor or liquor bottles in the car,
and he did not smell alcohol on D's body or breath.
Police officer investigation confirmed truck driver's testimony
that the vehicles had been parked offthe side of the road and that
there were n o visible skid marks. Aacident occurred on straight
stretch of road. Officer did not list being under the influence of alcohol as acontributing factor when wrrting offense report -noting
only the contributing factor of D's "driving on the shoulder of the
road."
Medical technologist took D's blood sample at hospital. Blwd al
cohol mcasured .lo4 grams. Breath/alcohol-testing technical supervisor testified about relationship between the blood aicohol content
and intoxication, as well as the effedsof alcohol on a person's
motor responses.
Following conviction, D f i e d motion for new trial, alleging error
duringvoir dire when D.A. opined that the .lo%"per sew~ntoxication definition under DWI law was applicable here, and t/j put his
"imprimatur" on that opinion. Without objection, D submitted
sworn amdavits of two jurors, both of whom stated that testimony
about D's blood alcohol content had "some effect" on their deasion
to returna guilty verdict.
UA held D.A 's statement was erroneous, but found error harmless. TCA did not agree Here the error NaS that the p r y was mcorredly apprised of the law - both by the prosecutor and t/l
Nothmg in the record suggests jury had any reason not to accept
this misstatement of law -"In fact, the trial judge's ratification of
the misstatement was almost certainly accepted by the jury." Furthermore, the Issue of intoxicallon was very important in the context
o f the trial. A sign~ficautamount of trcal time was spent developing
the theory of intoxication. Not only could harm be inferred from
the state of the record, but here D provided evidence from two
jurors about the effect of the misstatement. These amdavits reveal
error was not cured Contrary to finding by U A that deletion of the
mtoxicatlon paragraph from the manslaughter md~ctmentcured
error, TCAfinds it is possible a rational trler of fact "could have"
reached a different result if the error hadnl occurred.
COMMLm Under the new Crimlnal Rules of Evidence, how
a u l d D mtroduce affidav~tsfrom jurors in w h ~ jurors
h
agree
they relied on a n erroneous definition during their deliberations? Obviously, without such aflidav~ts,it is that much more
difficult to show harm.

For good discussion of the harmless error test of Rule
81(bX2), see TCA's opinion in EIalarrir(No. 69,399 delivered 6/28/89).
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Effective Appellate Advocacy
by Alfi.ec1 L. Scarrlan
M a n y experienced trial lawyers
have larely had occasion towritea brief
in the tluesense. They maybefully able
to compose effective trial memoranda
and workn~an-likestatements in support of pre- or post-tl.ial motions, but
they have not been called on to think
th~oughthe writing and filing of the
type of brief required for an effective
appeal.

Preparing Your Ultimate Tool
of Persuasion
Before stalli~lg
to write the bxief, read
(or at least review) and then index the
record. If there are seve~alissues to be
dealt with in the appeal, it is advisable
to have a topical index of the record as
well as a chronological one. A topical
index sewes three distinct purposes:
1. It assists counsel to accu~ately
designate the poltions of the record on
\vhich the pallies I-elyin their briefs.
2. It is helpful in writing the brief,
especially in composing the statement
of facts, the critical pollion of the brief.
3. It is often useful 21s a me~nosy
refresher in preparing an oral argument
which is scheduled a numlxr of months
after the brief has been filed.
It is itnpo~lantto carefully review the
applicable appellate rules pe~lainingto
form, content, length, and even the
color of the cover page, of the brief that
you plan to file. Remember that the
brief is of singular importance in no st
appellate courts. When an appellate
judge fils1 reads the brief, he gets his
initial feel for the case and hegins to
develop that which Judge Hutcheson
once called his "judicial hunch" as to
how the case should come out. The
importance of the brief has increased in
recent years because of the tendency of
federal and state appellate courts to cut
hack on the number of cases which are
afforded o~-alargument. Thus, despite
the importance of oral argument, the
brief is a critical document, and so far
as most appeals are concerned, is the
ultimate tool of persuasion.
NOVEMBER 1989

How to Write the Statement
of Pacts
Tl~estatementof facts should be in as
complete and polished a f o m ~as possible before you move on to write the
remainder of the brief. In dnfting the
statement of facts, an attorney should
attenlpt to obsesve what John \V, Davis
(vice-presidential candidate in 1924,
one-time solicitor genenl, and leading
authority on the Supreme Coiul) oncc
referred to as the "three C ' s " ~ h r o n o 1 ogy, candor, and clarity.
1. Chronology: Tell the court the
story as it occurred, not in the order in
which the witness testified, or in which
the facts were put on record. When you
can, make use of the opinions or findings below in setting out the material
facts.
2. Candor: In conlposing the statement of facts, above all be accurate.
De~iionstntethat accuracy with citations to the record for every material
fact stated. Gtasp the nettles fim~ly;
don't let your opponent be the first to
advise the court of a material fact which
is adverse to your case. As Mt-. Justice
Rutledge once put it:
Do not try to dodge or minimize the
facts which are against you. If you
can't win without doing this--and it
is seldom you can by doing it--yr,ur
case should not be appealed. .. [Flew
things add strength to the argument
as do candid and Full admissions.
Do not argue, editorialize, or snipe at
the appellee, his counsel, or his witnesses. Personalities have no place at
all in an appellate brief; argument and
pinion should be reserved for the sec:ion of the brief devoted to argunlent.
3. Clarity: if the statement of facts is
m the long side, use subheadings to
lold the attention of the coua. Short
>aragraphs are to be preferred. A final
>it of advice for appellee's counsel: if
here were inaccuracies and material
missions in the appellant's staternent
IF facts, write your own-you have the
xivilege.
Finally, remember the basic goal of
hafting the statement of facts: to write
t statement of facts so that an appcllate

court will be inclined to decide the case
in your favor when it has finished reading your statement.

How to Draft Effectively
"Loaded Questions
When drafting the questions to he
presented, bear in mind that this is your
first oppommity to indulge-very subtly-in the alt of persuasion. By this I
mean that while you should dnft the
questions in a manner which is informative, clear, accul-ate and fair, they
should also be pregnant with the
answer you wouldlike the court to give.
This is "loading" the question-inserting key facts \vhich will subtly suggest
the answer that you desire.
A question should be itlfornlative; it
should state in a ni~tshellwhat the case
is about. Do not rest with general statements such as, "Did the trial court err in
excluding the appellant's evidence of
self-defense?" The question should also
he sound in syntax and grammar.
Above all, it should be clear, especially
after you have finished loading it.
As a n example of an effectively
loaded but nonetl~elessinformative
and fairly-stated question, I refer to a
question prepared by a partner of mine
in a federal criminal case:
Whether evidence supported the
conviction of aiding and abetting
transportation of narcotics discovered in an automobile in which the
appellant was a passenger where the
testinlony showed that he did not
know that narcotics were in the car
and that he had not assisted the
owner and driver in any way.

Tips for Writing a Clear, Strong
Argument
D o not start writing
..that part of the
xief devoted to argument until you
lave completed your statement of facts
md concluded your legal research.
Uter all, there are deficiencies in any
Cey index system, and as a consepence, recent relevant decisions are
~ f t e noverlooked in the preparation of
I brief.
Prepare an outline before stalling to

I

write your argument. Write the brief
conxcutiveiy, i.e., don't start writing
the draft of a third sectionuntilyou have
finished the drafts of the first and
second sections.
Always have someone else, prefembly a paitner or an associate, read your
fmal draft. If any portion of it is unclear
to the reader, revlse it. Inpolishingyour
final draft, delete awkward sentences
and hyperbole. Carefully check your
citations, quotes and references to the
record and shepardize all significant
case citations. Remember that there's
no need to clutter the brief with excessive citations; one or two cases supporting a particular point are sufficient.
However, be sure the cases that you do
cite support the point for which they've
been summoned.
Counsel for the appellant should not
hesitate to assign weak contentions to
footnotes, or to abandon them completely. Argue your strongest points
first. By this I mean not the points with
which you are infatuated, but those
which you as lawyer objectively feel
that an appellate court is most likely to
be taken with.
Distinguish your opponent's leading
cases. Don't take the "ostrich attitude
to your adversary's authorities. Argumentative headings and subheadings can also be helpful, especially
when the argument can be dividedinto
a number of sections and subsections.
If thesection onargument 1son the long
side, it is wise to prepare a summary of
the argument. Thismay be an introductory section to precede the argument
~tself.However, don't write the summary until you have finished the brief
inits final form That way, the summary
of argument will not go off on a frolic
of its own. Its purpose is to succinctly
and accurately inform the court of the
arguments that are to follow.
Finally, some spec~aladvice for
appellee's counsel. Don't let the appellant mark out the playing field for you.
Resist preparing an appellee's brief that
is merely a point-by-point refutation of
arguments in the order set in the
appellant's brief. Actually, it is a good
idea for appellee's counsel to have at
least a rough outlme of his brief even
before he receives the appellant's brief.

Effective Oral Argument
Opinions differ as to the importance
of oral argument in the conduct of an
appeal. Mr. Justice Brennan, for example, has said, "My whole notion of
what a case is about crystalizes at oral
argument." O t h e r s a n d this is probably the more widely held view-feel
that you can lose your case with a bad
oral argument, but it is diffcult to win tt
with a strong one.
Nevertheless, to assure a fully effective presentation of any appeal, oral
argument is important and cannot be
neglected.
As in all aspects of the law, counsel
should prepare carefully for oral argument. Re-read all of the briefs and all of
the important cases, including those of
your opponent. The pertinent cases
should be shepardized and othenvise
brought up to date. It is helpful to have
index tabs to the major points in the
various briefs, and to significant references to the record. You might also
considerrehearsingyour oral argument
before your associates. My own personal preference is topreparea detailed
outline and go over it in my mindmany
times before the actual argument.
At oral argument, counsel for the appellant should introduce himself and
indicate what portion of his time he
desires to observe for rebuttal, unless
that has been previously communicated to the coult through the clerk. At
the outset, appellant's counsel should
let the court know how the case
reached it. This is especially tnre in the
case of an argument before the
Supreme Court.
Try to have a short paragraph in your
mrnd which sums up the essence of
your case, and state that somewhere
during the course of your o ~ a largiment, preferably either at the outset or
at the conclusion.
It is usually appropriate for counsel
for the appellant to give a vely brief
statement of the facts which are critical
to the algued issues. Burr since most
appellate judges now read the briefs
before hearing oral argument, and ifthe
facts have been Fully and fairly stated in
appellant's brief, there is no need to
spend too much time restating the facts
in oral argument.
After giving brief desc~iptionof the

order of argument which you intend to
follow, as counsel for the appellant you
should plunge into your main alguments. Go for the jugular; avoid any
rehash of your brief. Address only the
majorpoints-oral argument isan exercise in persuasion, not an oral treatise.
Don't bog down in giving detailed facts
or an extended analysis of pertinent
cases. All of that should have been accomplished in the brief.
It goes without saying that a lawyer
should never read his argument to the
court. This is completely improfessional. Avoid racing through your argument, or speaking in a monotone.
Above all, answer questions put to you
by members of the court at the time
when these questions are asked; don't
postpone answering until you are late
in your algument. Questions from the
judges indicate their interest in the argument and furnish the appellate advocate with the opportunity to clarify,
explain, and persuade. They should be
welcomed, not feared or avoided.
I advise against distracting mannerisms, such as waving a pencil or a
pair of eyeglasses Have your notes on
the lectern and use them when you
must. Don't tly the Harry Hondini trick
of speaking without any notes at all.
Apart from the frailty of human
niernory--even that of a well-prepared
appellate a d v o c a ~ t h e r is
e the hazard
that the court might becomemore interested in seeing if you can pull off the
trick than inlistening to theactual argument.
There is no one particular style of oral
argument that is most effective. Some
lawyers speak quietly and carefully;
others have a tendency toward a more
bombastic presentation. No one style is
recommended--only that with which
you're most comfortable. Be yourself. If
you've prepared your case and know
that of your opponent as well, your
message \ell get through to the court.
Alfred L. Scanlan is a member of the
Wnshington, D.C., iatufirnl of Shea E.

'

Gardnec As an attorney he ~ Q parS
ticipated in more than 250 appeuls,
including more than 60Stipre~neCorm
cases.As a fridge of the Colrt-tof Special
Appeals of iMn~ylarrd(1972-19731Ire
sat on seueral h~miredappeals, both
ciuil wrd crintinl. ScanIan bas lectwedand wrrtten widelyon lhss~lbject
of appellnle aduocucj~.
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son U. State, 757 S.W.2d 440 (Tex.App.
-Dallas 19K8, pet. ~efd.).
Competency of child witness is still
left lareelv to the discretion of the trial
j u d g e . ~ d o w u .State, 742SS.\V.2d801
(Tex App. - Corpus Christi 1987, pet.
refd.) (8year old competent); Kircbzzw
u. Statee739 S.W.Zd85 (TexApp. -San
Antonio 1987,n o pet.) (4 year old com-

sistencies may \$.ell go to the weight
rather than admissibility of the
evidence. Conrreras u. State, 745
S.W.2d 59 (TexAoo. - San Antonio
1987, n o pet.). It is impoltant in
employing Rule 602 that it be distinguished from the Hearsay Rules in Artide VIII. Skrirck U. Slate, 740 S.W.2d
819 (TexApp. - Houston [lst Dist.1
1987. Det. ref'd.1. But
602 means what it

I n what might earn an "Enterprising
Counsel of the Week award. in Contreras u. Stale, 745 S.W.2d 59 Vex.App.
- San Antonio 1987, n o pet.), the
defendant argued in a dying declaration case that the decla~antwvas incompetent due to loss of blood. It mas a nice
trv. but it did not succeed.
In one of its most
sign~ficant cases
since promulgation
n o personal knowledge should be exof t h e Rules, the
cluded. Barstotu U.
Court of Criminal ApState, 742 S.W.2d 495
peals in Zuni u. Stale,
(Tex.App. - Austin
758 S.W.2d 233
1987, pet, rePd.).
(1988) addressed the
Rule 603 reouires
ouestion of hvnnoti,
that witnesses b e
calty refreshed tessworn. But the
timony at length.
protection of that
Relying in part on the
rule, too, can be lost
Federal Frye case,
the Cou~trejected a
by failure to object.
per se rule of exCastillo u. State, 739
Part II
S.W.2d 280 (Tex.
clusion of such tesCrimApp. 1987);
timony and placed
GonzalesusState, 748
upon the proponent
S.W.2d 510
hrt
of such testimony the
- (Tex.Aoo.
.
- Houston [lst Dist.1
burden of showing
Huleia D. ~endorfaiidDavid A. Schlueter
1988, Det. ref'd.)
that it is t~ustwo~thy
(preliminary
exby clear and convincamination of child witnesses also satispetent despite some conflicting
ing evidence. The court enjoined trial
fied the oath requirement).
answers). But it was imploper to permit
judges to be alert to the dangers in
The Coult of Criminal Appeals luIed
hypnotically refieshed testimony and
a trained counselor in a rape crisis and
in Hal-ris u. State, 738 S.W.2d 207
set forth a number of factors to be
child abuse center to give her opinion
(19861, that the presumptionof harm in
weighed in making the determination.
that the child victim was telling the
jury separation after the cha~gewas
The opponent of the evidence is, of
truth. Miller u. State, 757 S.W.2d 880
read was rebutted by the "testimony"of
course, free to offer expert testimony as
CTexApp. - 1988, n o pet.). Cf:
the trtal judge. No mention .was made
t6 the dangers of hypnasis in general.
Kirkpatnkk u. State, 747 S.W.2d 833
of Rule 605, and only the separate conIn one of the early post-Zarzi cases the
(Tex App. -Dallas 1988, pet. refd
' .1.
currence and dissent expressed diffactors in Zanf mere held to suppoa
Counsel for both sides have been
ficulty with the fact that the judge was
admissibihty of the testimony. T h l i ~ t - commendably alert to the possibilities
in the requirement for personal
knowledge in Rule GOZ. It can apply to
affidavits offered to oppose a motion to
change venue. Cockrus u. State, 758
S.W.2d 577 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988).
Where personal knowledge is lacking,
it is proper to reject the evidence, and
that can include opinion without suffident personal basis. McL~filla~z
u. State,
754 S.W.2d 422 <Tex.App. - Eastland
1988, pet. refd.). It may be correct to
invoke the preliminaly procedures of
Rule 104 in determining whether there
is enough personal knowledge. Hernandez u, State, 754 S.W.2d 321
(Tex.App. -Houston 114th Dist.11988,
no pet.). But the personal knowledge
I requirement is not absolute, and incon- I
David A. schlueter
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never sworn but merely made remarks
for the record.
In Austin u. Sfate, 774 S.W.2d 546
(Tex.App. - Beaunlont 1988, pet.
ret'd.), the case was tried before the
effective date of the Rules but the jury
miscanduct affidavit was filed after that
date. The dissent felt that the Rule$
should apply, but the majority applied
the peRules law of StreEd u. State, 670
S.W.2d 262 <Tex.C~%m
App. 1984).
It must be recognized that the Texas
crimiml law differs considerably from
the civll rule as to inquiry into the
validity of verdict or indictment. Civil
Rule 6O(i(b) pmhibits testimony of a
juror unless there rvas "outside influence," while the exception in
Criminal Rule 606Cb) permits juror testimony "as to any matter relevant to the
validity of the verdict or indictment."
Moreover, since Tex.Code.Crim.Proc.
art. 40.03 was not repealed by the
promulgation of the Criminal Rules of
Evidence, it can be argued that the intent as to make little orno change as
to jury misconduct under the Rules of
Evidence. And the post-Rules cases do
not sumest any increased tendency to
restrict, inquiry into jury misconduct.
E.g., G r m u. State, 754 S.w.2d 687
0'ex.Crim.App. 1988) (jurors discnssing the case with victirn'smother); Rose
u State, 752 S.W.2d 529 (Tex.Crim.App.
1987) (no inquiry into ju~or's mental
processes). Several cases have adhered
to the pa-Rules law that jurors may not
testifyas to their mental pmcesses. Baldonado u. State, 745 S.W.2d 491
(TexApp. - Corpus Christi 1988*pet.
ret'd.); Adam u. State, 744 S.W.2d 622

(Tex.App. - Fort Worth 1988 pet.
refd.). Apparently, the Sizeed test
remains authoritativein cases involving
jury discussions of parole law. Bbckr d u. Slate, 738 S.W.2d 78 (Tex.App.
- Fort Worth 1987, vacated on other
grounds 761 S.W.2d 21 CJkx.Crim.App.
1988), citing Sneed Jurors were allowed to testify regarding a compmmise sentence and a new trial was
granted for jury misconduct in Vomwrk
u. State, 735 S.W.2d 672 (Tex.App. Austin 1987, pet. ref'd.1, Beizitez u.
State, 733 S.W.2d 395 (TexApp. -Fort
Worth 1987, pet. rePd3.
Although Rule 607 permits impeaching a party's ownwitness, the pre-Rules
cases continuedtopreclude suchaaion
(unless surprise was shown) right up to
the bitter end. Pi#s u. Stafe,758 S.W.2d
757 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988); Morales u.

State, 745 S.W.2d 483 (Tex.App. Corpus Christi 1988, no pet.). The court in
Medina u. State> 743 S.W.2d 950
(TexApp. - Fort Worth 1988, pet.
ref'd.) noted that Rule 607 does not
expressly prohibit a party from calling
a witness for impeachment purposes.
The overwhelming bulk of the
decisions under Rule 608 have been
concerned with hlstering It was error
for a trained counselor in a rape crisis
center to express an opinion as to the
truthfulnessof a child victim and especialIy error to permit her to bolster h a self by testifying that she was often
relied upon in such cases because she
had become "particularly adroit at
doing that." Miller u. State, 757 S.W.2d
880 (TexApp. -Dallas 1988, no pet.).
Confronting defendant wirh an arresting officer's report during crossexamination does not constitute an
-attack" to authorize b o l s t e ~ g@ctor
.
u. Slate, 746 S.W.2d 946 (Tex.App. Austin 1988, pet refd.). But where the
defense had attempted to impeach a
prosecution witness by having Mrnread
portions of a statement, it was not improper bolstering to admit the statenrent. Liuingston u. Stat6 739 S.W.2d
311 0'ex.Crini.App. 1987). There was
no impermissible bolstering when the
witness merely indicated that she had
participated in a photo identification
procedure but did not indicate that'she
had identified defendant. Rogers u.
Stare. 756 S.W.2d 332 CTex.App. Houston 114th Dist.1 1988, pet. refd.).
And it was not improper bolstc~ing
where aggmvated sexual assault victim
identifed defendant at trial and aslo
testified that she had identified him
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pretrial. Accord; Salazar u. State, 745
S.W.2d 385 (Tex.App. - Fort Wolth
1988, no pet.); Pi~lsonu. State, 733
S.W.2d 387 (Tex.App. -El Paso 1987,
no pet.). Reed u. W e , 751 S.\V2d 607
Rex.App. -Dallas 1988, no pet.). Not
all corroborativeevidence is bolstering;
and a party may offer corroborative
evidence to rehabilitate an impeached
witness. Kinwr u. State, 751 S.W.2d 212
(Tex.App. -Dallas 1988, no pet.).
Apparently prosecutors have been
able to get away with bolstering by
having a policeman or other witness
testify that a "suspect" or something
similar was identrfied without actually
stating that was defendant who had
been identified. See, e.g., Wilt u. Slate,
745 S.W.2d 472 Rex App. - Houston
[lst Dist.1 1988, pet. refd.); Deloncgr u.
Sfafe, 734 S.W.2d 6 (TexApp. -Dallas
1987, pet. rePd.). Repetitive questions
of the same witness does not amount to
bolstering. Ali u. State, 742 S.W.2d 749
(Tex.App. -Dallas 1987, pet. refd.). A
videotape of the uime scene is a visual
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Rule 609; but this does not preclude
"have you heard?" questions to test a
characterwitness. However, such q u e s
tions must be based upon reputation,
and where based on personal relationship with defendant, it is reversible
enor to admit such evidence. l&tledge
u. State, 749 S.\V.Zd 50 (Tex.Crim.App.
1988). There is, of course, an exception
to the prohibition of Rule 608(b) where
defendant opens the door by claiming
that he has never been in any trouble.
Ceuallos u. State, 755 S.W.2d 901
(TexApp. - San Antonio 1988, pet.
refd.). But absent one of the exceptions, it is improper to attack or support
credibility with specific instances of
conduct. CasIerII~re
u. Stale, 736 SS.V.2d
207 (TexApp. - Corpus Christi 1987,
no pet.).
U n d e r Rule 609, impeachment for
prior acts of misconduct is limited to
final convictions unless defendant
leaves a false impression as to such
conduct, but absent the exception,

Apparentlyprosecutors have been able to get away
with bolstem'n~.
aid and not bolstering. M a ~ ~u.a State,
s
741 S.W.2d 395 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987).
Testimony as to the circumstances surrounding an identiFication was not improper bolstering where defense
counsel admitted an attempt to impeach the victim.Jo1mson u. State, 737
S.\V.Zd 901 Rex.App. - Beaumont
1987, no pet.). Merely asking a bolstering questionand withdrawhgitwill not
be reversible error unless it leaves a
permanent impression in the minds of
the jurors that the officer would have
bolstered the witness' testimony.
Preetnan v. Stafe, 736 S.\V.Zd 154
(Tex.App. -Houston 114th Dist 1 1987,
no pet.). Evidence that defendant's expert witness had k e n recommended
by another judge was properly rejected.
Bearrbt~oizu. State, 735 S.W.2d 498
Rex.App. - Austin 1987, pet. refd.).
Even though improper bolstering
evidence is admitted, it may fall under
the harmless error rule. Smith u. State,
734 S.W.2d 694 (Tex App. -Houston
[lst Dist I 1987, no pet.).
Rule 608(b) prohibits inquiry as to
specific instances of conduct either to
attack or support credibility except as
permitted by use of convictions under
NOVEMBER I989

questions as to prior offenses not
qualifying under Rule 603 will require
reversal. Prescott u. State, 744 S.W.2d
128 (Tex.C~im.App.1988). Tex. Code
Crim. P. art. 36.01 prohibits disclosure
at the guilt stage of convictions pleaded
for enhancement purposes but does
not preclude use of such convictionsfor
impeachment if defendant testifies.
Wi~rslotuu. State, 742 S.W.2d 801
(Tex App. -Corpus Christi 1987, pet.
ref'd.). Although mpeachment by
questioning regarding juvenile records
is not ordinarily proper, where the
questions are relevant to other issues of
the case (here re poss~hlecauses for an
argument and motive for a shooting), it
isnot error. Hallu. State, 745 S.W.2d 579
(Tex.App. - Fort Worth 1988, pet.
refd.). Acts of misconduct not resulting
in a conviction are not admissible to
impeach. A d a m u. State, 744 S.W.2d
622 (Tex.App. -Fort Worth 1988, pet.
ref'd.); but where defendant makes
statements concerning his exenlplary
conduct, the State may rebut that with
evidence of prior convictions even
though they are not final. Cmailos u
State, 751 S.W.2d 250 (Tex.App. -San
Antonio 1988, n o pet.). Conviction for

misdemeanor theft is admissible because it involves m o d turpitude. Gonzales-Qzriroz u. State, 753 S.W.2d 230
(Tex.App. -Houston U4th Dist.11988,
no pet.). Rule 609 sets a ten year limit
on prior convictions to nnpeach but
then gives the trial judge discretion to
admit older convictions in the interest
of justice. Allen u. Stale, 740 S.\V.Zd 81
(Tex.App. - Dallas 1987, pet. rePd.).
The c o u ~ properly
t
refused to permit
impeachment with a crime w h e ~ ethe
probationary period had expiled. Mead
u. Stute, 759 S.\V.Zd 437 (Tex.App. Fort Worth 1988, n o pet.).
The judge has considerable disc~etion in the control of presenting
evidence under Criminal Rule 610 (the
comparable civil mle here is 611) Whitrug u. Slate, 755 S.\V.2d 936 CTex.App.
-San Antonio 1988,nopet.); Vaughan
u. Slate, 750 S.W.2d 17 (Tex.App. Texarkana 1988, no pet.); DrirzkeH u.
Smte, 741 S.W.2d 514 (Tex App. -Corpus Christi 1987, pet. refd.); but where
tlle jury had not been instructed and
there would have beenno undue delay,
it was reversible error to deny a pro se
defendant the opportunity to reopen
his case in Ajfeaga u. State, 757 S.W.2d
158 (Tex.App. -San Antonio 1988,n o
pet.). Criminal Rule 6lO(b) p r e s e m
the traditional unlimited scope of crossexamination in Texas. See e.g., MEieru.
State, 741 S.W.2d 382 CTex.Crim.App.
1987); Virls u. Slate, 739 S.W.2d 25
(Tex.Crin1 App. 1987); Dopico u. State,
752 S.W.2d 212 (Tex.App. -Houston
Ilst Dist.1 1988, pet. refd.); but it was
within the judge's discretion to limit
cross to protect a conhdential witness
who was under the Federal Witness
Protection Program. Custle u. Slate, 748
S.W.2d 230 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988).
Where evidence is admitted for impeachnlent purposes only, Rule 105
may require a limiting instruction; but
such instruction is not required where
a prior statement by a witness was used
to refresh recollection as per Criminal
Rule 611 (Civil 612). Soffnr u. Stale, 742
S.W.2d 371 <Tex.Crim.App. 1987).
Under Crinlinal Rule 611, the opposing
patty is entitled to immediate production of a writing used to refresh recollection of a witness. mad^ u. State, 749
S.W.2d 646 (Tex.App. -Amarillo 1988,
pet. ret'd.).
Prior inconsistent statements may be
used to impeach an accused even
though they contain inflammatory
statements such as "Kill all white pig
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tawished a two prong test: did the witp ~ l i c e Py1e.s
. ~ u. State, 755 S.W.2d 98
would tend to establish ill feeling,bias,
ness hear the testimony of other witmotive or animus. However, the trial
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988). Asking a
nesses and did the testimony of the
court has discretion to limit such tespsychologist witness at penalty stage il
witness and the others coincide.
timony to the facts of the bias and may
he knew the defendant had stolen a cat
exclude the details of acts which show
Aguilar u. State, 739 S.W.2d 357
was cured by prompt instruction to dis(Tex.Crim.App. 1987). However, the
regad; asking the defendant a simila~ bias. Rjcbardson u. Stafe, 744 S.W.2d 65
cases seem to indicatefairly clearly that
(TexCrim.App. 1982). Where the imquestion after he had testified at the
the trial judge has quite a bit of discrepeachment evidence involves a relative
penalty stage m a proper impeachment
tion
in enforcing THE RULE and,
of
defendant,
some
connectionmust
be
by prior inconsistent statement. H u 8
moreover,
the harmless error rule is
shownbetween
the
relative's
problems
man u. State,746 S.W.2d 212 (Tex.
rather likely to be applied. Coons v.
and the testimony at the trial. Lo~ulolzu.
Crim.App. 1988). Evidence of a prior
State, 758 S.W.2d 330 (Tex.App. State, 739 S.W.2d 842 (Tex.Crim.App.
inconsistent statement to impeach
Houston
114th Dist.1 1988, no pet.);
1987).
S
i
a
r
l
y
,
where
the
evidence
credibility of a witness cannot be used
u.
State, 756 S.W.2d 815
Abdnor
showed
that
a
witness
and
her
husband
as primary evidence to prove guilt. And
(Tex.App. - Dallas 1988, no pet.)
were getting a divorce, absent some
defendant is entitled to a limiting in(defendant's request to exempt his
showing that the witness was instruction. Failure so to instruct was reFather denied); Bltrrrett u. Sfate, 754
fluenced by a plea bargsin of the husversible error in Richardson u. Stale,
S.W.2d
437Cex.A~~.
- San Antonio
band
in
another
case,
defendant
was
751 S.W.2d 663 (Tex.App. -Houston
1988,
pet.
ref'd.)
(by
agreement,
not
denied
any
right
to
impeach
her
for
Ilst Dist.1 1988, no pet.). When a witdefendant's daughter was permitted to
Mas concerningherhilsband'splea barness admits makmg a prior inconsistent
remain in the courtroom, but court
gain. Ja~zeckau. Stute, 739 S.W.2d 813
statement, it is error topresent extrinsic
rejected
defendanfs request to call her
0'ex.Crim.App.
1987).
It
was
reversible
evidence of the making of the stateas
a
witness);
P n r r d u. State, 753
error
to
exclude
impeachment
as
to
the
ment. McGary u. State, 750 S,W.2d 782
S.W.2d467 (Tex.App. -Eastland 1988,
probationary status of a witness in Mor(Tex.Crim.App. 1988). It is permissible
pet. refd.) (bailiff's testin~onydid not
gun u. State, 740 S.W.2d 57 (Tex.App.
to introduce testimony to explain the
violate
Rule 613);Je~tnitzgsu. Stale, 748
-Dallas
1987,
pet.
~ePd.).
making of a prior inconsistent state6% flex.App. - Fort Worth
S.W.2d
Bolstering
was
discussed
at
Rule
608,
ment. Wi@rd u. Stale, 739 S.W.2d 854
1988,
pet.
1efd3 (where prosecution
supra.
Another
form
of
bolstering
ap(Tex.Crim.App. 1987; Abdnor u. Stute,
had
requested
a relaxed versionof THE
pears
in
Rule
612(~):
prior
consistent
756 S.W.2d 815 (Tex.App. - Dallas
R
U
L
E
but
defense
had not done so, it
statements.
It
may
be
noted,
too,
that
1988, no pet.). A statement by a police
was
proper
to
sustain
objection to testhese
also
are
covered
in
Rule
officer that he did not think defendant
timony
by
defense
investigator).
Where
801(e)(l)(B)
as
Rule
612Cc)
itself
exwas drunk was admissible both as a
a
witness
had
remained
in
the
pressly
provides.
Indeed,
by
the
very
prior inconsistent statement and as a
courtroom
after
THE
RUIE
had
been
wording
of
Rule
612(c),
any
prior
conhearsay exception in Jackson u. State,
invoked but it was not known at the
sistent statementadmissible to impeach
756 S.W.2d 82 (Tex.App. - San Antime that the person would become a
under
the
recent
fabrication
rule
is
tonio 1988, no pet.). Ordinarily a statenecessary witness, it was proper to
necessarily
admissible
on
the
merits.
ment made to police after an illegal
allowthetestimony. CwfIjo u. State, 739
Thus
it
is
improper
to
bolster
by
prior
arrest isnot admissible, wherea witness
S.W.2d 486 (TexApp. -Corpus Christi
consistent statements, for example, unhad changed her story three times, such
1987, pet. refd.).
less the statement was made before any
a statement was admissible to impeach
Criminal Rule 614 which modified
u.
motive
to
fabricate
arose.
Camp&&
in Wjtt u. State, 745 S.W.2d 472
State, 746 S.W.2d 292 (Tex.App. - somewhat both the Texas Gaskin rule
(Tex.App. -Houston [lst Dist.1 1988,
and the Federal Jeltcks ~ l regarding
e
Houston [Ist D i d 1988, no pet.).
pet. refd.). In Whiting u. Sfate, 755
S.W.2d 936 CTex.App. - San Antonio
19@$ no pet.), the court refused to perInquiry into the bmes of expert testimony apparently
mit impeachment by what the witness
ha- mined momentum.
officer failed to say in his original
repaa.
ptwlnction of pre-trial statements by
THE RULE regarding exclusion of
R u l e 61XbJ (Civij Rule 6131 could
wimesses at the trial is sure to be the
witnesses from the t~ial,was changed
subject of attention by the courts. But
easily be a separate rule from the prior
somewhat by Rule 613, especially with
the action has been limited so far. The
inconsistent rule of 612(a). Indeed, the
regard to the exception for pelsons
trial court's refusaI to require producFederal Rules do not expressly include
whose presence is essential to the
tion of prior statements by poliw ofcoverage of impeachment by bias. Be
presentation of the case; andTHE RULE
ficers was harmless ermr where the
that as it may, the Texas court$ have
has continued t6 be the subject of constatements were consistent with trial
been quite active in discussing imsiderable litigarion. Where the prosecutestimony. Muy@ld u. Stale, 758 S.W.2d
peachment for bias or interest. The
tion made no effort to place the a%ne
371 (Tex.App. - Amarillo 1988, no
Court of Criminal Appeals made it clear
victim within one of the exceptions, it
pet.). Rule 614 was not violated where
Nas error to allow thevictimto hear the
in Miller u. Stafe, 741 S.W.2d 382
there was no showing that the prosecuestimony of eight other prosecution
(Tex.Crlm.App. 1987) that a criminal
tion actually had the record sought to
defendant in Texas is allowed a wide
vitnesses before testifying, the court
be produced. Marqnez u. State, 757
dying on earlier cases which had eslatitude in showing any fact which
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S.W.2d 101 (Tex.App. - San Antonio
1988, pet. ref'd.). In a non-jury case,
striking the testimony that prompted
the request for pinduction was sufficient and a mistiial was not required.
The trial judge is presumed to disregard
such tesrimony. Oldhain u. State, 743
S.W.2d 734 (Tex.App. - F o ~ tWorth
1987, pet. ref'd.).

Article W.Opinions and
Expert Testimony
'She admissibility of lay opinions
under Rule 701 usually plesents one or
both OF hvo questions: Is it the sort of
opinion lay persons are competent to
give and will it assist the jury Recent
cases haxpe approved lay testimony as
to identification of marijuana Capistran
u. Sfate,759S.W.2d 121(Tex.Crim.App.

that the jury was not bound by expert
testimony was reversible error, however, because it could have been construed to question t h e expert's
credibility Rlwell u. Staie, 749 S.W.2d
77 <Tex.Crim.App. 1988). The State has
the burden of proving that a knife is a
deadly weapon, but it is not required to
do so by expert testimony Taylor u.
State, 755 S.W.2d 548 (Tex.App. Houston [lst Dist.] 1988, pet. ref'd.).
Expert testimony regarding the
i.elatlonsllip between spouses should
have been admitted in a spouse abuse
case Fielder u. State, 756 S.W.2d 309
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988). As with lay
opinions, expert opinion to he admissible under Rule 702 must assist the jtuy
Powers u. Stare, 757 S.W.2d 88
Oi.x.App. -Houston [14th D i d 1988,
no pet.). Expert testimony as towhether

Replays ofpretrial identiJicationshave long been
hotlv c o n t e s t e d .
19881, sanity Pacbeco u. State, 757
S.W.2d 729 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988); and
intoxication Hawkins u. Stale, 744
S.WZd 641 (Tex.App. - Beaumont
1987, vacated on other grounds 761
S.W.2d 23); E-lofmrdu.State, 744 S.W.2d
640 CSex.App. - Houston 114th Dist.1
1987, n o pet.). Pure speculation would
not assist the jury, and it has always
been rejected. Wirford u. State, 739
S.W.2d 854 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987);
Roberts u. State, 743 S.W.2d 708
(Tex.App. -Houston [14th Dist 1 1987,
pet. ref'd.) (lay opinion re whether
police were harassing defendant
rejected); St~izigau. State, 733 S.W,2d
594 CTex App. -San Antonio 1987, no
pet.). An owner's opinion as to the
value of property has often been admitted, especially in civil cases, but not
where it is shown that it is based solely
upon hearsay McMiJlan u. State, 754
S.W.2d422 CSex.App. -Eastland1988,
pet ref'd.). An arresting officer's testimony that h e had not taken
fingerprints from bags of marijuana in
defendant's car because he did not feel
it was necessary was found admissible
as lay opinion under Rule 701 in Reid u.
State, 749 S.\V.Zd 903 <Tex.App.-Dallas 1988,pet. refd.) fbut query whether
that decision will stand careful
analysis).
Whether expert testimony is e~ther
required or is binding continues to be
litigated under the rules. An instruction
NOVEMBER 1989

3,OW grams of cocaine would be for
personal use is admissible Morrow u.
State, 757 S.W.2d 484 (Tex.App. Houston Ilst Dist.1 1988, no pet.). But
expert testimony that defendant was
not a threat to society and that he was
worthy of probation was properly excluded ParraGolzzales u. Stale, 756
S W.2d 413 (Tsr.App. - El Paso 1988,
n o pet.). Expeit testimony regarding
when life begins was properly rejected
in Crabb u. Slate, 754 S.W.2d 742
(Tex.App. -Houston [Ist Dist.1 1988,
pet. rePd.1 because it was not relevant
in a ciiminal trespass case (abortion
clinic).

Q

~a~fications
of the expert is a frequently contested issue. See, e.g.,
Roberts u. State, 743 S.?V.Zd 708
Cex.App. -Houston 114th Dist.11987,
pet. rePd.1 (analyzing results not within
the expertise of the witness); Aqbozcgun u. Stale, 756 S W.2d 1
CTex.App. -Houston [Ist Dist.1 1988,
no pet.) (pharmacist with 36 years experience qualfied); Acosta u. State, 752
S.W.2d 706 (Tex.App. -Corpus Christi
1988, pet. ref'd.) (officer need not be a
chemist to testify re how much heroin a
dealer might possess). Whether expert
opinion is scientifically accepted is a
combination problem under both Rule
702 and Rule 201: The Court of Criminal
Appeals continues to impose a complete ban on polygraph evidence Cgs-

rill0 u. Staie, 739 S.W.2d 280 (1987); the
question of voiceprint evidence may
still be up for grabs Pope u. Srare, 756
S.\V.Zd 401 CSex.App. - Dallas 1983,
no pet.) (see the dissent in this case for
a thorough discussion of the voiceprint
problem); Cordoua u. State, 754 S.W.2d
505 (Tex.App. -San AntonCo 1988,n o
pet.) (paraffin test for gunshot residue
accepted; qualifications of witness
went to credibility rather than to admissibility); Cortjo u.State, 739 S.W.2d486
[TexApp. - Corpus Christi 1987, pet.
ref'd.) (expert on bloodstains permitted); h u i s u. State, 737 S.W.2d 857
(Tex.App. - Houston [lst Dist.1 1987,
pet. redf'),
(same). However, dspite
strenuous efforts, the Texas courts continue to reject expert testimony as to
whether a witness is truthful Brozun u.
State, 756 S.W.2d 793 (Tex.App. Houston 114th Dist.1 1988, pet. reed.);
Kirkpatrick u. State, 747 S.W.2d 833
(Tex.App. - Dallas 1988, pet. ref'd.);
Dzrnnington u. Stale, 740 S.W.2d 836
Uex.App. -El Paso 1987, pet. reed.)
(re 'belated outcry" of child witness).
And the KoNozuay case in 1981 continues to call for rejection of expert testimony as to the unreliability of
eyewitness testimony l h m s u. State,
748 S.W.2d 539 (Tex.App. - Houston
[lst Dist.1 1988, no pet.).
Inquiry into the bases of expelt testimony apparently has gained momentum under the codified Rules of
Evidence. Rule 703pennits an expert to
rely upon inadmissible k g . , hearsay)
evidence if it is a type reasonably relied
upon by experts in the field. Pike u.
State, 758 S.W.2d 357 (Tex.App. Waco 1988, no pet.). Of course, Rule
703 did not change the rule that an
expert may base opinion upon facts in
evidence put to the witness in the form
of a hypothetical question, and the
cases seem to suggest a less strict attitude by the courts as to the requirements of the hypothetical. Olesu.Sfaft?,
755 S.W.2d 98 <Tex.Crim.App. 19881,
for example, found harmless error
where assumptions in the hypothetical
questions were not supported by the
record. In Long u. State, 739 S.W.2d 98
(Tex.App. -Beaumont 1987, no pet.)
expert testimony based upon physical
evidence which had been destroyed
was found admissible, absent a showing of bad faith.
Opinions embracing an ultimate
issue are expressly permitted by Rule
704, hut the Cou~tsseem less than en-
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thusiastic in embracing the rule itself.
See, e.g. Pama Gomales u. State, 756
S.W.2d 413 (Tex.App. -El Paso 1988,
n o pet.) (opinion as to worthiness of
defendant forprobation); Kirkpafiick IJ.
State, 747 S.W.2d 833(Tex.App. -Dallas 1988,pet. repd.) (opinion as to truthfulness of child sex abuse victim). But
Rule 704 does not authorize opinions as
to matters of law. Szmlga u. State, 733
S.W.2d 594 (Tex App. - San Antonio
1987, no pet.). However, as usual, a
claim of error must be supported by a
timely objection. Hefiler u. Sfate, 735
S.W.2d 608 (Tex App. - Dallas 1987,
pet. refd.); and error may be cured by
a proper instruction to disregard. Aqbotgun u. State, 756 S.\V.Zd 1(Tex.App.
-Houston [lst Dist.1 1988, no pet.).
The extensive changes in Rule 705
from both the Civil and Federal Rules
have not generated nearly the anlount
of court attention that might have been
expected. Sinith u. Slate, 740 S.W.2d
503 (TexApp. -Dallas 1987, reversed
on other grounds, 761 S.W.2d 22 1J)88)
did involve a disclosure matter, but it
could easily have been decided under
Rule 107 rather than 705.

Article VIII. Hearsay
I n addition to statements not offered
to prove the truthof the matter asselted,
Rule 801 lists a number of other statements whichit declares are nothearsay.
Not included there, but also not
repealed in the order promulgating the
Rules is Tex. Code Crim. P. aa. 38.071
which permitted videotaped statements
of child victims. However, that
provision was found to be unconstitutional in Long u. State, 742 S.W.2d 307
(Tex.Crim.App. 19871, reaffirmed in
Jollj~ u. State, 739 S.W.2d 345
(Tex.Crim App. 1987) and in Lowery u.
Stam, 757 S.W.2d 358 (Tex.Crim.App.
1988). The Loizg case was distinguised
in CatTnzill u. State, 748 S.W.2d 581
(Tex.App. - Dallas 1988, no pet.)
where the videotape was employed to
prove themaking of a pr~orinconsistent
statement. Moreover, the Court of
Criminal Appeals has circumvented the
Longrule innon-jury cases by usingthe
presumption that the trial judge disregards all inadmissible evidence. Tolbert u. State, 746 S.W.2d 631
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988) and by invoking
the harmless error rule. Alexander u.
State,753 S.W.2d 401 (1988). But where
these devices are not available and the
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Longprinciple is involved, the courtsdo
not hesitate to reverse. See, e.g., Naunzan u. State, 743 S.W.2d 641
(Tex.C~im.App.1988); L~~lusoi?
u. Stale,
757 S.W.Zd 122 Wex.App. -Houston
Ilst D i d 1988, no pet.).
The fate of thesimilarvideotape rule
of Tex. Code Crim. P. art. 38.072
remains undecided at this writing as the
courts of appeals are divided on its constitutionality. Bttckley u. State, 758
S.W.2d 817 (Tex.App. - Texarkana
1988, no pet.) distinguished Long and
found 38.072 constitutional; but in
Mares u. State, 758 S.W.2d 932
(Tex.App. -El Paso 1988, no pet.) the
court found 38.072 unconstitutional.
Anyone familiar with the law of
Evidence knows that one of the most
difficult of all evidence concepts is that
related to just what constitutes hearsay.
Criminal Rule of Evidence 801 departs
somewhat from the Civil and Federal
Rules, butbasically retains the common
law view that statements offered to
provesomething otherthan the truth of
the matter stated are not hearsay and, f
releuant for some other ptiipose, are
admissible.The cases continue to show
that difficulty in grasping this old lule
apparently do not always get resolved
in law school. In Burnett u. Stute, 754
S.W.2d 437 (TexApp. - San Antonio
1988, pet. refd.), at issue was whether
testimony that a smpect had stared at
the victim's grave was hearsay. In af-

Houston 114th Dist.1 1988, no pet.)
(statement of doctor's diagnosis as inadmissiblehearsay); MiI&ru. State, 755
S.W.2d 211 (Tex.App. - Dallas 1988,
no pet.) (deswiption of suspect acted
on by police, not hearsay); Acosta IJ.
Stare, 752 S.W.2d 707 (Tex.App. -Corpus Christi 1988, pet. rePd.) (testimony
as to price of heron, not involving a
statement made to witness by others,
not hearsay); Cafes u. St&?,752 S.W.2d
175 (Tex.App. -Dallas 1988, no pet.)
(officer testified a bystander asked, "Do
yon need help?," offered to show what
was said not hearsay); N k u State, 750
S.W.2d 348 Uex.App. - Beaumont
1988, no pet.) (letter from Colorado attorney stating that a conviction there
was being appealed was inadmissible
hearsay); Wttt u. Stale, 745 S.W.2d 472
(Tex.App. - Houston [lst Dist.1 1988,
pet. rePd.) (some seem to have difficdty with the fact that to be admitted for a
purpose other than the truth of the matter asserted, the other pu~posenlust be
releuanl; this case illustrates that);
FnNer u. Slate, 737 S.W.2d 113
(Tex.App. -Tyler 1987, n o pet.) (testimony that mentally retarded persons
could not have consented because they
were incompetent to do so, held not
hearsay).
The various items in Rule 801(e)
n~ieht
" ell have been classified as hearsay exceptions; but the mle makers
elected to have 801(e) state expressly

Perhaps mostfrequently litigated are admissions by
conduct, silence or"flinht.

-

frrming the admissibility, the court
relied upon Rule 801Cd); but 801(a)(2)
regarding nonverbal conduct might
have been more appropriate in which
case, if found to b e hearsay,
801(e)(2)(E) relating to statements by
co-conspirators could be decisive. In
any event, cases abound where the
"truth of the matter asserted" definition
is involved. See, e.g., Jtinrez u. State,
758 S.W.2d 772 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988)
(piohable cause for amst or search);
Lruii~gstonu State, 739 S.\V.Zd 311
(Tex.Crim.App. 1987) (statement offered not to prove truth buttoavoid jury
confusion); Lewis u. State, 759 S.W.2d
773 (Tex.App. - Beaumont 1988, no
pet.) (statement offered to explain why
police had been alelted); Presto11 u.
Slate, 756 S.W.2d 22 (Tex.App. -

that they are "not healsay" and so it
must be. The first of these concerns
prior statements by witnesses to impeach, to bolster or to identify. Because
these are included m Rule 801(e), it
should be noted, they are necessarily
admissible on the merits rather than
simply for the effect they might have on
credibility as wassometimes therase at
commonlaw. Soffrtru.State, 742 S.W.2d
371 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987) discusses
these concepts as well as the possibility
that the statements in question may
have been only used to refresh a witness. Prior consistent statellients offered to bolster credibility must satisfy
the recent fabrication rule to qualify
under Rule 801(e)(l)(B). Tucker u.
Stare, 751 S.W.2d 919 (Tex.App. -Fort
Worth 1988, pet. refd.); Hatiyhtoiz u.
NOVEMBER 1989
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748S.W.2d506 CTex.App.-Fort Worth
1988, pet. refdS. The court in Spiuty u.
State, 748 S.W.2d 18 (Tex.App. Houston [lst Dist.1 1388, no pet.) held
that Rule 803(24) should only apply
when the declarant is a third p r t y and
not the paay being tried. The court did
not discuss whether the statement
would be admissible as an admission
under Rule 801(e)(2). But in Repol&
u. State, 744 S.W.2d 156 CTex.App. Amarillo 1987, no pet.) the coiut found
that a statement by defendant was admiss~bleunder Rule 802(24).
With an extensive discnssion of Rule
804(aX5), the couit in Oterw-Miran&
u. State, 746 S.W.2d 352 (Tex.App. A~warillo1988, pet. refd. - untimely
filed) found an insufficient showing of
unavailability to permit use of the exception in 804(b)(l) for former testimony by some Mexican nationals.
Possible incompetencydue toloss of
blood was raised with regard to a dying
declarant in Contreras v State, 745
S.W.2d 59 (Tex.App. - San Anton10
1987, no pet.); and the statement was
found admissible. Dying declarations
do not have to be spontaneous and do
not have to show the necessary apprehension of death by the expxss
w o ~ d sof the declarant. Hayes u. State,
740 S.W.2d 887 CTex.App. - Dallas
1987, no pet.).

Article M.Authentication
and Identification
T h e courts continue under the Rules
to b e very liberal about admitting
gruesome or shockmg photographs,
and if verbal testimony about a subject
is admissible, almost any photograph
apparently will satisfy thezcourts in
criminal cases in Texas. Hke u. Slate,
758 S.W.2d 357 (Tex.App. - \Taco
1988, no pet.); GonzaEezQuiroz u.
State, 753 S.W.2d 230 CSex.App. Houston l14th Dist.11988, no pet.). Apparently the p~edicatefo~.admissionof
videotapes has not changed with the
advent of Rule 901, and the old Edrvardsand Roy rule continues to apply.
Hlrfll~zanv. State, 746 S.\V.Zd 212
(Tex.Crm.App. 1988). However, the
wide discretion givne the trial judge in
admitting videotapes or movies in Marras v. State, 741 S.iV.2d 395 (Tex.Crim
App. 1987) is difficult to reconcile with
the statement in ~WilIeru. Slate, 741
S.W.2d CTex.Crim.App. 1987) that
staged or reenacted criminal acts are
inherently dangerous and may be too
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highly prejudicial. If the Edrwr&-Rojf
six point test is met, an accidental partlal ensule is not necessarily fatal to
admissibility. Shepherd u. State, 749
S.W.2d 283 (Tex.App. - F o ~ tWbnh
1988, pet. reed.). As with so many other
areas of the Rules, an objection to
authentication may be lost by failure to
preseive error by a sufficiently specific
objection. Rougeatt u. Slate, 738 S.W.2d
651 (Tex.CNm.App. 1987); Sruantz v.
Slnte, 750 S.W.2d386 (Tex.App. -Fort
Worth 1988, no pet.).
As in the past, chain of custody questions continue to face the courts in applying the authentication nde in 901.
Dorni~iguezu. State, 759 S.W.2d 185
Uex.App. -SanAntonio 1988,no pet.)
(marked balloon containing d ~ u g s
properly authenticated); Gotizalez u.
Stare, 746 S.\.2d 878 CTex'App. - El
Paso 1988, no pet.) (possible comingling of heroin went to weight lather
than admissibility); Adaim u. State, 744
S.W.2d 622 (Tex.App. - Fort Worth
1988,pet. refd.) (chain of custody went
to wight, but there wasa dissenth Conluay u. State, 740 S.W.2d 559 CTex.App.
- Beaumont 1987, pet. ref&) (lab
technician properly identified photo).
Objects thatare not the originalthing
or even an exact replica may be admitted if of sufficient probative value
and if the jury is properly instructed,
and even if these requiremenis are not
met, their admission may be harmless
error. Miskis u. State, 756 S.W.2d 350
Crex.App. -Houston [14thDist.l1988,
pet. refd3; Waters v. Stale, 743 S.W.2d
753 (Tex.App. -San Antonio 1987, no
per.).
Demonstrative evidence is largely
left to the discretion of the judge. Smith
u. Slate, 740 S.W.2d 503 (Tex.App. Dallas 1987,rev'd on other grounds 761
S.W.2d 22 19881. The usual voice
authentication rules apply for identifying thespeakers onanaudio tape. Sm'Ce
u Stme, 736 S.W.2d 851 (Tex.App. Houston 114th Dist.1 1987, pet. refdS.
Absent a showing that familiarity with
handwriting had beenacquired for purposes of this trial, a non-expert who is
Familiar with handwriting may authenticate. Acosta u. Stale, 752 S.W.2d 706
Tex.App. - Corpus Christi 1988, pet.
refd.).
The pen packet authenticatton cases
rontinue to suggest diligence on the
part of counsel. Barber u. State, 757
j.W.2d 83 (Tex.App. -Houston 114th
Dist.1 1988, pet. refd.) and Rodasti v.

State, 749 S.W.2d 161 (Tex.App. Houston [Ist Dist.1 1988, no pet.) note
that pen packets may he authenticated
under either Rule 901 or 902, but Mar754S.W.2d831 (Tex App.
t i n e z ~State,
.
- Houston (1st Dist.1 1988, no pet.)
indicates that a document may fail both
901 and 902 unless the requisites of the
Ruics are carefully followed. Failure to
follow the form provided in Rule 902
does not necessarily defeat authentication. Gttitewezu. State, 745 S.W.2d 529
(Tex.App. -Corpus Christi 1988, pet.
ret'd.).

Article X. Contents of Writings,
Recordings and Photographs
Testimony that a videotape was an
exact reproduction of the original, with
no contrary evidence, was sufficient.
Jubert u. State. 753 S.W.2d 458
(Tex.App. -Texarkann 1988, no pet.).
Testimony of a police officerthatdefendant was within the city limits was
proper w e r an objection that the city
ordinance or map should have been
required. Kealon u. State, 755 S.\V.Zd
209 vex.App. - Houston [lst Dist.1
1988, pet. refd.). The Best Evidence
Rule of Rule 1002 does not preclude a
federal parole officer from identifying
defendant as a former parolee and attesting to the genutneness of a certified
copy of a judgment and probationcommitment order. Gttlterrez u. Stlrte, 745
S.W.2d 529 CTex.App. -Corpus Christi
1988, pet. refd.).
Ride 1003 permits copies in lieu of
originals so long as there is no real issue
as to authentication.Acosla u State, 752
S.\V.Zd 706 (Tex.App. -Corpus Christi
l W , p e t . iefd.). Rule 1004containsthe
pre-Rules provision that copies are admissible if the originals are lost, sufficient effort to locate the originals was
made and there is n o ground for
suspicion. Pnlsott u, State, 733 S.W.2d
387(Tex App. -Elpaso 1987,no pet.).

Conclusion
A survey of the cases decided since
the codification of the Rules of
Evidence teaches counsel in criminal
cases two paramount lessons: Those
counsel who learn the new rules by
number- so that the appropriate rules
can be cited by number in the heat of a
trial-dlreap rich rewards. Secondly,
as was true before the Rules, the necessity to preserve error simply cannot be
overemphasized.
D
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Amicus Committee Report
April21,1989: At the request of Bill
Dunnam, the TCDLA amicus conunittee, acting by and through David
Botsford, filed iits statement in support
of Appellant's motion for rehearing on
discretionary review with the Court of
Criminal Appeals in Poston v. SWe.
This case deals with the proper interpretation ofAaicle44.02, Vernon's Ann.
C.C.P. and Rule40(b)(D, T.R.A.P. Poston had entared into a plea bargain
agteementrhatdid not include a recommendation by the DA as to punishment
and alm ineluded a waiver of the right
to appeal.Afterrhe plea, appellantfiled
a mation for new trial due to substantial
errors in the plea p e e d i n g s The trial
judge denied permission to appeal and
the court of- appea1.s invoked Article
44.02 and Rule 4Q(bXl) to hold that if
did not have jurisdictionand thatappellant could not appeal.
May lo, 1989s The TCDLA amicus
committee, sua spoitte, acting by and
throughDavidBotsford,filed itsmotion
for rekearing in Ex pane Trung and Ex
parre Choice. On original submission,
the Court of Crirn~nalAppeals hadheld
[hat Rose error (i.e., error regarding the
parole instruction that was held unconstitutional in Rose v. Sme) could not be
raised in an 11.07 Vernon's Ann.
C.C.P.) writ. The Court did so even
though Trung and Choice had filed pro
se wits and even though the Court of

Criminal Appeals had pending before
it, at that very time, wits where the
applicants were represented by counselwho had raised the hue of whether
Rose enar was properly subject to an
11.07writ.

June 7. 1989: The TCDLA amicus
committee and the Lubbpdc Crhninal
I kfmsc lawyes Asscx:ialion, acting by
and throueh David Uotsf~ml.oresented
om1 a r g s e n t to the Court bi ~rhninal
Appeals in S&lmes u. Glhtolz.The oral
argument focused upon whethera district judge could unappoint two
defense attorneys (whom he had prevbusly appointedto represent ildefmdant accused of a capital offense]
because they hadintetvewedawitness
contrary to the "DA's office policy."
Botsford made the distinction that the
judge had not disqualitied the attorneys, only unappointed them, and that
this TMS Nithout statutoly jurbdiction
and contrary to the defendant's right to
counsel and counsel of choice. Other
arguments were also presented.

Sfearimu. Clintonand ordered a conditiwal writ of mandamus to issue if
Judge Clinton did not strike his previous VQID order ynappointing couw
sel. This was a unanimous decision by
the Courtandcontainstremendous language far the defqnse bar.

October 5 , 1989: The TCDLA
amicus committee, acting by and
through David Botsford, and the Lubbock Criminal Defense Lawyers As
sociation, acting by and through Ralph
Mom The foI1owing actions w e Brock, fikd itsMotionToVacateOrdem
dorae bymeas chairman qf&ec~mmif- Entered in Violation of Stay Order in
t ~ssirzce
, istepped d w n as ofthe &te
Sfeurnes u. CN,?ton.This motion was
of the annnwl mt.etiiig, hct in a coi7filed
with the CourtofCriminalAppeals
tinuing mle us d nremkr of TCDLA
due toa series of orders entered by the
ancZ,orcrs c-D~~zs&ISB)I'T W .
trial judge in violation of the September
27,1989, odes of the Court of Criminal
September 27,1989; The Court of
Appeals.
Criminal Appeals granted relief in
Octobef 6, 1989; Dayid BorsFord
filed amicus curiae's (TCDLA's) motion
for leave t o file supplemental
authorities and supplemental
authorities in Troy k e Gn5,ies u. State,
No. 076943%. This case involves the ex
post Facto implications of Article 44.29.
The original brief filed by the committee (acting by andthroughJoe Connor6
and David &tsfordS is reprinted in its
entirety in the May 1989 edition of
vom at page 6.
Octaber 11, 1989: The Court of
Criminal Appeals g~antedthe motion
filed by TCDM and LCDEA on October
5, 1989, and ordered that the orders
previously entered be stricken a3 void. O
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VIEW FROM THE BENCH
WANTED -GOOD JUDGES
bu

Judge Larry Gist
L e s s a n t public attention has been
d k a e d by the media in recent time
towards the way we select judges and
some of the evils of every proposed
system. Federal litigation is also pending that could result in a major adjustment to our present at large election
system. If successful,the major counties
inTexas may berequired to elect judges
from single member districts. That
would, it is argued, result in more
minority representation in the judiciary,
but it may also result in enormous exposure to constituent pressure affecting
the impartiality of judicial decisions.
It's tough to get elected as a Texas
judge and still strictly follow the Code
of Judicial Conduct. It provides that a
candidate for judicial office can not
make pledges or promises of conduct
in office other than the faithful, impartial and diligent performance of the
duties of offce.
With the sole exception of judges,
candidates for every other legislative
and executive office and should repre-

sent to the public the specific thin$
they intend to do if they're elected. S
if someone promises not to raise taxc
orto build anewbridge, that'sfairgam
for evaluation by voters. But if a judg
is expressly prohibited from promisin
that if elected, he'll be tough on crinl
and send everyone to prison or th:
every injured plaintiff will get his fu
measure at trial.
So the promises the public is used t
expecting in evaluating candidate
should be missing in judicial races. Bt
many judicial candidatesrecognize t h
theirchance of election is remoteunle:
they give strong opinions about issur
of interest to the public, especially
the&opponent is doing so.
The Code restrictions are in place t
remind the voters as well as the judici:
candidates that the role of a judge is nc
torepresentanybody, any issue, oran1
thing other than the fair application c
the law. Pressure should be proper1
applied to the lawmakers and the er
ecutive to pass laws acceptable to th

Aboat the Author
Judge lafiy Gist received his JD
degree f m z tbe UBitmsity of Texas
LaurSchoolin1955. Hewnsanmistwit criminal district attorncy inJef&?son
Cdunly from 1965 to 1.974,
d e B he'hecame AwisIant State's&
fwneyfor the T m s court of Crlmi t ~Appeak.
l
He bas been thnJudge
a f the Crinrinat District Co16rtof$&
femn County since 1974.
He fspasl Chairman of the crimlnal law section of the State Bar a f
Twcas; a course director of the Comparaiive Warnattonal Ci~minallaw
Course. He has been Mrecfor and
Prwident of the Jesferson C~unty
Young & q e a RscociatlOn andDir-

30

ector of theJ e r m n County Bar Association. He has made sigrr,lficant
contributions to both the Te%as
C~jmiizalDe&w Iauyers AmcXafion and the Tegas District and
County AffdtweyKsocialion. Judge~fh&spokenfrqe(cnt&@f
Sfam Bar of %.%as sponrored seminars, in~hditzgthe Aduanced
ClJmitld Law Cozruse. He has also
contribtired numerous arIi&s in
legal publicattons, patti~ularlythe
Voice for the Defense. He is a Board
Catified Specialist in Cri,nirwlh w ,
Taus St@@Board of Legal SpecialLzation.

public. Thatk because they in fact are
supposed toiept~sentus andsee in the
main that the majority will prevails. But
it is so improper to attempt to influence
judges to apply those same laws in an
unjust but popular way.
In the perfectworld, judges shouldn't
have to address the quality of their
decisions to constituent evaluation nor
use the public perception of popularity
as a gauge. It is the sole duty of a judge
to rule in a fair and impartial way
without regard to thcir personal views
or those of a political constituency.
If in fact that were the case, just what
should the public examine in evah~ating if someone will make a top qualiiy
judge. The National Judicial Collcge
recently desc~ibedsome of those desirable charaaeristics necessary in a
distinguished and outstanding judge.
Commitment to impartiality. Absolutely the most important quality of
all. It's the most difficult task of agood
judge because it obliges them to put
aside their own personal views and
apply the law fairly and rmpartially as
written. The job of a good judge is not
t o invalidate a law he personally
believes is unwise. The wisdom of the
law is left exclusively to the legislature.
The function of the judiciary is to see
that whatever laws are enacted are enforced fairly and inlpaaially.
Commitment to the judicial profession. The best judges sharea dedication
to judging as the highest calling and the
deepest responsibility of a democracy. 17
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They constantly seek to improve their
ability. both by training in the law and
the art of judging A good judge has
studied the law before the case begins
and is at least as prepared as the best
advocate in the case to address the issues.
Commit~nentto justice . Though all
judges are bound to apply the law. the
best do so always with an eye to serve
justice. and they constantly seek to improve the law and the legal system.
Ourvery best judges are comfortable
wlth their judicial authority but recognize its limitations. They defer when
apptopriate to the proper authority of
the legislative and executive branches.
They ate also efficient in the tnanagement of their office and docket. That's
crucial to the effective operation of the
coui~
system.
The best .judges
. axe also human and
sensitive to people.They appreciate the
effect their decision and the operation
of the svstem itself will have on the lives
and property of others. A judge ought
to hurt inside and struggle before
rendering a decision that. no matter
how just. will still ~esultin pain and
disappointment in others.
A n d finally. old down honle common sense-a sound understanding of
people . A good judge has good judgment; the ability to ponder. evaluate
and make well reasoned conclusions.
And the ability to use the enornlous
pmver of a judicial office wisely and
with temperance.
The qualities we seek in judges
should be examined from a distance.
When a litigant or lawyer loses. the first
reaction is to believe a bad judge was
about his diabolical work . And when
you win. Solomon himself stood guard
over the case. That's not the proper
approach to take. for ce~iainlysometimes bad judges make correct
decisions and good judges are wrong.
A much better appraisal comes from
standing back a bit and seeing if the
judge made every human attempt to be
fair and impartial. courteous and
respectful.Thus. disappomtment in the
verdict will not tarnish the true quality.
reputation and ability of the judge .
The battle will continue to rage over
howweselectourjudges. but that really
isnot the ultimate concern. We need to
always make certain that no matter
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TCDLA 1990 PROJECTED BUDGET
REVENUE:
1990
Dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$150.000

Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I.600
Publication Sales . . . . . . . . . .1.500
Seminars . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.000
Convention . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . .1.000
Brought forward 1989 . . . . . . .9.465

Total Revenue

. . . . . . . . .$247.065
1990

EXPENSES:
Personnel:

Executive Director. . . . . . . . $12.540
Leg. Representative . . . . . . . . . . -0Aclm . Assistant . . . . . . . . . . $6.725
Bookkeeper . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.400
secretaty . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.600
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.658
-

Subtotal Personnel:

1989
. . . . . . . . $11.400

........

$6.114

. . . . . . . . $4.000

........

$6.000
O
:-

..........

. . . . . . '$33. 923 . . . . . . . . $27.514

OPERATINGEXPENSES
Accounting (CPA) . . . . . . . . $5.000
Contract Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . 500
ConventiodAnnual Mtg . . . . .8,000
Dues & Subscriptions . . . . . .1.700
Bank Charges CTCDLEI) . . . . . . .400
Contributions (Inst.) . . . . . . . .3.000
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2. 500
Legislative . . . . . . . . . . . 12.000
Maint. &Repairs . . . . . . . . . .1.000
Meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.000
President's Travel . . . . . . . .1.200
Postage & Freight . . . . . . 12.500
Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .56.800
Photocopying . . . . . . . . .1.500
Office Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . 23. 100
Equipment Rent . . . . . . . . . . .600
Equipment Purchases . . . . . . . .5.000
Equipment Maintenance . . . . . .1.700
Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.500
Sales Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .300
Seminars . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54. 000
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.942
Travel (Staff) . . . . . . . . . . . .2.900
Telephone . . . . . . . . . . . .5. 100
Utilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.900
MisceIlaneous . . . . . . . . . .1.000

Subtotal Operating Exp. . . .$213.142
Total Expenses . . . . . . . .$247.065
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IN AND AROUND TEXAS
by John Boston

THE U.S. AND TEXAS BILLS OF RIGHTS
I n October this writer attended the
National Association of Criminal
Defense Lanyers workshop for state
and local criminal defense lawyers organizations and board of directors
meeting. The workshop, entitled
Strength in Numbers 111, contained
much helpfnl information for beginning and long-time criminal defense
bar organizations,but ofgreater interest
to the criminal defense bar nationally
were remarks by NACDL's president,
Neal Sonnett of Miami, who made
some sobering commentsmithsupporting statistics that bear repeating.
Quoting from a Washington PostABC News poll taken after President
Bush's announcement of the National
Drug Control Strategy, Sonnett pointed
out how the current hysteria over the
drug "problem" may cause the Bill of
Rights to become the fitcasualty in the
war o n drugs. (Analogous to the
aphorism which holds 'that the first
casualty of war is the truth.)
Item. 62% of those polled said they
would be "willing to give up a few of
the freedoms we have in this country if
it meant we could greatly reduce the
amount of lllegal drug use."
Item. 52% would approve warrantless
searches of homes of suspected drug
dealers, even if homes of "people like
you" were sometimes searched by mistake.
Item. 67% favored random vehicle
searches for drugs even if "cars of
people like you" were sometimes
stopped and searched.
Item. 87% would allow school officials
to search student lockers for drugs, including "those not strongly suspected
of drug use," and 67% favored regular
drug testingforall high school students.
Item. 55% favoled mandatory drug
tests for all citizens.
Item. 88% wele for increased luggage
searches at airports, even if "longdelays
for people like you" were the result.
I t e m 82% would condone using the
military for controlling illegal drugs
"within the United States,"

Item. W ?agreed that drug use would
decline if "we punished drug users
more heavily than ~ i do
e now," and
nearly 30%favored the death penally or
l i e imprisonment for convicted drug
dealers.
As Sonnett points out, and several of
our members and directors as well, the
criminal defense bar must continue to
organize and implement a public
education campaign to increase the
public's understanding of how the
criminal justice system works and what
our individual freedoms are about.
President-elect Tim Evans and others
from TCDLA have spoken to this issue
on numerous occasions, but we need
more than just the officers and directors
to speak out on this issue. rank Jackson, former TCDLA director and current NACDL board member, is
co-chairing a committee on public
education for NACDL to get national
media attention as we approach the
200th annive~salyof the ratffication of
the first ten amendments of the U.S.
Constitution.TCDLAlnemberscan contribute by taking the time to contact the
various civic g o u p s and schools in
your community and volunteeringto let
the group take "pot shots" (pun intended) at a criminal defense lawyer.
After you have your audience, and they
begin by asking you, "How can you
defend a client you know is guilly?"you
tell 'em how, and keep in mind that a
liberal is a conservative whose son or
daughter was just arrested for possession of a controlled substance.
However, all is not gloom and doom
for the good guys, read on. IN RE:
GRAM) JURY SUBPOENA (Mike DeGeurin) In the U.S. District Court,
Southeln District, Houston Division.
MISC. NO. H-85.522.
What follows are excerpts from US.
DistrictJudge DavldHittner's order to
quash the subpoena in DeCeurin's case
in which he was subpoenaed by the
federal grand jury to bring, "any and all
documents . . pertaining to legal fees
(emphasis added) received or due to

.

you or your law fim tor your representation of (Intervenor), including . . .
fee agreements or contracts for the representation of (Intervenor); receipts or
invoices for fees received or owed for
the representation . . . and any
memoranda . . . concerning the
source of fees paid or due you or
your law firm. . . "
Quoting from Gerry Goldstein's
cover letter forwarding Judge Hittner's
order to the writer:
"Re: Striking a Blow for the Citizen's
Protector. .
"The Coult . . . reaches this salutory
result basednotonly upon the attorneyclient plivilege, hut upon a District
Judge's Rule 17 'supemisoly' power,
and Sixth Amendment 'right to counsel'
analysis as well.
(Goldstein continues, quoting from
Judge Hittner's slip opinion and order):

.

The Court. . . finds that the facts of
this case mandate the quashing of a
subpoena which seeks to elicit Ihe
last link of incriminating evidrnce
against Intervenor froni ins attorney.
The subpoena has been served upon
the attorney during the pendency of
criminal proccedmngs, and seeks information that could be relevant to
those proceedings. Although mother
contexts, that mfornrntion maynot be
privdeged, in tlus case the revelauon
olsuch infornrntionmay, in fact,provide the aucial link in tiie Government's case.'
(Goldstein continues):
"In a rare display of judicial sencontinued o,r pnge 36
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k" Files, Jt:

1
have never understood why the
judges of the United States District

I

lawyer came up with as the basis for an
appeal. In Lee, the defendant had
Courts failed to block the amendment
received an 18 month sentence after
pleading guilty to a charge of failing to
of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure
surrender for senrice of a sentence ear35W. Before November 1, 1987, Rule
lier imposed, an offense defined in Title
35(a) read as follo\vs: "The Cou~tmay
18 U.S.C. g 3146(a)(2). On appeal, Apcorrect an illegal sentence at a r q time
pellant argued that her sentence was
and may correct a sentence imposed in
unlawful because the United States
an illegal mannel- withiii the time
Sentencing Cornniission exceeded its
pmuiLltd liereir~for tlze red~rctionof
statutory authority when determining
serrterrce."(Emphasis added.)
the appropriate offense level for the
If a defendant felt that a judge had
crime
of Failing to report for service of
acted improperly in the pronouncesentence.
ment of sentence, he coukl complain to
Since this was an offense occurring
the rrial judge, and the trial judge had
after No\wnber 1, 1987, the Federal
the latitude of granting relief without
Sentencing Guidelines were aprequiring a defendant to appeal. Now,
plicable. The appropriate guideline for
a defendant is bound by the provisions
this
offense was found in Section 2J1.6.
of Title 18 U.S.C. g 3742 and must give
This guideline applies to a defendant
notice of appeal if he believes, for exn+o fails to appear after being released
ample, a sentence was imposed as a
pending trial, sentencing, appeal, or
result of an incorrect application of the
surrender
for service of sentence. The
Federal Sentencing Guidelines. Conseguideline
in question provides for a
quently, the trial judge may correct a
base level of six which is increased
sentence only upon remand of the case,
basedon the stahltorymaximumpenalafter the matter has been heard on apty of the underlying offense. Appellant
peal.
had earlier been sentenced to 18
When a defendant I-eceives more
months' confinement for distributing
punishment than he expects orbelieves
methamphetamine. Because of the
to be appropriate, it is obvious that he
seriousness of that offense, the base
might want to appeal. The problem is
level was increased by nine giving her
more complex: Upon what do you base
an offense level of 15. [Although the
an appeal?
trial c o u i gave Appellant two points'
In Uiiited States u. Lee, -F.2d -,
credit for acceptance of responsibility,
1989 \VL 120410 18th Cir. (Minn.); Ocher sentencing range still computed out
tober 16, 19891, we find what one
to 18 to 24 months, and sentence was
assessed at the low end of the range.]
IIe~e'swhat worked in Lee:
1. Appellant contended that the ofAbout the Author
fense level established by the Sentencing Conunission in Section 251.6
F. R. (Buck) Piles, Jr. has bee17
exceeded the statutory authority
in the private pmctice of lalu in
granted to the Commission by ConDler since 1970 atzd is iuitl~the
gress and that the appropriate
firm ofBai17,Files, Allen, Cddtuell
remedy would he to invalidate the
and iVolfhe~i,P.C. His practice is
guideline. [Lee's argument was that
linrited to tlze represe~ztation of
the Commission failed to consider
defe~daizts crinrinnl atid civil
the
difference in failing toreport after
rights ~~iatteis
she had been sentenced rather than
He bas heen certified a s a
before sentence. Lee knew what she
ofmtnal law specialist since 1975
had received, and this was dramatiand a charter n~e~iiherof
tlze Texas
cally less than the ~naxinlumwhich
Cr~~rzr~ialDefe~~e~tuje~sAssociacolrld have been imposed1
tion.
2. Appellant asserted that the

I
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Commission's failure to incorporate
the actual sentence received -as a
mitigatingfactor -into Section 2~1.6
rendered the provision of the
guideline violative of the congressional directive.
In grading Appellant's paper, the
Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit
found that it was required to determine
whether the challenged guideline was
"sufficiently reasonable" in light of the
congressional directive given to the
Sentencing Commission.
The Cou~tbegan by looking at Title
18 U.S.C. g 3553 in which Congress
stressed that a Coiut should impose a
sentence sufficient to comply with the
purposes set forth in the statute, but a
sentence not greater than necessary to
con~plywith these purposes.
Next, the Coulf looked at Title 28
U.S.C. g 91(b)(1) which directed the
Co~nmission to establish sentencing
policies and practices that met the purposes of sentencing as set forth in 'I'itle
18 U.S.C. g 3553(aX2).
The Court then looked at Title 18
U.S.C, g 994 which established ihe
duties of the Commission and directed
the Conrnission to take into account all
relevant circumstances under which an
offense was eolnnlitted which mitigate
or aggravate the seriousness of the offense.
Finally, the Court looked at the
criminal offense in question -Title 18
U.S.C. g 3146 -to determine whether
guideline 231.6 is "sufficiently
reasonable" in light of the congressional directive.
0
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The Court found that Appellant m s
sentenced at trial to only 18 months'
imprisonment for distributingmethamphetamine but that the guideline Section 2J1.6 - required that she be
treated as if she had received asentence
of 15 pears or mote for the offense.
The Court concluded that "by faitig
t o consider this significant circumstance, the Sentencing Commission did not comply with either the
Section 994 requirement to consider all

circun~stailceswhich would mitigate or
aggtxvate theseriousness of theoffense
or the Section 991(b)(l) requirementto
provide certainty and fairness in sentencing. Thus, the guideline m s not in
sufficiently reasonable compliance
with the statutory mandate." The Court
of Appeals remanded the case to the
District Court for re-sentencing.
Obviously, no one wants to go to an
appellate comt for relief which could
be gmnted by the trial court. We will

never know whether the trial wurt in
Lee heard the arguments which were
presented to the Court of Appeals, The
lesson for us is, however, simple: Make
your appellate argument at the trial
court before sentence is pronounced,
and give the judge the opportunity to
consider it before he pronounces sentence. Otherwise,you have no alterna0
tive but to give notice of appeal.

President's Column

lines on "The Voice," the general members in the Dallas area may or may not
see this article in time to make plans to
attend that meeting. Hopefully, the
members inHouston can begin making
plans to attend that meeting. i wodd
personally like to have each and every
general memberthat is interested in our
organization attend out board meeting
to see how the association works. It
would give me an oppo~tunityto introduce those members who attend to the
tos
board, and for the board m e n ~ b e ~
meet members they d o not know. I
hope that people in those areas take
heart to the messape I an1 trying to
impart and come to h e meeting. -

View From the Bench

co,rlirrtredfrot>rprrga3

our general members, not just our
board members. In using the Dale Carnegie theory, letmemake this point one
more time. BOARD MEmNGS ARE
NOT JUST FOR BOARD MEMBERS.
There will be a board meeting in Dallas,
December 9, 1989 at the Double Tree
Hotel onLBJ Freeway. The board meets
again on February 17,1990 at the Warwick Hotel In Houston, Texas. I would
like to see as many general members
who are interested in the association
and wish to attend at each of those
meetings. Because of the time dead-

I

contiwedfrom@#e31

1

I

what system is in operation, only our
very best get the opportunity to receive
from government the awesome power
and responsibility of administering the
quality d justice. That's tlue for every
member of the judiciary from Justice
Court to the Supreme Court.
The characteristics of a good judge
have remained constant. Over 2500
years ago, Socratessaid that the obligations of a judge were to "hear courteously, to answer wisely, to consider
soberly and to decide impartially." It
couldn't be said any hettet

Lawyers' Assistance Committee Members
District 1:
Charles Rittenberrg
500 Fisk Building
Amarillo, Texas 79101
(806) 372-1217

s ark ~d
P.O. Box 2187
Lubbock, Texas 79408
C806) 763-4617

District 2:
JimBobo
409 North Test
Odessa, Texas 79761
(915)332-0676

Rod Ponton
P.O. Box D
El Paso, Texas 79951
015) 532-1601

District 3:
Ed Mason
2902 Maple Ave.
Dallas, Texas 75201
(214) 953-0441
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Jack Strickland
500 Main St., Ste. 201
Fort Woah, Texas 76102
(817) 338-1000

District 6:
Robert Y z a p i m e
821 Nolam
Mc Allen, Texas 78501
(512) 682-4308

District 4:
Fred R. "BucknFiles, Jr.
109West Ferguson
Tyler, Texas 75702
(2143 595-3573

Distrlct 5:
JackZimmerman
andJim Lavine
Five Post Oak Park, Ste. 1130
Houston, Texas 77027
(713) 552-0300
Kent Schaffer
3M)OTexas Cotnmerce T o ~ e r
6m Travis St.
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 228-8500

Douglas Tinker
622 S. Tancahua
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403
(512) 822-4378

District 7:
Gerald Goldstein
2900 Towel Life Bldg.
San Antonio, Texas 78205
(512) 226-1463

Disfrict 8:
Lynn Malone
McDonald, Hamon,
Malone and Canonico
p.0. Box 1672
Waco, Texas 76109
(817 754-7317
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THE INVESTIGATOR
HYPNOTICALLY INDUCED TESTIMONY

I n the June 1983 issue of "Voice for
the Defense," Justice Charles Bleil,
Sixth Court of Appeals, and Judge
Chalks F. Campbell, Texas Coutt of
Criminal Appeals, wrote an a~ticleentitled, "Star \Vars In The Courtroom."
The a ~ t i c l ecovered, among other
things, hypnotically induced testimony.
To many people, mention of hypnosis conjures up the image of a
grotesque stage figure with a sinister
power of black magic f i e the fictional
Svengali. This image is completely
false and niisleading.
Hypnosis is by no means a new
phenomenon. Hypnotism was used in
variousforms, mostly cures, by priesrs,
magicians, and medicine men f ~ o m
ancient Egypt to classi~alGreece to India.
In more modern times, hypnosis is
used by psychiatrists and psychologists
for therapeutic and other legitimate
reasons, to treat mental illness; to
reduce pain, and since the turn of the
century, to aid in clime detection. The
two most prominent a s e s in recent
times have been the assassination of
Robert Kennedy and the d i s a p
pearance ofJimmy Hoffa.
In their co-authored book, "scientihc Evidence in Criminal Cases,"
Andre A. Moenssons, Professor of Law
at the University of Richmond; Ray Edward Moses, Professor of Law at South
Texas College; and Fred E. Onby,
Professor of Law at Northwestern
University, define hypnosis as, -an artificially induced state, resembling
sleep, during which the subject is
highly susceptible to suggestions and
to commands of others," while pointing out that an mdividual under hypnosis may be induced to tolerate pain
and to recall forgotten or even s u p
pressed memories. However, they
sound a sharp word of caution, pointing out that since hypnosis is based on
NOVEMBER 1989

susceptibility,an interrogator of a h y p
notized person should be extremely
cautious of the manner of his questions to avert the danger of unintentionally falsifying the subjects
narration.
Earlier in 1989, in Judge Harold
Enra' District Court, I worked with attorneysF~edM.TalkingtonandManha
M. Halpem in defending a young man
accused of burglary of a habitat. Our
client was alleged to have entered the
complaining witnesses apartment,
while she slept, for the purpose of
bu~glary,and then when she awoke,
beating her about the head and
s h o u l d a with a flashlight. The incident occurred in July in 1988 and, at
that time, the complainant was unable
to identiEy her assailant fran a photo
lineup. Our client was a suspect because he was employed-as a Secu~ity
Guard at the complex and had a set of
keys to the apartment in question.
There was no sign of forced entry.
InNovember of 1988, a Dallas Police
Officer hypnotized the victim, and , in
the course of hypnot~cinterview, she
identified the defendant as the perpetrator. This was the States whole
case! There was no other incriminating
evidence, no finge~prints,no witnesses, nothing to put the defendantat
the scene of the crime at the time it
occu~red.
Attorney Talkington moved to have
the testimony or the complainant kept
out on hvo points: The fint was based
which held
on UizitedStates u. Val&
that hypnotically induced testimony
could not be admitted without corroborating evidence. The second was
based on Zani u. State, whvhrch covers
the ever-present danger of post hypnotic suggestion, or over cuing, or suggestion of answers during the hypnottc
5uggestions.
After listening to the recording of

the hypnotic session, Judge Entz allowed the complainant to testify. From
that point on, it was all downhill.
The question we want to address in
this art~clethen beconies-what to do
after the testimony of a hypnotized
witness is allowed into evidence.
I discussed the situation at length,
after the trial, with Dennis Cox, of the
Dallas County District Attorneys office.
Dennis, a former Dallas Police Officer,
has been an investigator in the DA's
office for ten(l0) years, andis a charter
member and former President of the
Texas Association of Investigative
Hypnotists. In 1987, Cox testified
before a Texas House Subcommittee,
then served on the task force that
drafted our current legislation on this
subject.
Among the suggestions Cox made,
were; First, get yourself an expert,
sonleone who knows what points to
raise in argning the merits of the tape
recording as to suggestive questioning, etc. This same expert can also
help you frame your cross-examination of the hypnotist, covering such
salient points as the witnesses
qualifications, training, procedures,
ctc., as compared to accepted standards, within the med~caland legal
professions.
Your expert can also explain to the
jury the subtleties and pitfalls present
in any hypnotically enhanced tcs
titnony. One critical point to allude to
is the suggestion that any witness is
"tainted" once they are hypnotized.
Among the more prominent critics of
Police hypnosis that were tnetitionecl
by Cox are Dr. Bernard Diamond, a
noted psychiatrist and former faculty
member of the College of Criminology
of the University of California, and the
man who hypnotized Sirhan Sirhan,
(Diamond wrote a rather extensive
paper on the subjcct m the California

1
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Law Review). Another noted expert on
the topic is Dr. Martin Owe, who has
written, among other things, "Hypnotically Refreshed Testimony," in the National Insrirute of Justice, 1585.
ather considerarions btaught up by
Cox were, the qualifications of the hypnotist, ( t h e ' s only about eighty (80)
certified by the Smte of Rxas), the effects of a uniformed officer being
present while the sessionisperhned,
CCox said this makes it more difficult),
and the need for the hypnotist to have
as little information about the crime as
possible before they start.
C o x also pointed out that trauma induces hypnosis automatically and any
witness that has suffeied severe trauma
is 6pen to hypnotic suggestion by those
around him at the time, paramedics,
police officers, oiher witnesses, etc.
Another expert on the subject, Jack
B. Zimmerman, a solo practitioner in
Houston, Texas, in a paper prepared in
August of 1985, "Eyewitness and Hypnotically Enhanced Testimony," lists
s a n e of the basic principles ofhypnosis
to be considered. These included: confabulation, "the possibility of the risk
that the person undergoing hypnosis
will fill in the gaps in his or her memory
with fantasy." Confabulations are aggravated by a tendency of the subject of
the hypnosis to respond in a manner

sitivity to the role of the citizen's
defender, the Court recognized the impact such attorney subpoenas have
upon the adversary process:
'In the instant case,the Government
has subpoenaed a defense attorney
during the pendency of ind~ctment
proceedings. The subpoena her Lmpinges upon the attorney-client
relationship, and, by d~verongattention from the preparation of the
client's defense, sevetely hinders the
attorney's effectiveness in representing him. Accardingly, apart from
the issue of privilege, the Court
would quash the subpoenagiven the
tAningof, and cmumstances surrounding, its issuance.'
"Lastly, the Court addressed the Constitutional issue of right to counsel 'of
one's choice,' which we, pressed as
Amicus:

which will please the hypnotist; After
hypnosis, a witness goes through what
is known as "memory cementing process," which can create a memory of
perceptions that did norpreviously exit.
Therefore, the danger is that the unrelldbibility of hypnotically enhanced testimony imposes a n unfair burden on
the right to confront witnesses against
the criminally accused. Zimmerman
also makes the point that a person can,
and oftenwill, purposely lieunder hyp-

nosis.
The Dallas County and S.M.U. Law
Libraries have nmnerous volumes on
forensic hypnosis; and, it certainly
would behoove any attorney who is
dealing with a hypnotized witness to
arm themselves with at least a minimal
amount of knowledge before contacting your potential expert. Otherwise
your client may be out of circulationfor
a long time. Ours got sixty
years.

(Please note that the following
lawyers, all members of TCDLA, filed
briefs as amici curiae: Kent Schaffer
appeared for TCDLA, GerryGoldstein
appeared for NACDL, Jlm Lavine appeared for the Harris County criminal
Lawyers Association, and Jack Zimmermann appeared for the predolninantly civil-1aworientedAssociationof
TrialIawyen of America, which for the
fint timeinits history, at Zimmemann's
urging, filed an amicus brief in a k i d
c o u ~and
t in a criminal matter.)

by diverting his aitentlon from
preparation of hs client's defense,
and (4)4)bIy causing disqualification of the attorney .

'Although a has alrendy reached its
decision on other nomstitutional
grounds, the Court finds tt advisable
to address movant's constitutions)
objection to the subpoena . . . Amid
argue thar the subpoena chills the
attorney-cl~entrelationship by: (1)
musing thedienttomistrusthisattorney; (2) creating a conflict of ifiterest
as a result of the competing interests
of the attorney and his dient; (3)
diluting the attorney's efktiveness

(a)

..

The subpoenaing of Mike Deguerin
(sic) under the circumstances
prescntedherethreatens the~ntegrity
of the adversarial process protected
by the sixth amendment. Whereas
forfeiture of fees may deprive a
defendant of counsel of his choice,
the subpoenaing of his attorney not
only may deprive a defendant of his
chosencounselbut alsomayturnthat
attorney into a witness against him.
The latter occurrence, in which an
adversary forcibly enlists the aid of
his opponent, contravenes the principles of the adversarial system.'
"Right on Judge Hittner! /s/ Gerald
H. Goldstein"
mght on, indeed, and right o n to the
lawyers with the right stuff in this case.
Every member get a member.
NOVEMBER 1989
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GRANTED PETITIONS
1 FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW 1
SinceJuly 17,1985,the adnziizistratiue s t a g attorneys of the Court oj
CiiminalAppeals have compileA in the
~zornurlcotriseofb~rsiizess,
a lisr ofcases
a n d legal isszles o7i which the Cozrrt bas
granted petttionsfor reutew. Akf~orrgh
originally prepared for iizler?lal IS&
on% the Court has atrthorlzed release
of the listforplrblication andfor w e bq
t/?e bench a n d bar of Terns. The issues
listed are sumntaiies as lvorded ly the
stafi a n d do ?tot necessnrily reflect
eitber the ivasoning or thephraseolo~
used by theparties or by the Conit
ThefoIloi~'izgarethecasesai2clissues
on which the Court of OiininalAppeals
granted review buf which t h e c o u ~has
t
notyet delivered a rurllten opinton:
PDR 0413-89 8/30/89,Harris Co.
(Ss G A's PDR), M~crde,; Wajm Neal
Higgiizbothanz: (1) Whether improper
admission of tape-recorded confessions is harmless error where insanity
was hotly contested issue. (2) Whether
allegation in indictment of gun gives
notice as to affirmative finding of use of
a deadly weapon.
PDR 0545-89 8/30/89,CaLI~orrnCo.
(A'sPDR), Deliuety 0fMal7~~@12~,
Maiy
Jane lVorwood, a k a Mary Jane
Ran~irez;akaRtcsfJ~:
Whetherimmnnity
can begranted by the trialcourtwithout
joinder from the state.
PDR 0547-89 8/30/89,Nueces Co.
(A's PDR), Aggravated Robbeiy, AlexCanchola: (1) Was the objection sufficient to preserve error? (2) Was the
evidence sufficient given the charge?
PDR 0567-89 8/30/89,
Harris do.
(A's PDR), A%. S ~ ~ r a l A s s a ~Donald
rlt,
LEroy Stautizoha: IS testimony of the
effect of a sexual assault relevant and
admissible in evidence at the punishment phase? Art. 37.07. This involved
the victim's mother, mother's feelings,
as well as the victim herself.
PDR 0560-89 8/30/89,IVaIler Co.
(A's PDR), &r. Scx.walAssaull, Brent
Thoinm Gordon. (1)Whether an amst
warrant issued f o ~failure to appear
must contain affidavit stating facts
showing probable cause Clarify probable cause requitement for affidavit in-
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of the conspiracy," & admissible as
stead of "complaint" under Arts. 45.01,
hearsay exception. R. Evd. 801(e)(2).
45.15-45.18. (2) Whether COAerred in
applying38,23(b) since itbecameeffecPDR 1033-89 10/25/89,I'ofter C0.
tive after these confess~onswele given.
(A's PDR), Vol. &ranslairghte~;Richard
(3) Whether Black 739//240 is misapB~rentello:(1) Whether appellant
plied by COA, in holding that the
showed that juiy misconduct occuned
prohibition against pretext arrests apconcerning diicussionof the parole law
plies only to warrantless anrsts & not to
under Rule 606(b) of the i d e s of
arrests made pursuant to an arrest warevidence. (2) Whether appellant
rant.
demonstrated that the ju~yreceived
PDR 0602-89 8/30/89,Harris Co.
"other evidence" d ~ t r h deliberat~ons.
g
(A's PDR), A@. SmtiaIAsa~rif,Chartes
PDR 1090-89 10/25/89,Dallas C0
Long: Whether "hearsay" objection is
(Ss PDR), Ohscenily, Cla.]tor? A. Rent:
suff. to claim lack of predicate under
(1) Should a harm analysis punuant to
Art. 38.072, VA.C.C.F., where state
Rule 81(b)(2) be perfomled under Art.
didn't claim admissibility under 38.072
28.10(a)? (2) Is a n information
at trial.
amended only when the information
PDR 0685-89 8/30/89,
Jefetson Co.
itself is physically alte~ed?
(S's PDR), Poss. of Cocaine (Clmbitml),
PDR 1119-89 & 1120-89 Ia/25/89,
Jofmny Raj7 William: Whether outB
a
a r Co. (AS PDR), SserutralAsault of
standing hypo that someone otherthan
a
Cbild
(Z), Rajl Moberg: (1) Was a
D left cocaine in police car was
wa~rantless
search of A's motel room
reasonable.
valid as an inventory search? (2) Was
PDR 0818-89 8/30/89,Nueces Co.
consent by the motel manager suffi(SPA'S G DA's PDR), Prostihrtion,
cient
to justify the search where appelLorettzo C.Moretzo: Is an orderby a t d
lant
had
not yet checked out?
court granting a motion to quash, apPDR 1212-89 10/25/89,
Tarrant Co.
pealable under Art. 44.01 (a)(l)?
&A's
I'
D
R),
P
a
s
oftiinphetainine,
(S'
s
PDR 0843-89 8/30/89,Harris Co.
Edna Kaye Davis (1)Whether general
(A's PDR), Bond Foifeit~we, 114arIiir
notice
of appeal gives appellate ju~isMorin: Thiee grounds raising the condiction
to review cotnpltance with Art.
stitutionality of the 1987 amendments
1.15,
V
A.C.C.P., after agleed punishto Art. 22.16 requiring judges to wait 18
ment is assessed. (2) Who has burden
months to enter a final judgment on
of showing weight of controlled subbond fo1feitu1.e~.
stance
where total we~ghtof alleged
PDR 0896-89 8/30/89,
Smitf~Co. (S's
substance
and other, unidentified, subPDR), Btlrglmy of a Birilrli,zg, Dflniel
stances
is
shown.
(3) Whether court of
Wapte Walker. Was there sufficient
appeals
should
review
grounds on
evidence since the jury was charged on
which
record
clearly
shows
all parties
parties only in the abstract?
agreed D could appeal, but notice of
PDR 0918-89 & PDR 0919-89
appeal fails to comply with T.R.A.P.
8/30/89,Harris Co. (A's PDR), Preti-ial
40(b)(l) [agreed punishment%
Motton (State'sAppectO, DoizaM IVajme
PDR 1265-89 10/25/89,Dallas CO.
En,gelking & Aaron Lan~bertSloan:
(A's PDR), Bond Forfeitrrre, Atlied
Whether double jeopardy bars retrial
BoitdiizgAgency (1) Is t\ll.22.16(~)(2),
for lesser included offense after appel(18 month bond iule) constitutional?
late fmdings of insufficient evidence for
alleged offense.
PDR 1292-89 10/25/89,Grrrrdal~~pe
Co.
(A'sPDR), PretrialHakas, Thol??as
PDR 0920-89 10/25/89,~ l l c ~ ? t i m i r
Hjrain 1ViiNEanis: (1) Wherher double
Co. (A's PDR), Capital Mtirde~;Joe Sidjeopardy bars criminal prosecutiot!
ney 1ViIliains: 1 Whether cowhere D has sewed jail tune for c r '
conspirator's statements to satisfy third
tempt in a civil case based on saw
party's curiosity are "during the course

.
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O

:
I

I. s me~~~berofl'(.IILA,hcl~crc
lllirnl~~l!ranl
l o h a perwu ofprof-sioml ~ o n t p l c n ~ imq:rL),
y,
and g d mmal ~,harxar.1hc d p plicanl is ael;rrly cnda~~d
in ilr alefcnw of crminal c d w .

: Mail

I
I
1
I

I

E1,lGIBUITY AND DUES
Effmivc: April 19. 1986
VoluntacySunaining D m (VS) .............................. S3M.W
Suslaining Dues (SUS) ...................................... 2M.W
D u e for members in the firm oTa surtaining member (SMFj. ..... 50.M
Members admitted lo praeliec: (MEW

:
I

2 yun o r l w ........................................

(Piint or T ) p M n n t d s Nanu)

1I
I
I

I
I

to:

Texas Criminal Defense Lawers Association

603 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514

I
I
I

TEXAS
CRIMINAL

I
I
I
1

LAWYERS
ASSOQATK%

I

I

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
600 W e s t 1 3 t h S t r e e t
Austin, TX 78701

ELDat4 ~~rcumn
11-8 N. Spring St.
~

-

1

-.,- - -

...*Ai y ~ e r ,Texas

50.W

2-5 years ............................................ 1m.M
5 or more years.. ..................................... 150.03
Aflliate: Persons in careerr *ich mutribute lo defenne of criminal
casts, e.g., isw professors, are eligible for affiliatemembership
upon approval of the application and re~oiplof Ihe anma1 d u e .
Afliliafe Dues (AFm .................................. 50.W
Smimrr: Tho= regularly enmlled in a law shoo1 in T w are
eligible for sludent membership.
Sludcnt D u a ~(SDhl).. .................................
20.M

I

I
I
I

I

6

I
I

I

3

I
I

I

The nmnthly Voice for 11% Defense magazine.
The "SignificanlDecisions Report" ofimportantmsesdecided by the Texas Cwrt of Criminal
Appeals and Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals toand from Criminal DefenseLawyers in over
IW Texas cities.
Ourslanding eduealional programs-fezduring recognized experts on practical aspects of
defense cases. TCDLA and the State Bar annually present m.wy scrntnars and courses in
all parts of the stab.
Availability afLawyers Anislance Cornmiltee, a ready sauce of mfomialion and assislancc
lo members. and the Amicus Curiae Conunittee.
Organiuliun;d voicz Ihruugh which ctinlinsl dcfc,~sclawycrs can fornlulate m d urprcs
their poriliun legirlaliuu, coun rcform, iinprt~nldcfcn\e rases lhrut~ghAmicus Curia<
aetiuiiy.
Discounts and f m offerings for publxations of interest to criminal defense lawyers
Messenger servrce in the Capitol area.

I

REsiOENCE TELEPHONE (-)
Have youever bcendlsbaaaed o r d ~ r i p lby
i ~any baramration.
0
' 8" you the subject ofdwplinary actwn naw pendm87

i

. . .in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in
the United States. We maintain that level of excellence by eontinnonsly seeking out new minds, new energies. Thereforewe want YOU. . .if your legal
and personal philosophies are compatible with out prrrposes and objedives:
T o provide a n appropriate state organization reprerenting those Imv).rrs n h n
..:.are.activrly e n ~ j x c din the defense nf crinlinal cases.
T o prntect sntl insnre by rule of'law thuse individual rights guaranteed by
the 't'exas and Federal (:onstilutiens in c r i m i ~ ~cases.
ai
TI, resist vroposcd
lecislation
o r r u l a which would curtail snch rights a n d
. .
..
to prom~ltesound nlterndtives.
Ib promote educational nctivities to improve the skills and knonledge of
lanyers engaged in the defense of crimindl cases.
T o i m p n ~ v ethc jadicial systrm and to urge the seluctinll bnd npp~~inlmcnt
t o the hcnch nf well-aualified and cxnerieneed l a w c r s .
T o Improve t h e e o r r e d i o n a ~system add to seek more effective rehabilitation
onoortunities for those convicted of crimes.
'fipromote constant improvement in the administration of criminal justice.

!

i NAME
I

Some of the best legal minds

75702

... :.*.
,.,7'."
.=

..

BULK RATE
U S . POS-TAGE
PAID
Permil No. 2569
Austin, Texas

I
1

